Release Notes

Welcome to the Release Notes.  The Release Notes consist of four lists:  the New Features List, the Defect Resolution List, the Feature Deprecation List, and the Known Issues List.  We encourage those of you who are updating your last release of FRED to scan through the list because it gives you a quick overview of what's new since your last release.  It also shows you which bugs have been fixed since your last release.  Those of you who are new to FRED can benefit from a quick scan because it will give you an idea of what is currently happening, and what has happened in the past.  You can also see what's currently hot in new features development.

The New Features List summarizes new features added to FRED and the approximate date that the feature was added.  They are sorted by date with the most recently added feature listed first.

The Defect Resolution List summarizes bug fixes.  The list contains a summary of each bug that has been fixed and the approximate date that it was fixed.  They are sorted by date with the most recently fixed bug listed first.  Note that occasionally a trivially small bug fix may not be listed.

The Feature Deprecation List summarizes features that are considered obsolete and may be removed in future FRED releases.  Suggestions for alternative methods are generally provided.

The Known Issues List summarizes those issues that are known and may be addressed in a future release of FRED.  Known issues consist of defects and feature modifications or changes.




New Features List


FRED Release Version 18.61.2!

05/17/19:  Enhanced the CodeV import to support an alternate syntax for specifying model glasses in which the refractive index and Abbe number values are separated by a colon character.

04/30/19:  ARN chart windows now show the ARN name, making for easier identification when several chart windows are simultaneously open.

04/29/19:  Users can now close all chart windows for the active document with the new  "Windows | Close All Chart Views"  main menu item.

04/24/19:  Added MPC Support for Triangle surface facet ray data collection (see new feature 02/14/19).

04/17/19:  Added MPC support for whole surface incident/absorbed ray power collection during the raytrace.

04/05/19:  The following script commands have been added in support of the Triangle surface collected data capability: FacetedSurfGetFacetCount, IsDataCollectorSurf, DataCollectorSurfIsDataAvailable, DataCollectorSurfIsCollectData, DataCollectorSurfSetCollectData, DataCollectorSurfGetDatum, DataCollectorSurfSetDatum, DataCollectorSurfGetDataStats, DataCollectorSurfGetDatumCount, DataCollectorSurfReadCollectedDataFile, DataCollectorSurfWriteCollectedDataFile, DataCollectorPropertiesInit, DataCollectorPropertiesGet, DataCollectorPropertiesSet.

03/19/19:  Added a 'Handedness' parameter to the Polarization field of Source Primitives.

03/15/19:  Added the following Optimization-related script commands:  EvaluateMeritFunction, SetMzrLogBeforeAndAfter, IsMzrLogBeforeAndAfter.

03/15/19:  Added "Intensity peak to valley" and "Intensity variance" to the list supported optimization aberration types.  Also added Directional Analysis Entities to the supported optimization analysis surface types to support the two "Intensity" aberrations.

03/15/19:  The Entity Specification control on the "Test User-defined Variable Script" optimization-related dialog has been updated to use the entity picker control instead of a simple drop down list control.

03/15/19:  Added a "Compare before and after" log setting to the "Output/Results" tab of the Optimization dialog.  It allows the output of the optimization before/after comparison of optimization variables and intrinsic aberrations.

03/15/19:  Modified the "verbose" optimization log setting that is found on the "Output/Results" tab of the Optimization dialog.  It has been relabeled and now allows  more aberration information to be logged.

03/11/19:  Added the following new script command:  GetInterpolatedDiffractEfficiency.

02/28/19:  We are now using a modest update to the FRED key software libraries from our dongle vendor.  This update resolves a rare problem in which a Softkey license cannot be removed from a machine once it has been installed.

02/14/19:  Triangle Surfaces can now collect data such as irradiance, incident power, absorbed power, etc. on a facet-by-facet basis during any ray trace.  This is convenient as a visualization aid of the power distribution on the surface.

02/12/19:  Multithreaded calculations in FRED have been updated to efficiently utilize  the logical processors (subject to the user's preference settings and the FRED version) on machines with more than approximately 32 logical processors.  Previously, the requested number of threads were executed, but some logical processors would be assigned more than one thread while other logical processors would not be assigned any threads.

01/23/19:  The Tree View tooltips that appear when the user hovers the mouse over source icons now display the source's type.  For example, "DetailedSource", "PlaneWave", "LaserDiode", etc.

01/18/19:  An optional new 3D View rendering mode has been implemented which uses the MPC raytrace to generate the rendering information.  The new option is available only in FREDmpc and can be toggled between standard rendering and MPC rendering via the "Toggle MPC Render Mode" item in the "3D View" main menu.  The MPC render mode is intended for the purpose of visually verifying the accuracy of the FRED model on the GPU board.  It supports a limited subset of the standard 3D View features.

01/16/19:  Extended the General Diffraction efficiency type to allow coupling between the S and P polarization states.  The general diffraction file data format now supports both efficiency and phase data for S, P, and SP cross coupling between polarization states.


FRED Release Version 18.11.0!

11/07/18:  Added a new User Interface extension, double-clicking on many ARN types in the "Analysis Results" folder will now open that ARN in a chart.

10/30/18:  Added the following scripting commands for the Encrypted Thin Film coating type:  AddEncryptedThinFilmCoatingFromData, AddEncryptedThinFilmCoatingFromFile, SetEncryptedThinFilmFileName, GetEncryptedThinFilmFileName, SetEncryptedThinFilmIsSubstrateAtLastLayer, GetEncryptedThinFilmIsSubstrateAtLastLayer.

10/24/18:  Added a new Encrypted Thin Film coating type, which hides the coating prescription from all forms of user inspection.  Encrypted Thin Films coatings may be created only by importing from properly created encrypted coating data files, which have been previously created by exporting from a standard Thin Film coating type from within the FRED graphical user interface.  This provides a mechanism whereby coating vendors provide the encrypted coating data to users as a means of protecting their proprietary coating prescription data.  However, any user may create encrypted coating data files.

10/15/18:  The FRED installer has been upgraded with the most recent update of the license protection dongle software.  This upgrade resolves certain installation problems on some versions of Microsoft Windows.

10/05/18:  Added a major new advancement in ray trace speed via harnessing the power of GPUs.  FREDmpc (Massively Parallel Computing) is now available as an upgrade to FRED Optimum.  Successive releases of FREDmpc will include expanded support for many new features and capabilities.

08/16/18:  Five new scripting structures have been added: T_SOURCEPRIMPTSRCCOH, T_SOURCEPRIMASTIG, T_SOURCEPRIMLASER, T_SOURCEPRIMRAYFAN, and T_SOURCEPRIMLEDFF. Twenty-seven new scripting commands have been added: SourcePrimGetTypeSource, AddSourcePrim, SourcePrimGetParmCount, SourcePrimGetParmDescription, SourcePrimGetParmValue, SourcePrimSetParmValue, SourcePrimGetWavelSpectCount, SourcePrimGetWavelSpectType, SourcePrimGetWavelSpectValue, SourcePrimSetWavelSpectValue, SourcePrimGetParmPtSrcCohSingle, SourcePrimSetParmPtSrcCohSingle, SourcePrimGetParmPtSrcCohList, SourcePrimSetParmPtSrcCohList, SourcePrimGetParmAstig, SourcePrimSetParmAstig, SourcePrimGetParmLaser, SourcePrimSetParmLaser, SourcePrimGetParmRayFan, SourcePrimSetParmRayFan, SourcePrimGetParmLEDff, SourcePrimSetParmLEDff, SourcePrimGetWavelSingle, SourcePrimSetWavelSingle, SourcePrimSetDrawColor, SourcePrimGetDrawColor, and SourcePrimConvertToDetailed.

08/03/18:  All new ray trace controls, whether part of a new FRED document or added by the user to a FRED document, are now created with default power thresholds of zero.  In previous FRED releases the default power thresholds were small, but non-zero.  The new defaults are more appropriate as ray traces with an extremely large number of rays become more and more common.  Note that this change has no effect on already existing ray trace controls.

06/13/18:  Ten new scripting commands have been added: IsSourcePosApodSuperGaussian, SetSourcePosApodSuperGaussian, GetSourcePosApodSuperGaussian, SetSourcePosApodSuperGaussianMode, GetSourcePosApodSuperGaussianMode, SetSourcePosApodSuperGaussianExponent, GetSourcePosApodSuperGaussianExponent, IsSourceDirApodSuperGaussian, SetSourceDirApodSuperGaussian, and GetSourceDirApodSuperGaussian.

06/12/18:  We removed Simplified Optical sources and replaced them with 17 new Source Primitives: Plane Wave (coherent), Plane Wave (incoherent), Point Source (coherent),  Point Source (incoherent), Laser Beam (00 mode), Astig Guassian Beam, Laser Diode Beam (coherent), M-Squared Laser Beam (coherent), Lambertian Plane, Lambertian Surface, Rayfile Source, Random Volume into a sphere, Ray Fan, Solar Source (simple), Laser Diode (incoherent), LED (far-field), and Bitmap.

06/12/18:  Fred Standard edition is now allowed in 64 Bit Fred.  Previously only 32 Bit Fred supported the Standard edition.

06/11/18:  Add a super-gaussian option for detailed source power apodization, for both direction and angular apodizations.


FRED Release Version 16.112.0!

11/08/17:  Added a "total" column to the computed statistics section of the detailed report of the 3D Grid Wall Analysis Results Node.

10/13/17:  Added four new scripting commands: SetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOEAlgorithm, GetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOEAlgorithm, SetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOEAlgorithmSecondary, and GetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOEAlgorithmSecondary.

08/08/17:  Added eight new scripting commands: SetAcceptanceFilterActiveFlag, IsAcceptanceFilterActive, AddSrcAcceptanceRegion, SetSrcNthAcceptanceRegion, GetSrcNthAcceptanceRegion, DeleteSrcNthAcceptanceRegion, InitAcceptanceFilter, and GetSrcAcceptanceRegionCount. Which accompany a supporting new structure T_ACCEPTANCE_FILTER.

08/02/17:  The tree view tooltip for Sources now includes the immersion material.

08/01/17:  Analysis Planes can now be quickly and conveniently created and attached to a Surface, Source, or Detector Entity in a single step.  In the Tree View, simply right mouse click on the node and select the "Auto Create and Attach an Analysis Plane" popup menu item.

07/27/17:  Made a modest improvement in the usability of the Adjust Image Brightness dialog, which is used by the user to adjust the displayed brightness level of a color image analysis.

07/25/17:  The user interface for the Sampled Coating now warns the user only one time if the sum of the reflected and transmitted powers at any wavelength exceeed a value of unity.  Previously the user was warned once for every wavelength that violated the power sum check.

07/25/17:  Modified the behavior of the "Variables" tab of the "Define/Edit Optimization Dialog" so that certain Optimization Variable validity checks are skipped when users click on the "Get Starting Value(s) From Doc" menu item via the right-mouse-click popup menu.  This new behavior is convenient for users who wish to retrieve a Variable's Value from the FRED document without being subject to certain validity tests such as the upper/lower variable limit test.  Note that all Variable validity checks are performed when the "OK" or "Apply" button is pressed.

07/21/17:  Enhanced and clarified the information presented to the user when FRED startup fails due to failure to find the license key or failure to obtain a license from the key.

07/19/17:  Added four new scripting commands: AddElementSubordinateCurveID, SetElementNthSubordinateCurveID, GetElementNthSubordinateCurveID, and GetElementSubordinateCurveIDCount.

07/18/17:  Added eleven new scripting commands: ElemAddCylinder, ElemAddHemisphereSurface, ElemAddNsidedExtrudedSolid, ElemAddNsidedExtrudedSurface, ElemAddNsidedPipe, ElemAddNsidedPlane, ElemAddNsidedPyramidSolid, ElemAddPlaneWithNsidedHole, ElemAddBeveledWedge, ElemAddIdealLens,  and ElemAddMultimodeFiberOptic. 

07/18/17:  Rearranged the order of Element Primitive menu items in the popup menu to a more logical order.

06/28/17:  Added several new Element Primitive types:  Cylinder Surface, N-Sided Extruded Surface, N-Sided Extruded Solid, N-sided Plane, Plane with N-Sided Hole, N-Sided Pipe, Hemisphere Surface, N-Sided Pyramid Solid, Ideal Lens Module, Beveled Wedge, Multimode Fiber Optic, and N-Sided Plane with rounded vertices.

06/23/17:  Added two scripting commands: ImpSampGetDirectionSampleType and ImpSampSetDirectionSampleType.

06/23/17:  Added three Dow Corning glasses to the Custom glass catalog:  MS-1002, MS-1003, and MS_4002.

06/22/17:  The Volume Hologram diffraction efficiency has been enhanced with a second algorithm to compute the direction of the signal wave.  The new algorithm is "more accurate" when the incident ray does not satisfy the Bragg condition.  The new algorithm is now the default, but users can choose between the original or new algorithms in the user interface.

06/19/17:  FRED now supports the concept of "Pinned Files".  Pinned files are similar to the Most Recently Used (MRU) file list that is shown in the "Files" main menu item, and are listed immediately below the MRU files.  The difference is that pinned files are specifically added to the list by the user, and the list does not dynamically change as the user opens them.  Pinned files are a convenient way to keep a static list of important or commonly used files that can be quickly opened without having to search for them with a File Open dialog.

06/18/17:  We have added an optional new Dashboard window that appears when FRED is launched.  The Dashboard is a single window that allows quick and convenient access to common startup tasks such as opening a new document, opening recently used files, access to help and learning resources, opening the Photon Engineering website, display of current FRED license information, and much more.  The Dashboard may prove useful for both new and experienced users.

05/19/17:  Fred has added a "symmetry" parameter to the tabulated BSDF scatter model: Isotropic (Beta-Beta0), Isotropic (Beta+Beta0), and Isotropic simple nearest (U,V,W) coordinate scheme. "Isotropic (Beta-Beta0)" is the default, and is the tradiational method used.

05/19/17:  Fred has three new options for plotting the ever-growing BSDF models: a 2D beta plot, a 2D (Beta-Beta0) linear plot, and a 2D (Beta+Beta0) plot.

04/19/17:  Increased the maximum number of ray paths (64bit version only) that can be read from a ray path .frp file from 10 million to 25 million.

04/18/17:  Added FRED global scripting variable support for the "Huge_" (64 bit integer) Basic language integer type.  This facilitates script access to the extremely large ray count support that was added to FRED Version 16.41.0 (see New Feature item 10/20/16).

04/18/17:  Users can now define a collection of closed elliptical and/or rectangular curve shapes which filter rays during source creation in a process roughly similar to scatter importance sampling.  Rays can be filtered to the inside or outside of any of the shapes.  The shapes are defined as part of the source on a new "Acceptance Filter" tab on the detailed source create/edit dialog.


FRED Release Version 16.42.1!

03/30/17:  Added Monte-Carlo ray direction generation to scatter importance sampling.  This statistically biases the scatter ray directions according to the BSDF scatter function so that more scatter rays are directed toward regions where the BSDF function has larger values.  The user can choose between the new Monte-Carlo distribution and the original uniform distribution (in which the ray directions are satistically uniformly distributed into the importance sample region).  Previously, the uniform distribution was the only choice.

03/22/17:  Added eye-easing commas to ever-growing ray counts in the progress bar during ray traces.

03/21/17:  The maximum number of characters that can be edited in the General Comment Dialog has been increased from the default of 30,000 characters to 1,000,000 characters.

03/21/17:  Added additional angle cosines (Beta,Alpha), full plane (ThetaX,ThetaY) and Zenith/Azimuthal (Theta,Phi) input to the BSDF 3D charting dialog for angles of incidence.

03/21/17:  The Composite Curve user interface now displays the connection error between the last and first member curves of the Composite Curve.  The error is displayed on the row for the last member curve.

03/21/17:  Added a "reverse sense" checkbox to the Curve graphical user interface.  This feature of curves has been available for quite some time, but has only been accessible in the graphical user interface for Composite Curves.

03/21/17:  Added the following script commands:  "InsertSourceDirIthMultiAngle", "DeleteSourceDirIthMultiAngle", "InsertSourceDirIthMultiPos", "DeleteSourceDirIthMultiPos".


FRED Release Version 16.41.0!

03/13/17:  Added "ImpSampSetScatterLevel" and "ImpSampGetScatterLevel" script commands.

03/09/17:  Scatter importance sampling has been enhanced with support for allowing ray scatter based on scatter level.  Users can now choose to allow scattering for scatter levels "less than level n", "equal to level n", or "greater than level n".  Here, the level number "n" refers to the scatter level of the newly created scatter rays.  For instance, "equal to level 2" means that scatter rays will be created only if those rays would be at scatter level 2.  The default is "greater than level 0", which results in the same behavior as previous versions of FRED.

03/08/17:  Enhanced the "Memory Settings" section of the "Ray Buffer" tab in the Preferences dialog.  It now shows additional information such as the total installed RAM, and potential total ray count in reponse to the user changing the "Number of frames" and "Rays per frame" settings.  This makes choosing optimum values somewhat more convenient.  The maximum ray limit has been increased.  Also, the dialog now checks the settings against the amount of RAM installed on the user's system and warns the user if the settings could result in overflow from RAM to virtual memory.

02/22/17:  Added the following new scripting commands:  GetNURBCurveControlPtCount, GetNURBSurfControlPtCount, GetNURBSurfControlPtCount2.

02/14/17:  Enhanced the way in which a FRED COM server is launched by a COM client so that a new FRED instance is launched each time the client calls CreateObject("FRED.Appication") on a given machine.  This allows users to launch multiple simultaneous instances of FRED.  Previously, a new FRED instance was launched only if no FRED instance was already running, otherwise a reference to the most previously launched FRED object was returned.  The effect was that only one instance of FRED could be launched.

02/08/17:  When creating a new curve in the Create/Edit Curve dialog, both the traceability and drawable check boxes are now automatically selected.  This is a user convenience feature giving the user has immediate visual feedback on the shape and location of the curve after pressing the "Apply" or "OK" button.

02/07/17:  The Graphical edit window for Composite curves has been enhanced to show  1)  the position offset from the end of the curve to the start of the next curve,  2)  the start point of each curve, and  3)  the end point of each curve.  This information is useful to estimate the size of gaps between neighboring curves.

02/07/17:  Expanded the supported ray-file text formats using the "Read rays from a file and generate dynamically" ray positions type in the Positions/Directions tab of the detailed source Edit dialog to accept comma seperated variable (.csv) file formats. Additionally we expanded file import to allow a nine column text format where flux, wavelength and OPL are the seventh, eigth and ninth columns.

01/27/17:  The Raytrace Paths report dialog (Tools | Reports | Raytrace Paths...) and  the Stray Light Report dialog (Tools | Reports | Stray Light Report...) now give the user the ability to Redraw Every N'th ray in selected paths.  Previously, the only option was to redraw all rays in the selected paths.

01/25/17:  Enhanced the NURB surface specification to give users access to NURB control points and weights via 2D indexing.  This is in addition to the current 1D indexing.  Access to NURB control point optimization variables can be specified using 2D indexing through both the index and subindex paramters if the subindex value is zero or a positive integer.  NURB control point optimization variable 1D indexing is used if the subindex value is a negative number (the default), which for backwards compatibility is unchanged from the previous behavior.  Also, see the new scripting commands noted on the new feature dated 01/11/17.

01/23/17:  Enhanced the spatial coherent field resample routines to allow for user input of the neighboring ray X and Y overlap factors, which allows more precise control over the properties of the resampled rays.  Previously, the overlap factors were hardwired to have a value of 1.5 and the user could not change them.  In addition, the following two new script commands have been added: SpatiallyResampleScaleField2 and SpatiallyResampleVectorField2 which are identical to the existing commands SpatiallyResampleScaleField and SpatiallyResampleVectorField with the exception that X and Y overlap factors appear as additional parameters.  The original commands continue to be available with no change in functionality.

01/18/17:  Most ray path scripting commands now allow negative event id numbers (negative indexing) to specify events starting from the last event instead of the first.  For example, -1 specifies the last event, -2 specifies the next to  last event, etc.  The effect of zero and positive event id numbers is unchanged.  For example, 0 specifies the first event, 1 specifies the second event, etc.  The commands effected by the change are PathEvent, PathEvent2, ItemID, PathEventDiffractOrder, PathEventIsAbsorb, PathEventIsChild, PathEventIsNonsequential, PathEventIsParent, PathEventIsPause, PathEventIsReflect, PathEventIsScatter, PathEventIsSequential, PathEventIsSpecular, PathEventIsTransmit, PathEventIsDiffract.

01/16/17:  Added additional parameter checking in the MIE particle scatter edit dialog.  The dialog now prevents the user from entering in values greater than unity for the "Surf Refl" and "Surf Tran" coefficients.

01/11/17:  Added new scripting commands: GetNURBSurfControlPt, SetNURBSurfControlPt, GetNURBSurfControlPt2, and SetNURBSurfControlPt2.

01/05/17:  Added two new scripting commands: GetGratingKVector and GetGratingKVectorSecondary.
 
12/28/16:  Added a Volume Hologram grating diffraction efficiency type to the list of diffraction efficiencies that can be assigned to surfaces via the "Gratings" tab of the surface edit dialog.  The calculation includes polarization effects.

12/01/16:  The "Reseed all random number generators before every raytrace" preference has been relabeled to read "Generate a different random number sequence for every raytrace".  This is a cosmetic change in the wording for reasons of improved clarity.  The functionality of the preference is not changed.

11/23/16:  Sources have be modified so that the source's rays do not need to be scaled to the specified power each time the source is created.  The scaling operation is performed only once after the source has been modified.  This feature is most useful for sources that create a very large number of rays by reducing the overall source creation time.

11/11/16:  Large FRED files now load dramatically faster by eliminating the need for the full document update that occurs immediately after the file is read in.  Note that this faster file load will only occur for files saved in this and later versions of FRED.  For now, surface tessellation will still occur after the file is loaded.

10/26/16:  Users can now assign two grating efficiency specifications to a single grating surface:  one efficiency (primary) will be used for rays incident from one side of the surface, the other efficiency (secondary) will be used for rays incident from the other side.  The user may specify only one grating efficiency, in which case that efficiency will be used for rays incident on either side of the surface (which is the behavior of all previous versions of FRED).

10/20/16:  The 2 billion (2,147,483,647) ray limit on FRED ray buffers, ray traces, analyses, etc. has been removed.  This is of great benefit to those users who need to ray trace extremely large raysets.  Note that such large raysets may consume a large amount of disk space.

10/18/16:  Added nine new scripting commands: SetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOE, GetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOE, GetDiffractWavelengthCountSecondary, SetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOESecondary, GetDiffractEfficiencyVolHOESecondary, SetDiffractEfficiencyTableSecondary, GetDiffractEfficiencyTableSecondary, SetDiffractEfficiencyFileSecondary, and GetDiffractEfficiencyFileSecondary.

09/30/16:  The  StrayLightReport and StrayLightReportByEntity script commands have been modified to eliminate the requirement that there be at least one ray in the ray buffer.

09/22/16:  Added 27 lenses to Qioptiq/Linos lens catalog and about 300 to the Edmunds' lens catalog.

09/22/16:  Added a new scripting command: AddCatalogLensReversed.

09/14/16:  Increased the maximum number of calculation threads in 64bit FRED to 63 threads.  Previously the maximum was 33.

09/14/16:  The directory for saving FRED Trial license files from the License Authorization dialog now defaults to the User's desktop.

09/14/16:  The directional spot diagram and intensity spread functions now enforce maximum x-axis limits of +-1.0 even if the analysis surface used for the analysis specifies larger limits.  This can help avoid confusion since the x component of the data values must always be within +-1.0 limits.


FRED Release Version 15.90.1!

09/07/16:  Modified the internal TIS calculation routine for the Tabulated BSDF scatter model.  Users can now specify exactly the same TIS integration sample points when comparing TIS values calculated for 3D scatter model plots as compared to the internal TIS calculation shown on 2D scatter model plots.

08/23/16:  Improved the CAD export rendered ray feature by increasing by a factor of 10 the number of rays (64bit FRED only) that can be exported to the CAD file.

08/01/16:  The results in the Scatter Test dialog when performing a test of a scatter now show the full numeric precision, and the values can be copied out of the dialog.

07/15/16:  Added additional user control over the coherent source power scaling operation during ray creation by adding two user-settable parameters (x/y scale factor) in the "Coherence" tab window of the source edit dialog.  Usually the default algorithm works well, but in some instances additional flexibility is required.  The associated scripting commands SetSourceCoherentGridScale and GetSourceCoherentGridScale have been added as well.

07/11/16:  The catalog lens import dialog now has a Lens reversal checkbox to allow the lens to be imported into a FRED model reversed in terms of left/right directionality with respect to the Z axis.

07/11/16:  Two Element Primitives HemiSphere Solid and Cylinder Lens both have two new parameters. First relates to whether first or second surface should be the local origin.  Second relates to the directionality of the curved surface is either leftward or rightward facing.

07/08/16:  The SetNURBCurve script command has been modified to preserve the previous Umin/Umax values of the NURB curb when possible.  The allowed parameter range defined by Umin/Umax is determined by the knot vector.  So if the command changes the knot vector in such a way as to restrict the range, the Umin/Umax values may be adjusted to stay within the allowable range.  This places somewhat more burden on the user to ensure and verify the Umin/Umax values are set as desired.

06/15/16:  Added a second algorithm for applying an Aperture Collection Curve to a surface.  The user can select in the user interface which Aperture Collection Curve algorithm to use:  the original algorithm or the new algorithm.  Added companion GetApertureCurveAlgorithm and SetApertureCurveAlgorithm script commands.

06/01/16:  The FRED user interface has been updated with several new features such as:  user specifiable color schemes, a full screen window mode, new tabbed window layout options, more convenient toobar layout modification, toolbar conversion to floating window mode, multi-column button layout for vertically docked toobars, and more.  See the new features document for more information.

05/13/16:  Added two new script commands: CopyFilteredRaysBufferToBuffer and AddFilteredRaysFromCurrentBufferToNewBuffer.

05/11/16:  Added two new script commands: GetFirstFilteredRay and GetLastFilteredRay.

05/05/16:  Added three new script commands: Get2DChart, Get3DChartTriplet, and ARNDisplayInChartTriplet.

05/02/16:  Added Percentage Area Coverage for Mie Scatter models: the detailed report will now show this and a new scripting command GetMieScatterPercentAreaCoverage will report this value. 

05/02/16:  The "Description" and "Keyword" tree columns can now be reordered by dragging column headers.

04/07/16:  Added support for ZEMAX Paraxial surface type.  However, it is not clear how ZEMAX is computing the phase through this surface, and so it is likely that FRED and ZEMAX will not agree in a coherent calculation involving this surface type.

03/11/16:  Added a second scripted optimization variable type that has more parameters on the "EvalMzrVarEx" script function.  These parameters provide more information about the definition of the variable then is available to the original "EvalMzrVar" function.

03/11/16:  Added targetType  member to the T_TARGETEDRAY structure in the scripting language in support of the iterated ray target type.  Its value can be either the new "direction" target type or the original "position" target type.

03/11/16:  The user is now explicitly notified via a popup dialog when he or she has successfully applied new software authorization codes.


FRED Release Version 14.110.2!

02/09/16:  The drop down list box of the surface type in the surface edit dialog is now shorter and has a vertical scroll bar.  This change was made because the drop down list is long and is difficult to work with on low resolution screens.

01/26/16:  Added SetSourceDirSampledPolarImportFGDFile script command.

01/13/16:  Added SetSourceDirApodSampledImportFile and SetSourceDirSampledPolarImportFile script commands.

01/06/16:  Added a 3D raw-data preview for Tabulated BSDF scatter models. This is available when the Tabulated BSDF control dialog is open and by right clicking in that control grid.

11/25/15:  Added ForceUpdate and ScaleEntity script commands.

11/06/15: Lens import function has been substantially rewritten to (1) import more surface types such as the superconic surface in CODEV and ZEMAX, Zernike sag and spline surfaces in ZEMAX, etc., (2) support tilt/decenter options in CODEV and ZEMAX that did not exist at the time the original import code was written (for example, offset decenters in CODEV), and (3) offer several new source creation options including iterated (real) chief ray sources and full pupil sources, in addition to the paraxial sources supported in previous version of FRED.  Glue layers between elements in doublets has been removed from the import; doublets are now imported as two lens elements with one of the common surfaces rendered never traceable. All of the surface position code has been rewritten. For surface-based imports, surfaces are located relative to previous surfaces (consistent with the usual lens design program convention). However in element-based imports, all elements and surfaces are located in global coordinates. 

10/27/15:  Added a new scripting command, IsInvalidCoherentRay, which returns a value of True if the specified ray is coherent but has invalid internal parameters that render it invalid to be included in any coherent calculation such as scalar field, irradiance, etc.  This command along with the GetRayFailCode and GetRayEntity commands should be sufficient to determine if the specified ray has any failures that might preclude its use as part of an analysis.

10/19/15:  Added to script structure T_RAY two fields indexref and indexrefimag which will be populated on the GetRay  command for the matching indices of refraction for the material the ray is contained within.

10/19/15:  Added script commands GetRayWaveVector and GetRayOrdinaryExtraType.

10/14/15:  Ray path tracking and report has been enhanced resolve some subtle path effects due to events at diffracting surfaces.  Previously, a raypath event was considered diffractive only if the diffraction occurred at non-zero order.  Also, raypath reports now explicitly label diffractive events as such.  Note that grating diffraction events are always considered to be specular events.

10/12/15:  ARN data can now be optionally generated by Detector Entities during optimization.  This feature is activated on the "Merit Function Aberrations" tab of the Optimization dialog.  Two new associated scripting commands have been added as well: SetMzrAllowARNs and IsMzrAllowARNs.

10/08/15:  Users can now specify the imaginary part of the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices for the sampled birefringent material.

10/06/15:  Added "Suprax8488" glass to the Custom glass catalog.

10/06/15:  Added ability to add internal transmission table data to any glass in the Custom glass catalog.  Additional information and syntax are listed at the top of the Custom Glass Catalog data file in the FRED resources directory.

10/01/15:  First implementation of the new FRED Distributed Computation feature as a feature of FRED Optimum.  This major script-based flexible extension to the FRED Optical Engineering Software allows users to simultaneously access the power of many PCs at one time to dramatically speed up most computational tasks.  In usage one FRED instance serves as the Master which distributes subtasks to any number of FRED Remote instances on other PCs.

09/22/15:  The Ray Path Report dialog and Stray Light Report dialog now allow the user to isolate (in the 3D View) surfaces on selected paths.

09/16/15:  The graphical edit window for NURB surfaces now preserves any control point and weight data the user has typed in when the NURB polynomial degree is changed during editing.

09/10/15:  Added a new scripting command, PolynomialSolve, which fits an N order polynomial to M data points.

09/08/15:  Added seven new scripting commands to support the new Power Law GRIN material: AddPowerLawGRINMaterial, SetIthPowerLawGRINMaterial, AppendPowerLawGRINMaterial, RemoveIthPowerLawGRINMaterial, GetIthPowerLawGRINMaterial, SetConstantsPowerLawGRINMaterial, and GetConstantsPowerLawGRINMaterial.  Their syntax follows prior GRIN materials: indices of refraction N1 and N2 are per wavelength while geometric constants Alpha and G are one per model.

09/08/15:  Added a Power Law GRIN material type. The exponent of the power is a floating type to allow fractional powers.

08/31/15: The Targeted Ray dialog now allows the user to iterate to a specific ray direction at the target surface.

07/28/15:  The random number generators in FRED have been substantially enhanced to produce very high quality random numbers with an extremely long period.  This will be of most use when ray tracing extremely large numbers of rays.  Note that running older FRED models will now generate different random number sequences than with previous versions of FRED.  Users are informed of this via the document integrity check when the .frd file is loaded into FRED.

06/26/15:  Full numeric precision is now preserved for numeric data entered by the user into the Detector Entity Dialog.  Previously, only six significant digits of precision were retained.

06/01/15:  Removed all restrictions on Remote Desktop Access and the number of simultaneous FRED instances that can be launched by a single user.  The new policies allow Remote Desktop access to all versions of FRED without restriction.  In addition, a single user may now launch many simultaneous instances of FRED on a single machine (subject to the machine's computer resource limits) while consuming only a single FRED license.  Many users may find these changes will facilitate their access to the FRED software.

05/26/15:  Restrict datafile loading when format is suspect in Binomial/Polynomial fit dialog. Also, display N before M in the Model Fit Preview Window and Detailed Report for system-wide consistency.

05/22/15:  Added 18 materials to the Hoya Glass catalog.


FRED Release Version 14.40.0!

03/20/15:  The system Pickup and Configuration dialogs now remember certain spreadsheet column widths as last reset by the user.

03/13/15:  The LoadTable scripting command is now locale-aware and will properly parse numbers written in the format specified according the current locale setting on the user's computer.

03/10/15:  Added two new scripting commands, GetNURBCurveControlPt and SetNURBCurveControlPt, to access control points and weights of NURB Curve data.  These two commands are unique in that the user can access the array data using either forward (positive array index values) or backward (negative array index values) indexing.  For negative indexing, a value of -1 will access the last array element, a value of -2 for the second to last, etc.

03/04/15:  Added the ability to automatically open the general comment dialog whenever a specific FRED file is loaded.  This can be useful to automatically display information such as proprietary notices whenever the FRED file is opened.

02/17/15: The latest Edmund's lens catalog for 2015 has been added.

02/17/15: Support for IES TM-27-14 XML formatted spectra files added and can be activated in the Spectra folder.

02/12/15:  Relaxed restrictions on the maximum number of rays that the 64-bit version of FRED can store in RAM.  The new limit is 250 million (up from the previous limit of 100 million).  This can be controlled via the "# of rays per frame" and "# of frames in memory" settings on the "Ray Buffer" tab of the "Preferences" dialog.

02/09/15:  Changed the algorithm used for tracking ray paths during most raytraces, resulting in improved performance for raytraces involving large path counts and/or paths with large event counts.

01/26/15:  Added the following "keyword-related" and "multiple surface property assignment" scripting commands: KeywordCount, KeywordAdd, KeywordDelete, KeywordFind, KeywordSetName, KeywordSetDescription, KeywordGetName, KeywordGetDescription, KeywordApplyToItem, KeywordRemoveFromItem, KeywordGetCountFromItem, KeywordIsAppliedToItem, KeywordsGetAllFromItem, KeywordsApplyToItems, KeywordsRemoveFromItems, KeywordsGetAppliedItems, SetSurfsAssignCoating, SetSurfsAssignRaytraceCtrl, SetSurfsAssignSurfRough, SetSurfsAssignMaterials, SetSurfsAssignScatter, SetSurfsRemoveScatter.

01/16/15:  Renamed the following menu items for better clarity:  "File | New | Fred Type" renamed to "File | New | Fred Document",  and "File | New | Script Type" renamed to "File | New | Script Document".

01/14/15:  We have added a multiple surface assignment feature that can be used to assign one or more of Coating/two Materials/Raytrace Control/Scatter/Surface Roughness surface properties to multiple surfaces simultaneously.  For example, the user may highlight multiple geometry folder items in the Tree View, highlight a coating and raytrace control in the Tree View, and then click the “Assign Highlighted Properties to Surfaces” menu item in the right mouse-click pop up menu.  The coating and raytrace control assignment will "flow down" to all surfaces descended from highlighted Tree View nodes.  This feature is very handy for large FRED models.  Note also the proper usage of <ctrl>left-mouse-click and <shift>left-mouse-click to select multiple Tree View items can really make this new feature very quick and convenient to use.

01/09/15:  The Multiple Surface View/Edit dialog now supports editing subsets of surfaces.  Previously the dialog would always list all surfaces.  Users can now select a subset of surfaces to edit based on any combination of "Traceable surfaces", "Isolated surfaces", "Selected surfaces", or "All surfaces", and then press the "Reload" button.  In addition, the "Selected surfaces" option works with the new keyword feature for selecting surfaces based on assigned keywords.  This allows users to list in the dialog only those surfaces they may be interested in editing, and chang the listed surfaces without having to close and then reopen the dialog.

01/05/15:  FRED now supports the concept of "keywords".  We have added a "keyword" folder to the Tree View into which users can add user-defined keywords which can then be assigned to almost any item in the Tree View.  The Tree View now has a "Keywords" column to the right of the "Description" column which lists the keywords assigned (if any) to the Tree View items.  Multiple keywords can be assigned to a single item and assigned keywords can be used in many ways.  For intstance, the user can drag/drop a coating onto a keyword to quickly assign the coating to any surface that has been assigned that keyword.

12/22/14:  The number of image file formats supported by the Digitizer has been expanded to include PNG and GIF.

12/18/14:  The "Update" button on the License Authorization Dialog has been renamed to "Authorize Key".  The new label clarifies the meaning of the button.

12/15/14:  The latest Sentinel Key driver 7.6.7 is now being used with the current FRED releases.

11/25/14:  Additional menu items have been added to the main "Edit" menu so that the "Multiple Surface View/Edit" dialog can now edit a subset of all surfaces.  The subset can be specified via selection in the Tree View or via isolated surfaces.  These allow the user to load a subset of surfaces to be displayed in the View/Edit dialog  This can be a handy tool when used with very large models.

11/21/14:  The rays created by the "coherent field synthesis" and "spatially resample field" algorithms are now colored to be different from the background color of the 3D View.  Previously the rays were always white and could not be seen in a 3D View with a white background.

11/19/14:  We have extended the Isolate feature in the 3D View to allow isolation of surfaces based on selected Coatings/Materials/Raytrace Controls/Scatter/Surface Roughness items selected in the Tree View.  For example, select a coating in the Tree and click the “Isolate Assigned Coating Surfaces in the 3D View” menu item in the right mouse-click pop up menu.  This feature works with multiple simultaneously selected items.  In addition, keyword support has been added so key selections "flow through" to assigned surfaces as well as any coating/material/etc. property that has been assigned the selected keyword(s).  The isolation feature will be toggled “on”, and all surfaces that have been assigned that coating will be isolated in the 3D View.  This can be a handy tool when used with very large models.

10/29/14:  The behavior of the general coating type has been changed slightly under the condition that the user has set the interpolation angle to other than the default, which is the incident angle.  Previously under the TIR condition the incident angle was always used for interpolation regardless of the interpolation angle setting.  Now, the interpolation angle is set to 90 degrees.  This change avoids an unexpected switch in the interpolated angle.

10/24/14:  Added support for the user-selectable cursor in the 3D view.  This is specified in the "File Locations" tab of the Preferences dialog.


FRED Release Version 13.90.0!

08/22/14:  The ARNWriteToFile script command now appends a ".fgd" file name extension if no extension is supplied.  The user can create a file with no extension by placing a dot character, ".", as the last character of the file name.

08/07/14:  When adding a glass catalog material into a FRED model, wavelengths corresponding to internal transmittance values of zero are now automatically reset to a non-zero (but small) value.  This prevents the glass from acting like a metal with very high reflectance when rays of the corresponding wavelengths intersect a surface with an "Uncoated" or "Thin Film" coating.  The user can always edit the glass at a later time to set any desired values (including zero).  Glass catalog materials contained in FRED files created prior to this FRED release are not modified for reasons of backward compatibility as the user can manually edit the glass if the new behavior is desired.

08/04/14:  Added ability to save/restore raytrace-generated ray paths to/from a file.  Added the following related script commands: SaveRaytraceRayPathsToFile, and ReadRaytraceRayPathsFromFile.

07/29/14:  Updated CVI Laser Optics, Edmund Optics, Newport, Optosigma, Rolyn Lens catalogs.

07/29/14:  Updated Schott, OHara, Hoya, Hakari, Sumita, and Custom Glass catalogs.

07/28/14:  Sources now support the ability to report an entity node ID number other than their own node ID for ray path purposes in a manner analagous to surfaces.  See the New Features entry on 01/16/11 for more information.

07/24/14:  Added ability to merge raypaths that exist before a raytrace with those generated during the raytrace.  This provides a simple way to accumulate raypaths over multiple raytraces.

07/24/14:  Extended the Global Script Variables to support variables of "Array" type.

07/15/14:  Added RaySummaryInfo script command.

07/11/14:  Made a modest improvement to the Visualization View's responsiveness when rotating large models with the mouse.

07/10/14:  Improved speed of selection handling in the "Visualization Attributes" dialog.

07/10/14:  Added Archer, Ealing, Ross and Thorlabs Lens catalogs.

07/10/14:  Added Archer, CDGM, Heraeus, NHG and RPO Glass catalogs.

07/09/14:  Made further improvements to the speed of copy-paste operations in large models.

07/01/14:  Added the following script commands:  ARNGet2DPixelSize, ARNInterpolateCellValue2D, and ARNGetCellIndicesClosestToLocation2D.

06/20/14:  Added the following script commands:  ARNGetLocked, ARNSetLocked, and PrefsGetRandomReseed.

06/17/14:  Added ability to spatially resample vector fields.  This straightforward enhancement of the pre-existing scalar field spatial resample feature combines the rays from independent resamplings of the X and Y vector field components.  A new script command,  SpatiallyResampleVectorField, was added as part of this enhancement.

06/05/14:  Double precision parameters in Ray Selection Criteria now display to full double precision in dialogs and detailed reports for entities containing ray selections such as Analysis Surfaces, etc.  Previously the displayed values were rounded to single precision.

05/22/14:  Added a FRED command line parameter:  "/RunEmbeddedAndQuit[=<embeddedScriptName>]" which is to be used in conjunction with a FRED file name on the command line.  These two command line parameters will load the given FRED file, run the file's named embedded script, and then automatically quit FRED.  If no embedded script name is supplied, "ForAutomatedTesting" is the default.  Ex.:  fred.exe /RunEmbeddedAndQuit=myembeddedscript  myfredmodel.frd.


FRED Release Version 13.60.0!

04/15/14:  Added a new ray filter criterion, "diffract level", which is similar to the "specular level" or "scatter level" filter criteria.  The diffract level of a ray is increased by one during the raytrace each time the ray is diffracted at a surface with a grating specification.  Associated with this is a new scripting command: GetRayDiffractDepth.

04/01/14:  Enhanced the multiple delete of geometric entities functionality in the Tree View:  the user now has the option (via a pop up dialog) to modify the delete behavior if unsafe collections of entities have been selected for deletion.  For instance, deleting a surface from a Lens, Mirror, Prism, or Element Primitive element entity, although previously allowed, is almost never a good idea and is often done unintentionally.  The user now has the option of not deleting the surface, converting the surface's parent element to a Custom Element before deleting the surface, or cancelling the entire delete operation.

03/25/14:  Added a new color palette, "Spectrum5", for use when displaying ARNs in the visualization view.

03/13/14:  Detector entities set by the user to not absorb rays now halt intersecting rays with zero power.  Previously they would halt rays with a power less than or equal to 1.0e-16.

03/06/14:  Made several changes to the user interface for the Repository feature for improved usability.

02/27/14:  Added ability to skip installation of the hardware key driver during a silent installation of FRED by specifying the "/K" parameter (in addition to "/S" for silent installation).

02/26/14:  FRED has long had a "Data Inegrity Checker" that scans the validity of FRED file data during read-in.  If any issues were identified, the user was informed via popup dialogs.  This capability has been expanded to provide more information, and issues are now reported in a log file.  If any issues are found, a message showing the directory location and name of the log file is sent to the FRED text output window.

02/26/14:  Added a ThinFilmCoefficients script command to compute thin film transmission and reflection coefficients.  The user can specify any sequence of layers and arbitrarily modify the layer thicknesses.  This can be useful to simulate thin film layers with spatially varying thicknesses.


FRED Release Version 13.21.0!

02/04/14:  Added ability to control the transparency of the legend and color bar when an ARN is displayed in the Visualization View.

02/04/14:  When opening a FRED file, a brief message to the text output window is now generated if the FRED model contains a general comment.

02/04/14:  The table of ray errors report has been enhanced to include more information about coherent rays.


FRED Release Version 13.20.0!

01/22/14:  The simple move drag/drop of a geometry item in the Tree View (i.e. when the item being dragged and dropped stays within the same tree view) now supports automatic moving of the item's supporting entities (if any).  For example, if the user drags a Tabulated Cylinder surface to a different Custom Element node on the tree, then the surface's associated Curve entity will be automatically moved as well.

01/16/14:  The Tabulated BSDF Scatter Model type has two new interpolation methods added to its property page. The original 4 neighbor BiLinear interpolation is one option. The two new interpolation schemes will help smoothen the raw BSDF data.

01/14/14:  The CAD export functionality has been expanded and improved.  The aspheric surface export algorithm has been enhanced.  The composite curve export algorithm has been completely rewritten for numerical stability.  The conic surface algorithm has been rewritten and now detects the special cases of a full or partial spheroid/ellipsoid as well as a “standard” conic surface.  The conic focii export has been completely rewritten and recognizes the cases of a sphere, ellipsoid and hyperboloid.  The plane export code has been rewritten for numeric stability.  The polynomial surface is rewritten and now recognizes special polynomial forms indicating planes, parabolic troughs, elliptical/circular cylinders, elliptical/circular parabolid, ellipsoids and spheres, elliptical and circular cones, torus, cpc.  Forbes asphere export capability has been added.  Revolved curve export algorithm has been rewritten.  SGSS surface export capability has been added.  Cylinder/tube export algorithm has been completely rewritten.  The trimming volume export code has been upgraded to be more robust and reliable.  Surface trimming specification export has been enhanced to be more robust.

11/26/13:  Added the script commands GetDotProdSurfTrim and SetDotProdSurfTrim .  These commands can be applied to any surface entity and correspond to the dot product surface trim test specification found on the Aperture tab of the Surface Edit dialog.

10/25/13:  For some time, it has been possible to select a region in an analysis chart and have FRED list the ray paths that contributed to that region.  Originally available just for incoherent spatial analyses, this feature has now been extended to support directional analyses (e.g., Intensity on Polar Grid) associated with a Directional Analysis Entity.  The new command FindPathsContributingToPolarAngularRegion implements the equivalent feature in scripting.

10/22/13:  Added the script command FacetedSurfSetFromFile.

10/15/13:  Added a check box to the Spectral Analysis dialog that controls whether the computed spectrum is added to the Spectra folder on the tree.  Previously, the spectrum was always added to the tree.

10/15/13:   Added the following two script commands for controlling and accessing the "Display Enhanced Raytrace Statistics" preference:  PrefsSetDisplayEnhRaytraceStats and PrefsGetDisplayEnhRaytraceStats.

10/14/13:  Added the surface normal vector at the ray intersection (k,l,m), the source ray number of the ray (sourceRayNbr), and ray's consecutive intersect count (consecIntersects) to the T_RAY scripting structure as "read-only" structure members.  Scripting commands will read these quantities from the ray, but will not write the values to the ray.

10/08/13:  Added an Extended Script Scatter model (and associated script commands) that allows for polarized and anisotropic scatter.

10/01/13:  Improved algorithm used for processing ray paths following a multithreaded raytrace, resulting in significantly reduced processing times.

09/25/13:  Added ability to export approximate FRED geometry to an OBJ file as facets.  This feature is still under continuing development.

09/19/13:  Added an "Export Data To a FRED text File..." option to the Tabulated BSDF property page.

09/16/13:  Added the faceted surface, which is defined by a simple collection of triangular facets.  Normals for individual vertices may be specified, producing the equivalent of "smooth shading" when the surface is traced.  Alternatively, simple planar facet normals may be used.  Possible uses for this new surface type include simplified modelling of contextual geometry, improving raytrace performance of some types of complicated surfaces, and simulating geometry that has very large numbers of simple, possibly disconnected, geometric elements.

09/09/13:  Added the Custom Scatter catalog Dialog. The user has access to all of the cataloged scatterers as well as any they add. It has a corresponding new script command: AddCatalogScatter.

08/29/13:  The volume scatter data file dialog, which is accessed from the "Volume Scatter" tab on the material edit dialog, now automatically lists the data from the volume scatter data from the FRED resources when the dialog first appears.  Previously the dialog was empty and the user was required to manually select the file after it first appeared.

08/29/13:  Added a new Scatter model, a shift varient Harvey-Shack model called "Extended Harvy Shack" and seven script commands to support it: AddHarveyShackExtendedScatter, SetHarveyShackExtendedScatter, GetHarveyShackExtendedScatter, AppendHarveyShackExtScatData, GetCountHarveyShackExtScatData, RemoveHarveyShackExtScatData, and RemoveAllHarveyShackExtScatData.

08/26/13:  Added a new script command, SetTracingRay, which is the complement to the GetTracingRay command (see 03/08/13 below).  This command should be used with care since using it to change certain ray properties during a ray trace may be ignored in some cases, or produce unexpected results.

08/26/13:  Implemented extensive changes in the algorithms for updating the FRED model's internal data structures in response to user changes in the model.  This is a major modification of the internal algorithms and can often result in dramatically faster FRED update times, especially for large models containing tens of thousands of entities.

07/24/13:  Added a new Harvey-Shack and ABg Scatter model import and parameter fitting dialog.

07/10/13:  Added GetRandomDouble script command, which provides an independent sequence of high-quality random numbers for each thread.

06/28/13:  Added GetRayIncidentOrDepartureAngle script command.

06/27/13:  The Diffuse scatter fit dialog has been improved with a more robust fitting algorithm. This matches the newest Polynomial and Binomial models. A model fit preview window can be popped up before the model is added to the tree to verify the quality of the fit and to help choose the proper number of diffuse and lorentzian terms. 

06/27/13:  The Diffuse Polynomial and Binomial models have been improved and their coefficients are synchronized to accept outside third party fit coefficients. Older saved legacy files will still preserve prior behavior. New Diffuse models will default to the newest method. The recent script commands allow the user to select any of the three coefficient handlers.

06/14/13:  The ARNCompute2DCellStatistics script command now also computes the location of the centroid.

06/03/13:  Added two new script commands:  AddDiffuseBinomialFromFile and AddDiffusePolynomialFromFile. And added a new field lMode to T_DIFFUSEBINOMIAL and T_DIFFUSEPOLYNOMIAL structures .

05/15/13:  Added two new script commands:  ARNGetPowerUnits and ARNSetPowerUnits.

04/23/13:  Added two new color palettes, "YellowPurpleGreen" and "BlueRedYellow", for use when displaying ARNs in the visualization view.

04/09/13:  ExplicitSurfEval and ExplicitSurfEvalUV now test the (u,v) point and return false if it is not within the specified (u,v) limits of the surface.  

04/09/13:  The detailed report of the M squared laser source now prints out a list of the modes and relative strengths of the TEM modes used to create the source.

04/09/13:  Added a new Python script for converting data from FRED Grid Data (FGD) files to FITS format files.  This script is called FGDToSimpleFITS.py, and can be found amongst the sample scripts under the FRED installation directory.

03/11/13:  Model glasses have been modified so that specifying a zero value for the Abbe number now results in no dispersion.

03/08/13:  Added a new script command, GetTracingRay, which gets information (in a T_RAY structure) about the current ray being traced during a ray trace.

03/07/13:  Added the following new ARN data modification operations to the popup menu: "Average Along A Axis", "Average Along B Axis", and "Linear Combination of Two".

03/07/13:  Added ability to include a legend and color bar with an ARN that is displayed in the Visualization View.

03/07/13:  Many dialogs have been modified to allow single string entry of (x,y,x) positions and (x,y,z) directions.  Copy and paste operations are now more convenient with this type of position and direction data entry.   Also, a new string syntax has been implemented that can greatly simplify the specification of direction vectors.


FRED Release Version 12.31.0!

02/18/13:  Enhanced the glass name search algorithm in the Ohara glass catalog.  User-specified glass names with no embedded blank characters will now match corresponding catalog glass names that have embedded blanks.  This situation occurs primarily when importing CodeV and Zemax files containing certain Ohara glasses.

02/10/13: Added support for Forbes Qcon and Qbfs surfaces in CODEV and ZEMAX lens imports.

02/06/13:  Added Two new scripting commands: SetMzrAberrationTarget and SetMzrAberrationTarget which allows the user to control and adjust any of the aberration target values from a script. 

02/06/13:  Added a new feature to all 3D plots, when modified by "Min/Max Extents" in the "Scale Chart Data" menu, color contours will shift according to the new min/max values assigned. This allows the user to synchronize color contours and Z axis values accross multiple charts. 

01/31/13:  Added two surface types:  the Forbes Qcon and Qbfs polynomial surfaces.

01/17/13:  Added ability to apply 2D FFT to Analysis Results Nodes (ARNs) on the tree, and the corresponding script command:  ARNFFT2D.

01/17/13:  Added two script commands for converting double-precision and Complex3D ARNs to Complex:  ARNCreate2DComplexFromDouble, and ARNCreate2DComplexFromComplex3D.

01/09/13:  Added ability to apply log, base 10, to double-precision Analysis Results Nodes (ARNs) on the tree, and the corresponding script commands:  ARNLog10WithRelativeFloor, and ARNLog10WithAbsoluteFloor.

12/28/12:  Added an M squared laser source along with its associated script commands.

12/12/12:  Added the following script commands:  WriteBasicRayDataToFCRFileEx, SetSourcePosImportedUseWavelengthsFromFile, GetSourcePosImportedUseWavelengthsFromFile and SpectralAnalysis.

12/12/12:  Added ability to perform spectral analysis on the currently defined rays.

12/12/12:  Added ability to optionally save ray wavelengths to a FRED Compact Ray (FCR) file.

12/12/12:  Further improved support for importing ray files with spectral data (stored as either wavelengths or tristimulus values), including better handling of power units.

11/16/12:  Added a 2D chart inside Fred’s scripting language. There are 25 new commands to add charts, insert and remove data, add axis titles, and export a chart to a file. These commands are: AddUser2DPlot, DeleteUser2DPlot, GetObjUser2DPlot, AddUser2DPlotSeries, SetUser2DPlotSeries, GetUser2DPlotSeries, DeleteUser2DPlotSeries, GetUser2DPlotSeriesCount, GetUser2DPlotPointCount, GetUser2DPlotPoint, SetUser2DPlotPoint, SetUser2DPlotGraphTitle, GetUser2DPlotGraphTitle, SetUser2DPlotWindowTitle, GetUser2DPlotWindowTitle, SetUser2DPlotInfoText, GetUser2DPlotInfoText, SetUser2DPlotXaxisTitle, GetUser2DPlotXaxisTitle, SetUser2DPlotYaxisTitle, GetUser2DPlotYaxisTitle, SetUser2DPlotLegendLabel, GetUser2DPlotLegendLabel, FindUser2DPlot,and SaveUser2DPlotGraphToFile.

11/16/12:  Added new Element Primitives: Truncated Ellipsoid, Frustum, Cylinder Lens, and Compound Parabolic Concentrators.

10/24/12:  Added a new checkbox on the "Miscellaneous" tab of the "Preferences" dialog to control whether enclosure masks are generated for trimming curves.  While enclosure masks can improve raytrace performance, they increase the time required to load or update a FRED model.

10/12/12:  Tessellation of surfaces can now be spread across multiple threads, often resulting in significantly faster tessellation.   Use of this feature is controlled via the "Allow multi-threaded tessellation" checkbox on the "Visualization" tab of the "Preferences" dialog.

09/28/12:  The ray file import feature has been expanded to include many binary ProSource (Radiant Zemax Corp) file formats in addition to the previously available old style format.  In particular, files with ray-by-ray wavelength data can now be imported.

09/25/12:  Added a new surface module type that implements a fictitious plane surface which forms a perfect image point of each object point (but is not implemented in the same way as the Lens Modules).  The Optical Path Length of the rays will be "correct" only for those rays coming  from a common object point at infinity.  In addition, a ray's position leaving the surface will be coincident with the ray's position incident on the surface.

09/20/12:  Added approximate derivatives (computed from function values at points separated by a small distance) to the "Function Test" dialog for the "Implicit Script Surface".  This provides an easy way to check that the gradient and function values returned by the script are consistent.

09/19/12:  Added a new preference:  "Draw trimming volumes instead of surfaces when rotating with mouse", which is located on the "Drawing" tab of the "Preferences" dialog.  When this feature is enabled trimming volumes are drawn instead of surfaces while the mouse is being dragged to rotate (or translate) the geometry in the Visualization View.  Once the mouse button is released the surfaces draw as they normally would.  This can greatly improve the speed of rotating (or translating) large models.


FRED Release Version 11.90.2!

FRED Release Version 11.90.1!

FRED Release Version 11.90.0!

08/23/12:  Added ARN3DGridWallGetAbsorbedFluxData script command.

08/23/12:  Added ability to optionally include pre-trace and/or post-trace rays in the absorbed power tracking analysis performed by the new "3D Box" Detector Entity.  This additional flexibility allows the power from optical sources embedded within the box's volume to be directly included in the absorbed power calculation.  This also allows power lost by rays absorbed at surfaces within the box to be excluded from the absorbed flux values.

08/02/12:  Added a new "3D Box" Detector Entity that tracks power transferred between and absorbed within 3D cells (voxels) during a raytrace.  Results are stored in a new type of ARN (Analysis Results Node) and can be exported to three different file formats or displayed in FRED's visualization view.  Several scripting commands have been added for working with these new ARNs.

07/10/12:  Added a "Chart" tab to the preferences dialog.  The preferences contained in this tab let the user specify the initial appearance of the charts.  These features will override and help speed up rendering for larger datasets across FRED (except for CIE Color charts).  The four new preferences are:  1) checkbox "Use Cells when drawing is slow" will enhance responsiveness when the chart resolution exceeds 100 pixels in either the X or Y axis,  2) "Use Chart Crosshairs" will draw crosshairs when checked and not draw them when not checked,  3) "Color Level Count" is the number of color levels used for any chart, a value of 0 use the Style file setting,  4) "Opening Mode" will select the initial chart appearance, "None", 2D Face on, 2D bar view Chart, or 3D perspective (the "None" option will use to the default style file setting). 

07/01/12:  Added the following new scripting commands: SetDiffractEfficiencyFile, GetDiffractEfficiencyFile, and GetDiffractEfficiency.

06/29/12:  Added the script command StrayLightReportByEntity to compress report output by summing the contributions for all paths having the same combination of scatter and/or split entities instead of listing all paths separately. Additionally, section and column labels used in the output generated by the StrayLightReport script command have been modified to allow easy identification of reporting mode. 

06/25/12:  Add a new diffraction efficiency type that interpolates diffraction efficiencies from a table as a function of wavelength, incident angle, azimuthal angle measured from the local grating line direction, and reflection/refraction.  The data for the data table must be input from a text file.

06/17/12:  The ARNCompute2DCellStatistics script command now also computes the range of cell indices for which there are nonzero values.

06/17/12:  Added the following script commands: ShellExecuteAndWait, ARNSetDataSpatialUnits, ARNGetDataSpatialUnits, ARNCreate2DSubsetByRange, and ARNCreate2DSubsetByCellIndices.

06/13/12:  Added ability to isolate selected geometry in the 3D View window.  This provides a quick and easy way to temporarily eliminate other geometry from the 3D View without making permanent changes to the visualization settings of individual entities.

06/13/12:  Removed several unnecessary items from the Tree View's popup menu for Materials, Coatings, Scatterers, Raytrace Properties, Embedded Scripts, Spectra, and Surface Roughness models.  Previously these items had been "grayed out".

06/13/12:  Removed wavelength units (WavUnits) from the status line.  Wavelengths are always in microns.

05/21/12:  The optimization variable and aberration script edit dialogs now remember their previous size/position each time they appear.

05/18/12:  Added the following script commands: GetRayFilter, ApplyFilterToRays, and RedrawRayHistory.

05/15/12:  Added five new color palettes for displaying ARN data. The palettes are designed to emphasize differences when displaying grid data containing both positive and negative values. They are: "BlueWhiteRed," "BlackWhiteRed," "BrownWhiteAqua," "GreenWhitePurple," "BlueYellowRed," and "GreenYellowRed." 

05/11/12:  Added the following script commands for ray histories: IsRayHistory and SaveRayHistory.

05/02/12:  The user now has more flexibility in selecting multiple rows of optimization results list in the "Output/Results" tab of the optimization dialog.  This is useful when selecting multiple rows to delete from the list.

04/20/12:  Added PrefsSetARNRetainCount and PrefsGetARNRetainCount script commands.

04/19/12:  Added several script commands for performing CAD import/export:  InitCADImport, DoCADImport, InitCADExport, DoCADExport.

04/19/12:  Added several optimization results script commands: GetMzrResultCount, AddMzrResult, GetMzrResult, DeleteMzrResult, DeleteMzrResultAll.

04/03/12:  Added SetName and SetDescription script commands.

04/03/12:  A material property has been added to most material types that, when a ray propagates through the material, adds an optical path length according to the material's group velocity instead of the material's phase velocity.  This is an advanced feature normally used only in association with ultra-short laser pulse propagation.  This feature is not available for GRIN and birefringent materials.

04/02/12:  Added the following pickup script commands: InitPickup, GetPickupCount, AddPickup, SetPickup, GetPickup, DeletePickup, SetPickupsActiveFlag, GetPickupsActiveFlag.

04/02/12:  Added general model parameter pickups which allows convenient parametric modeling with many functional relationships.  It is possible to define complex parameter relationships among several different parameters.  The ability to define and edit pickup definitions is available in FRED Optimum only.  FRED Standard will honor the pickups defined in a file created by FRED Optimum, but the pickup definitions can not be edited.

04/02/12:  Added the following configuration script commands: InitConfigVariable, GetConfigVariableCount, AddConfigVariable, SetConfigVariable, GetConfigVariable, DeleteConfigVariable, GetConfigCount, AddConfig, InsertIthConfig, DeleteIthConfig, SetConfigValue, GetConfigValue, GetCurrentConfig, SetCurrentConfig.

04/02/12:  Added support for multiple model configurations.  The ability to define and edit configurations is available in FRED Optimum only.

04/02/12:  The optimization Test dialog used when editing a scripted optimization variable now automatically selects and shows the variable's associated entity when the dialog first becomes visible.  Previously, no entity was shown in the dialog by default.

04/02/12:  Added a Wedge primitive element type.

04/02/12:  Added the following script commands:  SetDiffractNoPhasePerLine and GetDiffractNoPhasePerLine.

04/02/12:  An additional grating option has been added that allows the user to prevent adding a ray position dependent relative phase to rays.

04/02/12:  The stray light analysis dialog now allows detector entities to be selected as the receiver.

04/02/12:  We have added support for multiple edit sheets in the script editor window settable via a preference setting.  This is considered an advanced edit feature.


FRED Release Version 11.40.0!

03/22/12:  CODEV import now recognizes "K" as an alias for "C1" in SPS surfaces.

03/20/12:  The multi-surface edit dialog now emits a warning if the user changes a material on a surface of a lens, mirror, or prism.  Changing the material via the multi-surface edit dialog is not recommended because the lens, mirror, or prism will at some point automatically restore the original material specification to the surface.  The best way to change materials on a lens, mirror, or prism is to edit the element directly, or drag the material from the material folder in the tree view and drop it onto the element node.

02/16/12:  Increased the maximum thread count for the 64-bit version of FRED Optimum Edition to 32.  

01/19/12:  Added the SetMzrLogVerboseMeritFunc and IsMzrLogVerboseMeritFunc script commands.

01/16/12:  Added a "Verbose Aberration Calculation" check box in the "Results" tab of the optimization dialog.  Certain optimization aberrations by default print the results of their calculation to the text output window.  The new check box allows the user to control whether ot not those results are printed.

01/13/12:  Added the ApplySurfRoughToSurface and RetrieveSurfRoughFromSurface script commands.

01/13/12:  Added 22 new scripting commands for creating and working with Surface Roughness nodes (all beginning with the prefix "SurfRough").

01/05/12:  Added two new matrix coating commands:  SetMatrixCoatingExtra and GetMatrixCoatingExtra.  These "Set" and "Get" the additional coating parameter of the matrix coating.

01/04/12:  Added the following pseudo-global optimization parameter scripting commands: SetMzrMultiStarts, GetMzrMultiStarts, SetMzrAnnealStartTemperature, SetMzrAnnealStartTemperature, SetMzrAnnealStopAfterSteps, SetMzrAnnealStopAfterSteps, SetMzrAnnealStopBelowMinTemperature, SetMzrAnnealStopBelowMinTemperature, SetMzrAnnealTemperatureReduceFraction, and SetMzrAnnealTemperatureReduceFraction.

12/30/11:  User-defined raytrace paths now support scatter events.

12/30/11:  The advanced raytrace with user-defined path intersection search strategy now supports scatter events.

12/28/11:  The following element primitives have been modified to allow the user to set trimming volume hole properties on some constituent surfaces via the surface edit dialog: Block, Circular Pyramid, Cube, Ellipsoid, Hemisphere Shell, Hemisphere Solid, Parabolic Trough, Paraboloid, Rod, and Sphere.

12/28/11:  Added new optimization algorithms:  pseudo-global single variable optimization using multiple random restarts, pseudo-global multi-variable simplex optimization using multiple random restarts, and pseudo-global multi-variable simplex simulated annealing optimization.

12/21/11:  Added Surface Roughness feature that allows surface normals to be perturbed randomly (during raytracing) according to a user-specified distribution.  This provides an alternative way to produce scatter effects, and is particularly useful in cases where total internal reflection would have prevented ordinary scatter rays from being generated.

12/14/11:  Added the following script commands for creating and working with Super-Gaussians Superposition surfaces:  SGSurfAdd,  SGSurfGetTermCount, SGSurfSetTermCount, SGSurfSetIthTermData, SGSurfGetIthTermData, SGSurfFindTermIndexFromName, SGSurfSetIthTermName, and SGSurfGetIthTermName.

12/09/11:  FRED now maintains a list of results of the most recent optimizations, which can be accessed in the new "Optimzation Results" tab in the "Define/Edit" optimization dialog.  The user can reshuffle the list of results, update the document according to a selected result, and update the current optimization variable list according to a selected result.

12/09/11:  The text output generated during an optimization has been reformatted to be more compact and easier to read.

11/14/11:  Added new optimization variables associated with the SuperGaussiansSurf surface type:  coefficient, x position, y position, x width, y width, and rotation angle.

11/11//11:  The ray path processing at the end of the advanced ray trace has been enhanced to respond to the stop button.  This path process step can take a very long time when there are a large number of paths.

11/09/11:  Users now have much greater flexibility in specifying how FRED searches for the hardware key during program startup.  There is now the option of looking for a particular hardware key via its serial number, or looking for a FRED Optimum or FRED Standard key.  This can be done either via operating system environment variables, or via command line parameters during FRED startup.  In addition, the user can specify via an environment variable the location of an optional configuration file, sntlconfig.xml, which contains many hardware key configuration commands defined by the user.  See the FRED documentation for more details.

11/04/11:  Users of FRED Optimum can now specify optimization aberration target values.

11/04/11:  FRED Optimum now has three new optimization merit function evaluation menu items:  1) evaluate the merit function for the current document settings,  2) set the document to the given variable values and evalute the merit function, and  3) same as item 2 except the document is returned to its starting state after the merit function is evaluated.

11/04/11:  Source power has been added to the optimization variable types in FRED Optimum.

11/04/11:  Added many new optimization aberration types to FRED Optimum:  X or Y rms spot size, X or Y encircled spot size, X or Y spot centroid, rms direction spread, encircled direction spread, X or Y rms direction spread, X or Y encircled direction spread, X or Y direction centroid, peak-to-valley or rms irradiance, peak-to-valley or rms illuminance, rms color chromaticity variation, encircled color chromaticity variation, X or Y rms color chomaticity variation, X or Y encircled color chromaticity variation, and X or Y color chromaticity centroid.

11/04/11:  Optimization aberrations can now be named.

11/04/11:  The FRED Optimum optimization dialog is now more user-friendly regarding when it checks that the current variable values are within their given range.  The check for this now occurs only when the dialog "Apply" button is pressed.

11/04/11:  Added the Super-Gaussians Superposition surface, which is defined by the sum of one or more Super-Gaussian terms.  Parameters for each term are individually controllable.  Possible uses for this new surface type include modelling actuator-driven deformable mirrors, generating free-form surfaces for illumination systems, and adding diffusive bumps to reflectors.

11/02/11:  Added a script command for setting the compact display state of trimmed parametric surfaces in the tree view: ChangeTrimmedParametricCompactState.  This command rearranges the entities associated with the specified trimmed parametric surface.  It replaces the functionality of  the SetTrimmedParametricCompactState script command, which now simply sets an internal flag but does not modify the tree.  See the "Defect Resolution List" below for additional information.

11/02/11:  Added two script commands for scaling the system:  ScaleToUnits and ScaleSystem.

11/02/11:  Added two new script commands: SetAxesDrawable and SetLimitsDrawable.

10/04/11:  The user can now specify the number of sample points used to compute the Total Integrated Scatter (TIS) for the diffuse polynomial and diffuse binomial scatter models.  Previously the sampling was hard-coded to 201x201 sampling and was not specifiable by the user.

10/04/11:  Added GetTISIntegrationSampling and SetTISIntegrationSampling script commands.  These Get and Set the number of sample points used to compute the TIS for the diffuse polynomial and diffuse binomial scatter models.


FRED Release Version 10.100.0!

09/21/11:  Added IsRayAbsorbed script command.

09/08/11:  Improved ray-creation and drawing speed of "Random Surface" sources.

08/31/11:  Added the following scripting commands:  IsDirectionalAnalysisEntity and IsDetectorEntity.

08/12/11:  Added four new surface types which emulate the behavior of "perfect" elements: perfect object/image plane imaging for finite conjugates, perfect image plane imaging for infinite source distance, perfect afocal system, and  perfect spherical surface.  These surfaces implement their functinality via geometric optics Eikonal theory.

07/06/11:  Added the following scripting commands:  ARNAverageAlongAAxis and ARNAverageAlongBAxis.

06/30/11:  Added a new way of doing some types of analyses in FRED, based on a new variety of analysis node called the Detector Entity.  Rays interact directly with Detector Entities, allowing analyses to be performed during a raytrace, as well as after.  Four surface shapes (plane, sphere, cylinder, and cone) and three analyses types (irradiance, illuminance, and true color image) are currently supported.

06/30/11:  Added 14 scripting commands in support of the new Detector Entities.  All of the new routines have names that begin with "DE".

06/29/11:  Synomyms for three materials listed in the custom glass catalog have been changed.  The "Silica" glass name synonym has been moved from "Quartz" and "Quartz_extraordinary" to "Fused_Silica".  This increases naming compatibility with lens imports from other lens design programs.  Previously, the material name "Silica" resulted in the ordinary refractive index of crystaline quartz being imported into the FRED model.  Now amorphous quartz will be imported.  The "Quartz_ordinary" synonym has been added to the "Quartz" material name.

06/21/11:  Added optional display of additional performance-related raytrace statistics.  This feature is controlled via the "Display enhanced raytrace statistics" checkbox on the "Miscellaneous" page of the preferences.

06/21/11:  Added a new simplified source, Laser Diode, which is intended as a replacement for the Astigmatic Gaussian Beam source.  The Laser Diode source should yield much improved laser diode field modeling.  The Astigmatic Beam source is now considered obsolete and will be automatically replaced with the equivalent Laser Diode source during file read-in.

06/21/11:  Added the following scripting commands in support of the Laser Diode source: IsSourceDirLaserDiode, SetSourceDirLaserDiode, GetSourceDirLaserDiode, InitSourceDirLaserDiode.

06/20/11:  Added ability to save an Analysis Results Node (ARN) to a file directly from the interactive interface.  This was previously possible only by means of a scripting command.


FRED Release Version 10.70.0!

05/19/11:  Made many changes to improve raytrace speed.

05/03/11:  Many more dialogs now remember their size and position from the previous time they were opened.

04/22/11:  Added three new scripting commands for use with angles:  PI, DegToRad, and RadToDeg.

04/17/11:  The drawing behavior of curve drawing in the 3D view has been changed to operate in the same way as surfaces.  Curves do not draw if they are not traceable.

04/11/11: Selected entities can now be exported as an option in the CAD export dialog. Previously the entire model was exported.


FRED Release Version 10.41.0!

03/17/11:  Global Variables are now exported  as part of a FRED document export script.

03/17/11:  Added the following script commands related to FRED document global variables: GetGlobalVarCount, DeleteGlobalVar, AddGlobalVar, FindGlobalVar, SetGlobalVar, GetGlobalVar, GetGlobalVarValue, SetGlobalVarValue.  Global variables added to the document via the AddGlobalVar command by a running script can be accessed only through these new script commands during the execution of the script that added the variables.  After execution terminates, the variables may be directly accessed in the usual way (as well as via the script commands).

03/07/11:  Added the ARNCancelDisplayInVisualizationView script command.

03/03/11: Added popup menu options to compute transmission from reflection values (T = 1 - R), and vice versa (R = 1 - T) in the sampled coating table. This is identical to the existing functionality in the popup menu for general sampled coatings.

02/28/11:  Added the SpectrumGetRandomWavelength script command, which generates a wavelength randomly according to a spectrum's distribution.  This command is useful for simulating fluorescence, for example, via a scripted scatter model.

02/18/11:  Added the following new script commands in support of the grating functionality: SetDiffractAddPhasePerLine, GetDiffractAddPhasePerLine, SetDiffractPhaseOffsetPerLine, and GetDiffractPhaseOffsetPerLine.

02/18/11:  We have added more flexibility in how gratings add geometric phase to rays that interact with the grating.  It is now possible for gratings to accumulate 2PI phase for every grating line so that the phase will continuously accumulate across multiple grating lines.  Previously, the phase was added modulo 2PI across grating lines.  This feature may prove useful to those users investigating grating pair laser pulse compression.  This feature is located on the Grating tab of the surface edit dialog.

02/18/11:  We have added more flexibility in how gratings add geometric phase to rays that interact with the grating.  It is now possible for gratings to add a constant phase offset in units of phase cycles, i.e. how many 2PI phase cycles to add to the grating phase.

02/14/11:  In scripted materials, the real part of the refractive index may now be any positive floating-point number.  Previously the real part of the refractive index had to be greater than 1.0; if a value less than 1.0 was calculated by the script, the value was reset to 1.0.

01/28/11:  Added ability to read Coherent Field Data stored in a FRED Grid Data (FGD) file directly into the source dialog's amplitude/phase mask positional apodization spreadsheet.

01/20/11:  In the stray light report dialog, users can now select other entity types besides surfaces as the receiver.  This enhancement is in support of the expanded ray path entity node ID numbers added  01/06/11 (see below).

01/20/11: Absorption data is now read from ZEMAX glass catalogs.

01/20/11: Added new controls to move the profile lines in a 3D plot to a specific location. The controls are available from the right click pop-up menu option on the 3D chart under the heading 'Move Profile Lines to...' 

01/20/11:  Added the ARNDisplayInChart and ARNDisplayInVisualizationView script commands.

01/20/11:  Analysis results nodes (ARNs) are now shown on the tree, and can be directly displayed in the visualization view and chart.

01/20/11: Sources (field specifications) are now optionally created during a lens import.  These are constructed from paraxial raytrace data and include all wavelength and weighting information.  

01/18/11:  Added a new "Coil" surface, which is a helical filament.  Added the following new script commands: AddCoil, SetCoil, and GetCoil.

01/14/11:  Added StrayLightReport script command.

01/06/11:  Surfaces now support the ability to report an entity node ID number other than their own node ID for ray path purposes.  Under some scenarios this can be used to greatly simplify and reduce the number of paths generated during an advanced raytrace.  For instance, geometry models created via CAD import often have a patchwork of NURB surfaces that collectively define an element.  Often the user does not want to distinguish between paths in which different NURB surfaces of the element are intersected.  Instead the user only wants to know that the element has been intersected.  This can now be achieved by assigning the node ID of the entity node to the ray path ID of all of the NURB surfaces of the element.

01/06/11:  Added GetSurfRayPathNode and SetSurfRayPathNode script commands.

01/06/11:  Added 'Output Path Report' option to the raytrace path report pop-up menu.  This option copies the contents of the highlighted rows (in the displayed order).  This option makes the raytrace path report data more readily accessible for post processing and documentation.

01/05/11:  Added 'Output Stray Light Report' to the stray light report pop-up dialog.  This option copies the contents of the highlighted rows (in the displayed order) along with the dialog settings for scatter/specular level, normalization, and power to the text output window.  This option makes the stray light report data more readily accessible for post processing and documentation.

01/04/11:  New script commands have been added for the composite solid entity:  ElemAddBoolean, ElemBooleanSetSpec, and ElemBooleanGetSpec.

01/04/11:  A new solid entity type as been added: a "Boolean Solid" or "Composite Solid".  Boolean Solids may be composed of combinations of Element Primitives and other Boolean Solids using the standard boolean operations of "Union", "Intersection", and "Difference".

12/28/10:  Dispersion data for optical materials read from a CODEV private catalog are now stored as formulas rather than sampled refractive indices.  This improves the accuracy of refractive indices computed for arbitrary wavelengths.

12/27/10:  Dispersion data for optical materials read from ZEMAX glass catalogs are now stored as formulas rather than sampled refractive indices.  This improves the accuracy of refractive indices computed for arbitrary wavelengths.

12/08/10:  The FRED script export of surface visualization attributes writes only those attributes that are different from their default values.  This greatly reduces the amount of exported surface visualization information.

11/29/11:  Several Element Primitive entities have been modified so that the surface normals of all the constituant surfaces point "outward" from the solid volume.  This resulted in the surface normals of certain surfaces to be reversed.  This would effect the use of those surfaces as individual trimming surfaces.  The user should carefully examine the trimming specification for any surface which uses the effected element primitive surfaces as part of its trimming specification.  The effected element primitive member surfaces are:  Block (-Z face) , Circular Pyramid (base surf), Cube (-Z face), Hemispherical Shell (base surf), Hemispherical Solid (base surf), Pipe (-Z face), Rod (-Z face).

11/15/10:  Added many new materials and dispersion formulas to the custom glass catalog.

11/04/10:  The glass selection dialog for glass catalogs now displays the description information for each glass in the custom glass catalog file.

10/27/10:  It is now possible to select a region in an analysis chart and have FRED list the ray paths that contributed to that region.  This feature is available for any of the incoherent spatial analyses (Irradiance, Illuminance, Color Image, or Spots Position) if paths have been stored during the raytrace.  The new command FindPathsContributingToArea implements the equivalent feature in scripting.

10/18/10:  Made a small change to the format used for writing numbers in FRED Grid Data (FGD) files to reduce file size for data consisting of mostly zero values.


FRED Release Version 9.110.0!

09/27/10:  Added two new element hole scripting commands:  IsElementHoleNone and IsElementholeTube.

09/21/10:  Added the GetSourceIthUserRay scripting command.

09/20/10:  Added the IntensityAtSpecifiedDirections script command, which allows intensity (or luminous intensity) to be computed for a list of directions with user-settable acceptance cone size.

09/20/10:  Greatly improved the ray-surface intersect speed for tabulated cylinders when the extruded curve (generatrix) is a segmented curve.

09/13/10:  During creation of sources with power defined in Lumens, FRED now displays the actual total Lumens realized by the rays.

09/03/10:  Added the following new script commands:  IsSourceDirSampledPolar, SetSourceDirSampledPolar, and GetSourceDirSampledPolar.

09/01/10:  Added ability to create sources from photometric data files in IES format.

08/31/10:  Greatly improved the ray-surface intersect speed for surfaces of revolution when the revolved curve is a segmented curve.

08/18/10:  Added many new scripting commands for the new geometry element types: ElemAddBlock, ElemAddCircularPyramid, ElemAddCube, ElemAddEllipsoid, ElemAddHemisphereShell, ElemAddHemisphereSolid, ElemAddParabolicTrough, ElemAddParaboloid, ElemAddPipe, ElemAddPlane, ElemAddRod, ElemAddSphere, ElemAddTorus, ElemGetParmCount, ElemGetParmName, ElemGetParmDescription, ElemGetParmValue, ElemSetParmValue, ElemSetMaterials, ElemSetCoating, ElemSetRaytraceCtrl, ElemAddScatter, IsElementPrimitive.

08/16/10:  Added several new geometry element types that can be used to greatly simplify geometry creation.  Most types are volume solids, although a few are non-closed surfaces.  FRED automatically maintains the surfaces and trimming volumes for you in a manner similar to the singlet, mirror, and prism elements.  The new solid volume element types are block, circular pyramid, cube, ellipsoid, hemispherical shell, hemispherical solid, pipe, rod, sphere, and torus.  The open surface element types are parabolic trough, paraboloid, and plane.

08/09/10:  Added new method of specifying source ray directions, randomly according to a user-specified intensity distribution.


FRED Release Version 9.71.0!

07/07/10:  Added X-Cylinder and Y-Cylinder shapes for the "Random Volume" source.


FRED Release Version 9.70.0!

05/26/10:  FRED's Basic scripting language has been replaced with an entirely new implementation of the Basic language.  The scripting language now supports most of the modern features of Basic, including modules and projects.  The script editor window environment now supports line numbering, code segment partitioning, toolbars on the editor window, a status bar on the editor window, and many other improvements and enhancements.  Several preferences have been added to control the default appearance of the editor.

05/25/10:  FRED's OLE Automation now directly supports all FRED-specific commands.  Previously, FRED supported a subset of a couple dozen automation commands in its Core Object Model.  Now FRED directly supports every FRED Extension command via automation.  This means that users may call any FRED scripting command from their Automation Client application such as MatLab.

04/29/10:  Added the following script commands:  IntensityToARN, EnergyDensityToARN, ColorImageToARN, ScalarFieldToARN, and VectorFieldToARN.

04/29/10:  Added an item to the tree-view popup menu that copies a node's full name along with the relevant find-name script command (e.g., FindFullName, FindMaterial, ...) to the clipboard.  This provides a convenient way to form the script command for getting the selected node's index number.

04/13/10:  Add the following script commands:  SetSourceSpectrum, GetSourceSpectrum, SetSourcePowerUnits, GetSourcePowerUnits, SetSourceRayWavelengthMethod, GetSourceRayWavelengthMethod, SetSourceRayWavelengthRange, and GetSourceRayWavelengthRange.

04/08/10:  Added 34 new spectrum-related scripting commands.

03/19/10:  Added the following script commands: IlluminanceToFileAS, IlluminanceToARN, LuminousIntensityToFileDAE, and LuminousIntensityToARN.

03/17/10: ZEMAX lens import now supports the extended polynomial surface.

03/10/10:  Added ability to use an existing source's wavelength list to define a sampled spectrum, and the ability to set a source's wavelength weights using a spectrum.

03/10/10:  ZEMAX import has been modified so that all wavelength specifications (nominal, zoomed, added) are used in the calculation of refractive indices for sampled materials. Previously only the nominal wavelengths were used.

03/09/10:  Added ability to calculate and plot Luminous Intensity.  Both this new calculation, and the Illuminance, also allow a user-specified detector response spectrum to be used instead of the standard photopic response spectrum.

03/05/10:  Power units, when known, are now displayed for Irradiance and Intensity calculations.

03/05/10:  Added ability to calculate and plot Illuminance.

02/24/10:  The power units for sources can now be specified.

02/24/10:  Added the ability to create source rays with wavelengths randomly distributed according to a specified named spectrum.

02/10/10:  Added the ability to create and work with named spectra as part of the FRED model.

01/26/10:  By design several Jones Matrix coating types have no effect on unpolarized rays.  The coating create/edit dialog now indicates which types have no effect as a reminder to the user.

01/18/10:  The CAD export feature can now export cylinder (tube) surfaces with one unity shape factor.  Previously only cylinders whose shape factors were either both 0 or both 1 could be exported.  Note that the CAD export dialog has been changed to accommodate this new functionality.

01/08/10:  Using Beer's law, the user can now convert data entries between internal transmittances and absorption coefficients for materials using tabular data to define absorption properties. Conversion options are accessed from the right-mouse pop-up menu on the Absorption tab in the Material edit dialog. A separate dialog prompts the user for the reference distance to be used when converting absorption coefficients to internal transmittances. All coefficient cells in the table are modified. 

01/07/10:  Added the following script commands: ARNCreateCopy, ARNComputeTotalPower, ARNLinearCombination, ARNCompute2DCellStatistics, IrradianceToARN.

01/07/10:  Lens edges and bevels (imported and new) are given a diffuse appearance when the lens element is created. The settings are lost if the visualization attributes of the lens are reset by the user. 

01/04/10:  Importing rays from a file to a FRED source now automatically sets the source power according to the power of the rays in the file.

01/04/10:  The display of gradient index material linear transformation information has been enhanced for better readability, making it easier to understand and edit.

01/04/10:  Added the following script commands: ARNGetPolarAxis, ARNSetPolarAxis, ARNGetNegAngleHemisphere, ARNSetNegAngleHemisphere, ARNGetCellValueAsDoubleArray2D, ARNSetCellValueAsDoubleArray2D, ARNSetTagValueAsInt, ARNSetTagValueAsDouble, ARNSetTagValueAsDoubleArray, and ARNGetTagValueAsDoubleArray.

12/31/09:  Added 13 new color schemes for glass elements. A subset of these schemes will be used to render elements recognized as lenses on optical system imports.
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11/25/09:  The fresnel coefficient calculation has been improved for the following case: a surface has at least one assigned material that is birefringent, and the assigned coating is not "uncoated".  The calculation has always been exact if the assigned coating is "uncoated".

11/24/09:  Slightly modified how optimization variables are treated in the optimization dialog.  The current variable values are updated from the document whenever the optimization dialog is opened or closed.  Also, popup menu items have been added so that variable values can be changed by the user and manually applied to the document.

11/13/09:  Renamed script commands Jn and Yn as BessJn and BessYn to avoid conflict with commonly used variable names. Added scripting commands BessJ0 and BessY0 for the same reason. The commands Jn and Yn are no longer recognized as FRED script functions. Script commands J0 and Y0 are unchanged.

11/09/09:  The optimization dialog now displays the current values of the optimization variables when the dialog is opened.

11/06/09:  The FRED installation setup file and the FRED executable file are now digitally signed.  This identifies the files as recognized by the operating system and ensures that the files have not been corrupted or tampered with.

10/30/09:  Added script command, SpatiallyResampleScalarField, to spatially resample coherent raysets.

10/30/09:  Added script command, ARNGetPlaneCenter, to get center position in global coordinates.

10/22/09:  Added a preference in the "Miscellaneous 2" tab that allows the tessellation scale factors of surfaces to be reset during FRED file read-in.  Users occasionally set the scale factor too small resulting in extremely long surface tessellation times during file read.  This preference allows the scale factor to be increased before the surface is tessellated.

10/08/09:  Added script commands Jn and Yn to evaluate Bessel functions of integer order.

10/06/09:  Added script command, GetFredVersionIdString, to get the FRED version id string.

09/25/09:  Added item to FRED's help menu for viewing the release notes.

09/17/09:  Scripted surfaces, coatings, materials, scatterers, and volume scatterers are now multithread aware.  Previously only one script at a time could execute, locking out all other threads and often significantly reducing the advantage of multithreading.

09/08/09:  FRED Optimum Edition now redraws the 3D view at the end of optimization in all cases.  Previously the 3D view was redrawn only when 3D view was requested in the Optimization Method tab of the optimization dialog.

09/06/09:  Added menu item on Grating tabbed dialog to calculate scalar diffraction efficiencies for blazed, kinoform, binary(step) and sinusoidal gratings.   Remember that these are only approximations to the true vector diffraction efficiency calculations, but they are, in many cases, a useful starting point for analyses.  

09/02/09:  Added menu item to plot wavelength weights as a function of wavelength.  This menu item can be accessed by right clicking on any wavelength in the Simplified or Detailed Optical Source dialogs and then selecting "Plot".

09/01/09:  Added menu item to plot refractive index, imaginary complex index, absorption, and internal transmission through specified thickness for a given material(s) as a function of wavelength.  This menu item can be accessed by right clicking on a material (or highlighting several materials) on the main tree view, and then selecting "Plot".

09/01/09:  Added directional Gaussian apodization to the list of source directional apodization functions.  Added IsSourceDirApodGaussian, SetSourceDirApodGaussian, and GetSourceDirApodGaussian script commands.

08/31/09:  The Gaussian Apodization feature for sources has been extended to be a "Super-Gaussian" with the addition of an exponent value settable by the user.  Added SetSourcePosApodGaussianExponent and GetSourcePosApodGaussianExponent script commands.

08/31/09:  Modified the definition of polarization handedness to conform with the common convention.  Although there is no "official" convention on the definition of right or left handed polarization, the most common convention was the opposite of FRED's convention.  The polarization spot diagram convention was also changed.  Previously, the rotation direction of the polarization ellipses indicated the rotation of the real part of the electric field vector as time was fixed and ray propagated in its "forward" direction.  The rotation direction of the polarization ellipses now indicates the rotation direction as the propagation distance is fixed and time advances.  The polarization is Right handed if, as time is increased, the tip of the electric field vector rotates clockwise on any particular plane in space when the direction of ray propagation is toward the observer.

08/30/09: The CAD export function has been totally rewritten with upgraded libraries.  With the exceptions of the polynomial and scripted surfaces, all surfaces and curves are now exported correctly, including surfaces of revolution that did not export correctly in previous versions of FRED.  Inner and outer trimming volumes are now implemented for all surfaces.  Furthermore AND'd and OR'd trimming surfaces are now implemented.  While the export function has been tested internally on hundreds of examples, customer feedback is encouraged.  

08/18/09:  The License Authorization dialog has been modified so that you can use a single copy-and-paste for entering new license authorization codes (instead of individually entering each of the eight codes).

08/05/09:  Added the following script commands:  ExplicitSurfEval, ExplicitSurfEvalUV, and CurveEval.

08/05/09:  Added the following script commands:  DeleteMaterial, DeleteScatter, DeleteCoating, DeleteEmbeddedScript, DeleteRaytraceCtrl.

07/30/09:  Added SetSourceIthWavelengthActive and SetSourceIthWavelengthActive scripting commands.

07/ 24/09:  The user interface for the surface trimming specification has been improved and revamped.

07/17/09:  Source wavelengths can now be individually made "active" or 'inactive".  No rays will be created at inactive wavelengths during source creation.  The power of rays created by the source will be adjusted to agree with the fractional power implied by the active wavelengths, i.e. the power associated with inactive wavelengths is not included in the total ray power.

07/06/09:  Drag/drop and copy/cut/paste operations in FRED's tree view can now be executed using a disk-based data transfer format in addition to the standard memory-based format.  This can be useful for operations involving extremely large FRED models.  The data transfer format is specified as a preference in the "Miscellaneous" tab of the preferences dialog.

07/01/09:  A pixel-based enclosure mask is now used when possible to speed up parametric-space trimming of surfaces by curves.

06/029/09:  We have implemented the concept of "absorbed" rays which represent the power "absorbed" at a surface.  The "absorbed" power is computed by subtracting the power of all rays created at the surface from the power of the incident ray.  Note that, according to the above definition, all rays prevented from being created at the surface by the raytrace property assigned to the surface would be counted as absorbed.  So, for instance, if the raytrace property allowed a reflected ray, but not a transmitted ray, then the power in the transmitted ray that was not created would be assigned to the absorbed ray.  "Absorbed" rays are physical rays that behave just like any other child ray generated at a surface.  They can be used for analyses such as irradiance plots, spot diagrams, etc.  They offer a convenient way to show the spatial distribution of absorbed power on a surface.  We have added a new ray selection operation on the analysis surface for selecting "absorbed" rays.  Finally, these rays are marked as having completed their raytrace and will not propagate away from the surface during the raytrace.

06/23/09:  The "entity picker" control has now replaced the drop down combo box control in the ray filter specification dialog of the analysis surface.

06/19/09:	 Added seven new script commands related to predefined surface/curve color schemes:  GetColorSchemeCount,  GetColorSchemeName, FindColorScheme, GetColorSchemeAssignment, SetColorSchemeByName, SetColorSchemeByIndex
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05/11/09:  Increased the maximum number of rays that can be stored in RAM by the ray buffer to 5 million (this is set on the "Ray Buffer" tab of the "Preferences" dialog).

05/6/09: Modified rendering attributes of some 'polished' metals and some of the default colors: yellow, blue, green, red, light green, olive, purple, magenta, and orange.

05/1/09: Added surface translation feature. FRED will try to preserve data when converting surface types in the GUI. Supported surfaces types are: planes, conicoids, standard and general radial aspheres (even power terms only), XY toroidal aspheres, toroidal aspheres, XY polynomial aspheres (even powers of R^2 only), polynomial surfaces, and Zernike surfaces. FRED remembers current surface settings until Apply or OK is clicked. Not all surface data lends itself to translation, so it may not be preserved. 

04/24/09:  Added new script command GetMieScatterCoefficients that returns data arrays of the real and imaginary parts of the S1 and S2 polarization coefficients for a calculation of the Mie intensity and phase independent of the scatter BSDF calculation. User inputs are wavelength, (sine of the incident angle), particle size, refractive indices, and number of sample points from 0 to 90 degrees. Wavelength and particle size have the same units, usually microns. The returned arrays each contain 2*N-1 elements, where N is the number of sample points, and cover the angle range from 0 to 180 degrees. The particle density function is ignored. 

04/23/09:  Added new script command MieScatterIntensity. It returns the polarization-independent calculation of the Mie intensity. User inputs are wavelength, reference direction (sine of the incident angle), particle size, refractive indices, and number of sample points from 0 to 90 degrees. Wavelength and particle size have the same units, usually microns. The returned intensity array contains 2*N-1 elements, where N is the number of sample points, and covers the angle range from 0 to 180 degrees. The particle density function is ignored. 

04/22/09:  Added new script commands ScatterTIS and GetMieScatterPhaseFunction. The function ScatterTIS returns the calculated total integrated scatter (TIS) for a given scatter model and direction. The TIS is the fraction of scattered power relative to the incident power. It varies between 0 and 1. The function GetMieScatterPhaseFunction returns a data array containing FRED's computation of the Mie phase function. The array size is fixed at 1801 elements: sampling every 0.1 degrees from 0 to 180 degrees. It includes the effects of the particle density function. 

04/20/09:  Added a new "entity picker" control to the user interface.  Many dialogs contain one or more controls which are used to select an entity from a drop down list.  There are a couple of disadvantages to lists when applied to large FRED models: the list can be very slow to populate and it can be difficult to find specific entities in the list because the list is very long.  For these reasons we have implemented a new type of control which is a drop down tree.  The tree is populated very quickly and is very easy to navigate even for large models.

04/16/09:  A new member variable has been added to the T_RAYFILTEROP user-defined type in the scripting language.  The new member variable is "stringDatum".  This new member variable should now normally be used instead of the "text" member variable for defining ray filter operations.  However, this change is backward compatible and existing scripts will run without change.  For additional information, see the associated item dated 04/16/09 in the "Defect Resolution List".

03/19/09:  Added two new script commands to get and set the type of an XYToroidalAsphere surface: GetXYToroidalAsphereType and SetXYToroidalAsphereType.  In addition, the SetXYToroidalAsphere command now does not change the previously existing type.  Previously, the command would automatically set the type to "Y" if the y conic constant was non-zero or the x conic constant was zero.

03/13/09:  Added two new script commands: SetMirrorConic and GetMirrorConic.  These set and get a mirror conic constant.

03/05/09:  Added ability to scale model visualization in the 3D view independently along each of the global axes.

02/26/09:  Added ability to have up to 3 clipping planes in the visualization view for creating cutaway model views.

02/23/09:  All File Open dialogs and all File Save dialogs are now resizeable.

02/17/09:  Added new script commands (49 in total) for creating, working with, and deleting Analysis Results Nodes.  These routines provide the capability to read and write FRED Grid Data (FGD) files, as well as convenient access to the FGD file's header information, from the scripting language.  All of the new routines have names that begin with "ARN".

02/11/09: Upon creating the rays for a source, the information printed in the Output Window has been upgraded to include the Arrayed Power for a source that has array parameters.  

02/6/09: Added pop-up menu support for stray light report. Menu duplicates path analysis functionality of ray path report: print details, print summary, copy to user-defined path list. It adds the capability to redraw ray histories for highlighted paths. Shortcut: highlight 'Totals' row only to select and operate on all paths shown in the list. The user-defined path list is updated only if the highlighted path is new (the idea here is to avoid creating many identical paths). All operations are documented with messages to the output window. The dialog itself has been updated to notify the user that a pop-up menu exists. 

01/27/09:  Modified profile line style on spread function charts, replacing wide lines with narrow white ones. Added menu item to pop-up that allows user to turn profile markers on or off. Profile views now show orthogonal position in axis labels (i.e., X profile at Y = xxx). 

01/14/09:  Added script commands EnergyDensityToFile and EnergyDensityToFileAS.

01/12/09: The list of predefined colors has been upgraded to include polished metal colors (e.g., polished chrome, polished silver, etc), metallic colors, and satin colors.

01/12/09: A spin control has been added to Opacity edit box on the Surface Visualization tabbed dialog. The user can now select the amount of opacity (as percentage) by pressing the up/down arrows.

01/12/09: A spin control has been added to Shine edit box on the Visualization Attributes dialog. The user can now select the amount of shine by pressing the up/down arrows.

01/12/09: The controls for Opacity (translucency) on the Visualization Attributes dialog have been replaced by a simple slider control. At the leftmost extreme, the opacity is set to invisible; at the rightmost extreme, the opacity is set to opaque.  Intermediate values (as percentages) are displayed as the slider is moved.

12/18/08:  The source with the following two directional specifications have been modified: "Focus to/from a point" and "Multiple source positions".  Previously these two source created uniform irradiance planes when created.  We have changed the power distribution to follow a 1/(r*r) power scaling which approximates the behavior of an ideal spherical wave.  For most sources this modification will result in a relatively small effect.  The effect will be significant only when the angular spread of the source is large.

12/11/08:  A new intensity calculation that uses a polar angle-space has been added.  In connection with this, a new type of analysis object, the Directional Analysis Entity, has been added, along with the following related script commands: IntensityToFileDAE, AddDirAnaEntity, SetDirAnaEntityPolarRange, GetDirAnaEntityPolarRange, SetDirAnaEntityAzimuthalRange, GetDirAnaEntityAzimuthalRange, SetDirAnaEntityAxes, GetDirAnaEntityAxes, SetDirAnaEntityDrawProperties, GetDirAnaEntityDrawProperties, SetDirAnaEntityAutoScale, GetDirAnaEntityAutoScale, GetDirAnaEntityOpCount, AddDirAnaEntityOp, SetDirAnaEntityIthOp, GetDirAnaEntityIthOp, and DeleteDirAnaEntityIthOp.

11/19/08:  The optimization algorithm has been extended so that optimization can continue even when the merit function calculation fails.  Previously the optimization would immediately halt when there was an error.  This behavior is user-settable in the optimization definition dialog.

11/19/08:  Added the following optimization scripting commands:  IsMzrHaltOnMeritError and SetMzrhaltOnMeritError.

11/18/08:  Added a fractional first simplex step to the definition of all optimization variables.  This quantity is the fraction of the variable's upper-to-lower limit distance that is applied to variables when setting the initial simplex when starting an optimization execution.

11/18/08:  Special Note:  the script user-defined type, T_MZRVARIABLE, has been modified by adding a new member called "fracstep".  We strongly recommend that all users who have written scripts using this type should modify their scripts accordingly.

11/18/08:  The FRED export script has been extended to support the optimization feature added to FRED version 7.100.

11/11/08:  Added the following script commands:  ScalarFieldToFileAS, VectorFieldToFileAS, and ColorImageToFileAS.  These new script routines, along with the recently-added IrradianceToFileAS, allow analyses to be performed using an analysis surface directly, instead of a T_ANALYSIS structure.

11/11/08:  Added the following project/document script commands: RepositoryCreate, RepositoryCopyFileTo, RepositoryMoveFileTo, RepositoryDeleteFile, RepositoryFileToDoc, RepositorySaveFredDocTo.

11/11/08:  We have added a project/document control system to FRED.  This new feature makes it easy for an engineering team, or a single engineer, to manage FRED files in a convenient and central directory.  The history of single or multiple files can be tracked during development by the engineer or multiple engineers.  Multiple teams of engineers can now have a central "repository" of files for maintaining FRED projects.  In addition, it's possible to save a FRED model at multiple stages in its development with the ability to restore the model from any of those stages.

11/07/08:  Added IrradianceToFile and IrradianceToFileAS scripting commands.

10/30/08:  During import of an OSLO lens file, any aperture whose semidiameter is zero is now ignored.

10/30/08:  The maximum number of threads used for raytracing and power calculations was increased prior to the 7.100.0 release, but the corresponding list entry in this file was inadvertantly omitted.  The thread limits were increased from 2 threads to 4 threads in the FRED Standard Edition, and from 8 threads to 16 threads in the FRED Optimum Edition.

10/24/08:  Added two script commands to set and get the hole semi-aperture of sources with a random plane position specification:  SetSourcePosGridRandomHoleSemiWidth and GetSourcePosGridRandomHoleSemiWidth.

10/24/08:  FRED now has an "AutoRun" feature implemented as an embedded script.  If a FRED document has an embedded script named "AutoRun", then that embedded script will be automatically executed whenever the document is opened in FRED.

10/24/08:  Added a new script command, CloseFred, which unconditionally closes FRED without saving any open documents regardless of whether they are marked as modified or not.  If you want to save documents before FRED closes, then save the documents yourself using the appropriate script commands prior to the CloseFred command.  Use this command with caution.

10/22/08:  Important note regarding the user-defined scripted scatter model:  the model has been enhanced so that anisotropic scatter may be more conveniently specified.  Previously, the user was required to apply a coordinate transformation on the incident, specular, and scatter ray directions in order correctly model changes in surface orientation.  This is no longer required.  Anyone who has implemented coordinate transformations should remove the transformation from the script.

10/21/08: ZEMAX import now recognizes model glasses whose nd's are greater than 2. However users should always check the specific refractive indices computed from model glasses because model glasses are implemented differently in each optical design software.

10/6/08:  Added AuxDataFindNameOnSurf scripting function for finding a specific auxillary data member on a specific surface.

10/3/08:  Added AuxDataRemoveAll  and AuxDatarRemoveName scripting functions for deleting either all or specific auxillary data members.
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10/02/08:  Changed CAD inport default from shaded to wireframe.  Wireframe does not involve tessellation and so it is considerably faster for large CAD models.  The Visualization Attributes dialog can be used to toggle shaded and wireframe visualizations.

09/17/08:  Added a large number of script commands related to optimization: Optimize, OptimizeUndo, GetMzrVariableCount, AddMzrVariable, GetIthMzrVariable, SetIthMzrVariable, InsertIthMzrVariable, DeleteIthMzrVariable, InitMzrVariable, GetMzrAberrationCount, AddMzrAberration, GetIthMzrAberration, SetIthMzrAberration, InsertIthMzrAberration, DeleteIthMzrAberration, InitMzrAberration, GetMzrMethod, SetMzrMethod, GetMzr1DVariable, SetMzr1DVariable, IsMzrStopVarChange, IsMzrStopMeritFunctionChange, IsMzrStopMeritFuncThreshold, IsMzrStopOnIterCount, SetMzrStopVarChange, SetMzrStopMeritFunctionChange, SetMzrStopMeritFuncThreshold, SetMzrStopOnIterCount, GetMzrStopVarChangeValue, GetMzrStopMeritFunctionChangeValue, GetMzrStopMeritFuncThresholdValue, GetMzrStopOnIterCountValue, SetMzrStopVarChangeValue, SetMzrStopMeritFunctionChangeValue, SetMzrStopMeritFuncThresholdValue, SetMzrStopOnIterCountValue, IsMzrRedraw3DView, IsMzrRedrawRays, SetMzrRedraw3DView, SetMzrRedrawRays, GetMzrRedraw3DViewCount, GetMzrRedrawRaysCount, SetMzrRedraw3DViewCount, SetMzrRedrawRaysCount, IsMzrLogToOutputWindow, IsMzrLogMeritFunctions, IsMzrLogVariableValues, SetMzrLogToOutputWindow, SetMzrLogMeritFunctions, SetMzrLogVariableValues, GetMzrLogToOutputWindowCount, SetMzrLogToOutputWindowCount, IsMzrVariableSoftBoundary, SetMzrVariableSoftBoundary.  There are also two new scripting language structures: T_MZRVARIABLE, T_MZRABERRATION.

09/09/08:  Users can now conveniently browse and open the samples directory through a new item under the main "Help" menu.

08/22/08:  Right mouse button click deletes previously entered digitized point in all digitizer dialogs.

08/21/08:  Added GetDocDir scripting command.

08/21/08:  Added ConvertColorImageFileXYZToBitmap scripting command.

08/19/08:  Added CreateScriptForLumericalFromVectorFieldFile scripting command.  This allows vector fields to be exported from FRED to Lumerical FDTD Solutions.  Also, a script (ExportFromLumericalToFred.lsf) is now provided for writing monitor field data in Lumerical FDTD Solutions to a FRED Grid Data file.  This allows vector electric field data to be exported from Lumerical FDTD Solutions to FRED.

08/13/08:  The speed of ray creation for "Random Surface" type sources has been significantly improved.

08/13/08:  It is now possible to launch the "Coherent Field Synthesis" dialog directly from the Field View window.  The field will be automatically loaded into the dialog.

08/13/08:  Added ability to apply clipping  (via an aperture curve) to a coherent field in FRED's Field View window.

08/13/08:  Added AccumulateFileInFile scripting command.

08/03/08:  Added ClipFieldInFile scripting command.  This new command applies clipping (via an aperture curve) to a coherent vector or scalar field that's stored in a FRED Grid Data file.

08/01/08:  Glasses imported from most of the glass catalogs now automatically import the absorption data.  The absorption table is not active by default to maintain compatibility with previous versions.  To activate the absorption table of an imported glass, bring up the material edit dialog, go to the "Absorption" tab, and check the "Active" check box.

08/01/08:  Updated the Schott glass catalog with the most recent data.

08/01/08:  Added the following glass catalogs: Chengdu, Hikari, and Sumita.

08/01/08:  Add a general optimization capability.  This powerful new feature has predefined variable types, predefined aberration types, and arbitrary user-defined types implemented by the user through the scripting language.

07/31/08:  Added ability to save/read calculated color images (as CIE color coordinates) from/to FRED's chart viewer.

07/31/08:  Added ColorImageToFile scripting command.

07/14/08:  Added PrefsSetRandomReseed scripting command.

07/14/08:  FRED can now calculate a full vector coherent field, in addition to the scalar coherent field.

07/14/08:  Coherent field files (both scalar and vector) can now be viewed in FRED's chart viewer.

07/14/08:  Added the following new script commands: ScalarFieldToFile, VectorField, VectorFieldToFile, CreateRaysFromScalarFieldFile, CreateRaysFromScalarField, CreateRaysFromVectorFieldFile, and CreateRaysFromVectorField.
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06/02/08:  The FRED installation no longer creates subdirectories in the "My Documents" area.  This modification should prove convenient for those users whose "My Documents" area is located on a network drive.

06/02/08:  The default FRED undo directory is now the user's "temp" directory instead of a subdirectory in the "My Documents" area.

06/02/08:  Certain FRED files such as the FRED executable and chart controls now register themselves automatically with the operating system during installation.  Previously, this was done at the time of FRED startup.
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04/23/08: Digitizer dialog can now digitize polar plots such as those common in the description of LED intensity patterns.

04/11/08: 2D angle and b-b0 BSDF plots are now computed with 1001 samples.

04/08/08:  Added two new script commands: SetTrimmedParametricCompactState and GetTrimmedParametricCompactState.

04/08/08:  FRED models imported from large CAD files can give rise to a very large number of items shown in the tree view due to base surfaces and trimming curves associated with the trimmed parametric surface created during CAD import.  This can make tree naviagation difficult.  To help reduce the number of items displayed on the tree view, we have added two popup context menu items which can be used to remove the base surfaces and trimming curves from being displayed.  The menu items act recursively to the descendents of all selected tree items so that it is possible to select the parent subassembly on the tree and then simplify all the trimmed parametric surfaces in one simple operation.

04/04/08:  Added the following script commands:  ReadBasicRayDataFromFile, and WriteBasicRayDataToFCRFile.

04/04/08:  Added capability to export/import basic ray data (position, direction, and flux) to/from a binary file.  

04/01/08:  The scripted surface scatter has been extended to allow position dependence.  A script test dialog has also been added to the user interface.

03/27/08:  Added the following script commands:  IsSourcePosImported, SetSourcePosImported, GetSourcePosImportedFileIsValid, and GetSourcePosImported.

03/27/08:  Added a new source position type (SourcePosImported) that allows rays to be generated directly from a file without the ray data itself being included in the FRED document.

03/27/08:  Renamed the following script commands:  WriteRaysToBinaryFile renamed to WriteRaysFromRayBufferToFRBSFile, and ReadRaysFromBinaryFile renamed to ReadRaysFromFRBSFileToRayBuffer.

03/26/08:  Raytracing is no longer required to be single-threaded if ray paths are being generated during the trace.

03/20/08:  Added the following new scripting commands: SetVolScatScript, and GetVolScatScript.

03/20/08:  Added a new scripted volume scatter type.  This general scatter model is defined by the user via a script.  The model can include position dependence and can change the ray's wavelength if desired.

03/17/08:  Added the following new scripting commands: AddScriptCoating, SetScriptCoating, and GetScriptCoating.

03/17/08:  Added a new scripted coating type.  This very general coating is defined by the user via a script and supports spatially varying coatings.

03/12/08:  Added a SetNeverTraceable scripting command.

03/12/08:  Most spatial power calculations are now multi-threaded so that calculation times will decrease if you have a multi-processor PC.  This applies to irradiance, energy density, and scalar field calculations (and their script equivalents), as well as the source coherent power scaling calculation. The number of processors used for the calculations is determined in the same way as for the raytrace.  That is, non-Turbo FRED editions have a maximum of two threads, while FRED Turbo defaults to the number of processors found on your PC with a maximum of eight threads.

03/11/08:  The new scripting command, DisplayPlotFile, will display a FRED plot file.  You may find it especially convenient when used in conjuction with the WriteToPlotFile command.

02/27/08:  Raytracing is no longer required to be single-threaded if ray history is being recorded.  Redrawing of ray history, after the raytrace, is now dramatically faster for large history files.

02/08/08:  Added several new scripting commands which apply specular and scatter properties to multiple surfaces with a single command.  The new commands are:  SetAllMaterialProp, SetAllCoatingProp, SetAllRaytraceControlProp, SetAllSpecularProperties, SetAllMaterialPropGrp, SetAllCoatingPropGrp, SetAllRaytraceControlPropGrp, SetAllSpecularPropertiesGrp, RemoveAllScatterProp, RemoveAllImpSampProp, AddAllScatterProp, AddAllImpSampProp, SetAllScatterActive, SetAllImpSampActive, ToggleAllScatterActive, ToggleAllImpSampActive, SetAllScatterProperties, RemoveAllScatterPropGrp, RemoveAllImpSampPropGrp, AddAllScatterPropGrp, AddAllImpSampPropGrp, SetAllScatterActiveGrp, SetAllImpSampActiveGrp, ToggleAllScatterActiveGrp, ToggleAllImpSampActiveGrp, SetAllScatterPropertiesGrp.

02/07/08:  Added two new script commands, WriteRaysToBinaryFile and ReadRaysFromBinaryFile, to read/write ray data to binary format file(s).

02/06/08:  Added support for zemax file format to Sampled General Coating.

02/04/08:  Added read data from file to Sampled General Coating.

01/31/08:  Added read data from file to Position Apodization

01/30/08:  Added read data from file to Material Absorption table.

01/29/08:  Added read data from file to Sampled Coating table.

01/28/08:  Added read data from file to Wavelength List table.

01/28/08:  Added read data from file to Direction Apodization Sampled table.

11/30/07:  Added support for CODEV private catalog GLM dispersion model.
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11/28/07:  Added "DeleteSampledMaterialIthWavelength" script command.

11/28/ 07:  The "SetEntity" command can now be used to change the entity's parent.  The command issues a script error if the new parent is not a valid parent for the entity.  Previously, the parent could not be changed in this way.

11/28/07:  Added "AddMaterialAbsorb" script command, which a synonym for the existing "SetMaterialAbsorb" command.

11/26/07:  Added a beam width overlap factor to the Coherent Field Synthesis parameters to give users more flexibility in setting the far field behavior of the resynthesized field.

11/12/07:  Thin film designs may now be imported from the "OptiLayer" thin film design software.  The files are imported via a popup menu item in the thin film edit/view dialog.

11/01/07:  Added a new material (FormulaGlass) that supports 10 different dispersion relations.  Added the following script commands: AddFormulaGlassMaterial, SetFormulaGlassType, GetFormulaGlassType, GetFormulaGlassTypeName, GetFormulaGlassFormula, GetFormulaGlassNumCoeffs, SetFormulaGlassIthCoeff, GetFormulaGlassIthCoeff, GetFormulaGlassIthCoeffName.

10/31/07:  The File Open dialog (accessed via File --> Open...,   or the FileOpen toolbar button, or via the <Ctrl-O> accelerator key) now by default shows both FRED model .frd files and FRED script .frs files for opening.  Previously, only the .frd files were shown by default.  To see the script file types the user had to choose the "FRED Script Files (*.frs)" item in the "Files of Type:" at the bottom of the dialog in order to see the other file types.

10/31/07:  Added the following script commands:  AddEmbeddedScript, SetEmbeddedScript, GetEmbeddedScript, GetEmbeddedScriptName, SetEmbeddedScriptName, GetEmbeddedScriptDesc, SetEmbeddedScriptDesc, RunEmbeddedScript, GetEmbeddedScriptLib, FindEmbeddedScript, and GetEmbeddedScriptCount.

10/31/07:  Added embedded scripts.  These are standard scripts that are embedded in, and are part of, the FRED document.  They can be created, edited, and executed just like regular scripts.  Or they can be edit or executed via convenient toolbar buttons.   They are helpful for document control purposes and to keep model-specific scripts with the model, instead of in seperate script files that can become separated from the FRED .frd file.  They are placed in a new "Embedded Scripts" folder on the tree view.


FRED Release Version 6.100.0!

10/11/07:  Added the following script commands: GetRelativeMaxProcessorCount, SetRelativeMaxProcessorCount, and GetTotalProcessorCount.

10/03/07:  Added support for ZEMAX "ignore/hide" option. Surfaces now retain their original surface numbers on import. 

10/02/07:  Added the following source position apodization script commands:  IsSourcePosapodSamp, SetSourcePosApodSamp, GetSourcePosApodSamp, InitSourcePosApodSamp, SetSourcePosApodSampExtents, SetSourcePosApodSampTopVals, SetSourcePosApodSampBotVals, SetSourcePosApodSampTopVal, SetSourcePosApodSampBotVal, GetSourcePosApodSampTopVal, GetSourcePosApodSampBotVal.

09/18/07:  The effect of coatings on phase of unpolarized rays has been modified slightly.  The phase change imposed on the rays is now the power weighted average of the S-state and P-state phases.  Previously, the phase change was simply the average of the S and P phases.

09/14/07: The File>>Import menu item has been separated into three import dialogs specific to the application: ImportOptical (for importing CODEV, ZEMAX, OSLO lens design programs files), ImportCAD (for importing IGES and STEP CAD files), and ImportASAP (for importing ASAP text and output files). The ImportCAD dialog has been upgraded to include options for reducing the order of NURB surfaces/curves during import, assigning default raytrace controls, and moving the origin of the surface from the global origin to a point on the surface.  Furthermore all import dialogs now allow the user to import directly into an existing document as well as into a new document.

09/05/07:  Upgraded the scripting Basic Language Reference help with a new up-to-date file in Adobe .pdf format.  This help is accessible from the main menu via "Help | Basic Language Reference...".

09/05/07:  Added the following scripting commands: ReverseRay, and ReverseRays.

08/25/07:  Surface particle (Mie) scatter model now prints the actual particulate density function in the Detailed Report.

08/22/07:  The visualization view can now be zoomed to fit the current selection(s) in the tree view by choosing "Fit view to selection" on the popup menu or by pressing Alt-Z.  Also, the visualization view can be zoomed to fit the entity that's under the mouse by pressing the space bar (when the visualization view has focus).  In either case, the rotation center will also be changed to match the center of the new view.

08/17/07:  Rays with zero power are now not created during source creation.  Previously the zero power rays were created but did not trace.

08/16/07:  Added a new source sampled position apodization specification.  It is a complex amplitude and phase mask that is applied to the source.  Users can now enter a table of complex values (amplitude and phase) to specify a complex position apodization on a source.  This feature can be useful under a variety of scenarios such as applying complicated aperture clipping on rays or imposing a wavefronts onto coherent sources, etc.

08/13/07:  Added the following script commands:  SetRaytraceCtrlSpecAndScatCutoff, GetRaytraceCtrlSpecAndScatCutoff, GetRaytraceCtrlSpecAndScatIsActive, SetRaytraceCtrlSpecAndScatIsActive.

08/13/07:  The ancestry level cutoff specifications of  raytrace controls have been enhanced.  Users can now specify an ancestry level cutoff for the combined specular and scatter ancestry levels.  The user interface for the new cutoff specification has been added to the "Edit Raytrace Control Set Dialog" in the same place as the other cutoff specifications.

08/09/07:  Add the following script commands and User Defined Type: AddKCorrelationScatter, SetKCorrelationScatter, GetKCorrelationScatter, InitKCorrelationScatter, and T_KCORRELATIONSCATTER.

08/09/07:  Added a K Correlation Power Spectral Density (PSD) scatter type.

08/07/07:  Several users have asked that "arrayed" sources containing randomized ray positions and/or directions be independently randomized.  Each of the individual sources in the array is now distinct and statistically uncorrelated from all the other sources in the array.  This applies to incoherent sources only.  Previously, all sources in the "array" were absolutely identical regardless of coherence state.

08/01/07:  Surfaces are now created with a default scatter importance sampling into the hemisphere.  Under many circumstances this allows users to more quickly add useful scattering to a surface by simply assigning the desired scatter model to the surface without bothering to explicitly assign an importance specification.  Users shoud keep in mind that the default importance sampling is a general one that scatters into the whole hemisphere and is not optimized for efficiently generating scatter ray directions specific to any particular geometry.

08/01/07:  The Importance sampling direction specification has been extended with a new direction specification.  The new specification is similar to the existing "scatter relative the the surface normal, except that scatter is allowed both forward along the normal and backward along the normal.

08/01/07:  The visualization view now (optionally) draws a small set of orientatin reference axes in the lower left corner.

07/30/07:  Added the following User Defined Type to the scripting language: T_SCATTER.  Added the following script commands:   InitScatter,  SetScatter, GetScatter, AddTabulatedPSDScatter, GetTabulatedPSDScatterDataCount, ReadTabulatedPSDScatterFile, AddTabulatedPSDScatterData, SetTabulatedPSDScatterIthData, GetTabulatedPSDScatterIthData, DeleteTabulatedPSDScatterIthData, SetTabulatedPSDScatterFileName, GetTabulatedPSDScatterFileName, SetTabulatedPSDScatterWavelen, GetTabulatedPSDScatterWavelen, SetTabulatedPSDScatterRefl, GetTabulatedPSDScatterRefl, SetTabulatedPSDScatterDeltaN, GetTabulatedPSDScatterDeltaN, GetFirstRay, GetNextRay, GetLastRay, GetPreviousRay.  Important note: script users are encouraged to consult the built-in help system for the "GetXXXXRay" series of commands because there are some subtle changes in how rays are accessed beginning with this version of FRED.

07/26/07:  Added a tabulated Power Spectral Density (PSD) scatter type.  The tabulated values must be read from a text file.

07/16/07:  Added the following two script commands: SetApertureCurveProjection, GetApertureCurveProjection.

06/20/07:  FRED now stores its rays in a new virtual ray buffer that automatically pages rays to disk as needed.  The maximum number of rays in FRED is now limited by available diskspace, instead of virtual memory as it was with the previous ray buffer.

06/18/07:  Users can now modify the materials listed in the paraxial raytrace.  The changed materials apply to the paraxial raytrace only and do not modify the physical model.  This new capability is most useful for changing the object and image materials for their default values of "Air".

06/13/07:  Paraxial raytrace output table modified to include new, more obvious column headers and surface names.

05/22/07:  Added the following script command:  CrossProd3D.

05/21/07:  Coating plots now include the name of the coating on the plot itself as well as in the window title bar.

04/30/07:  The analysis surface dialog for selecting which analysis surface is to be used for an analysis now lists the analysis surfaces in the same order as they appear in the tree view.

04/25/07:  Added the following new script commands: SetMieScatSurfCoefficients and GetMieScatSurfCoefficients.

04/25/07:  The MIE surface scatter model now allows the user to specify surface reflection and transmission coefficients for the forward scatter component of the MIE model.  This allows a more accurate model when the surface is not 100% reflecting or transmitting.

04/12/07:  Added the following new script commands: Herm, Lagr, SetSourcePosApodGaussianMode, and GetSourcePosApodGaussianMode.  Herm computes the pure Hermite polynomial and Lagr computes the pure generalized Laguerre polynomial.

04/06/07:  Added higher order Hermite and Laguerre positional apodization of sources.  This is useful for modelling higher order TEMnm Gaussian beam modes.


FRED Release Version 6.40.0!

03/30/07:  The script export now includes entity array information.

03/27/07:  Added a polar plot option to the popup menu list for the profile plots of the intensity calculation.  The profiles can now be displayed in standard rectangular plot style or polar plot style.

03/19/07:  Added a coordinate transformation report.  This feature compactly displays the coordinate transformation matrix and coordinate transformation primitives for the entities currently selected in the tree (or all entities if nothing is selected).

03/14/07:  Implemented two new script commands for computing fiber coupling: FiberCoupleStepIndex and FiberCoupleGaussian.

03/08/07:  Implemented some scripting language enhancements to the tabulated scatter model.  Added some new members to the T_TABULATEDSCATTER user defined type.  Added the following new script commands:  AddTabulatedScatter2, AddTabulatedScatterData, SetTabulatedScatterIthData, GetTabulatedScatterIthData, and GetTabulatedScatterDataCount.

03/07/07:  Added the following two coating script commands:  GetGeneralCoatingIthWavelength and GetGeneralCoatingIthAngle.


FRED Release Version 6.30.0!

02/19/07:  Added the following script commands:  EvaluateCoatingMtrlReflS, EvaluateCoatingMtrlReflP, EvaluateCoatingMtrlTranS, EvaluateCoatingMtrlTranS, AddTabulatedScatter, SetTabulatedScatter, GetTabulatedScatter, InitTabulatedScatter.

02/19/07:  Added a sampled (tabulated)  BSDF scatter model type to FRED.  The sampled BSDF model is specified via a table of sampled values which can be entered by a script or imported from a file of sample data. A key feature of this scatter model is that it obeys reciprocity.

02/16/07: The ability to automatically inherit FRED preferences from version to version has been requested by several users.  As a result of these requests we have impemented a change in the way the preferences are saved so that users will automatically inherit their old preference settings whenever they install a new version of FRED.  This release will not inherit preferences from the 6.21.0 release, but all releases after this release will inherit the preferences.

02/15/07:  Volume scatter models from the custom volume scatter file can now be directly imported into the volume scatter tab of the material edit dialog.

02/09/07: Height values for a bicubic mesh surface can now be read from an image file (BMP, TIFF, JPEG), or a CodeV INT file with XY grid type data.

01/28/07: Changed behavior of the CAD export feature: In previous versions of FRED, FRED did not generate a STEP or IGES CAD file if any errors were detected in the export routine. In our experience, for a vast majority of the cases, the failure was due to a problem with trimming the surfaces. Now the export routine checks for errors while trimming. If an error occurs, the trimming function is disabled and an untrimmed model is exported as an IGES or STEP file.


FRED Release Version 6.21.0!

01/15/07:  Added the following script commands: SetMaterialAbsorbRefDist, GetMaterialAbsorbRefDist, DeleteIthMaterialAbsorb, GetVolScatActiveFlag, SetVolScatActiveFlag, GetVolScatMaxEvents, SetVolScatMaxEvents, GetVolScatFunctionType, SetVolScatNone, SetVolScatHenyey, GetVolScatCoefType, SetvolScatCoefType, GetVolScatCoefCount, GetVolScatIthCoef, SetVolScatIthCoef, AddVolScatCoef, DeleteVolScatIthCoef, GetHenyeyCoefCount, GetHenyeyIthCoef, SetHenyeyIthCoef, AddHenyeyCoef, DeleteHenyeyIthCoef, ScatterPrepareForEval, ScatterEval.

01/15/07: Added option in BSDF fitting routine to scale BSDF data during input.

01/12/07:  Added a new view mode for the 3D plots in which the user can specify that the sample data are displayed as flat rectangular pixels instead of smoothly varying interpolated surfaces.

01/11/07:  Adding a glass catalog material to the material folder in the tree via the graphical user interface now informs you when attempting to add a material with the same name as a material already in the material folder.  You have now also the option to accept or reject the material addition.

01/02/07:  Added new scripting command, ElapsedTime, that reports time elapsed in seconds since program execution began.

12/27/06:  Added several new optical design import features:  FRED now recognizes CODEV's SPS ZRN surface, ZEMAX's FZERNSAG surface, and OSLO's ZSR and ZSX surfaces; all warning and error messages detected during import are now printed to the output window; a default reverse sequential path is now created.

12/22/06:  The FRED script export now includes the change ray color specification (if any) on surfaces.

12/22/06:  Added the following new script commands:  IsChangeSurfrayColor, GetChangeSurfRayColor, ChangeSurfRayColorOff, and ChangeSurfRayColor.  These commands allow the setting of ray color changes when a ray intersects a specified surface.

12/19/06:  The FRED script export now includes user-defined paths.

12/19/06:  Added the following new script commands: PathDeleteAll, PathAdd, and PathAddEvent.  These commands allow the creation of user-defined paths via the scripting language.

12/18/06:  The string notation for the "Default Orientation" drop down list in the "Visualization" tab of the Preferences dialog has been modified for easier and more obvious readability.

12/04/06:  The script "LoadAnalysis" command now includes the effect of the scale factor when loading data from an analysis surface.

12/01:06:  Enhanced the Analysis Surface Edit Dialog slightly to better indicate the when the "Force 1:1 Aspect Ratio" state has been set.  When the checkbox is checked, the Ymin and Ymax values now become inactive to indicate that the user can enter data for only the Xmin and Xmax values.

11/30/06:  Volume scattering has been added to FRED.  Volume scattering can be specified as a property of any material in your FRED model, and is specified in the material edit dialog.

11/30/06:  The material create/edit dialog has been enhanced to include tabbed windows for some additional material attributes.  In particular, absorption coefficients can now be entered in a new tabbed window.

11/03/06:  Added new geometric OPD map analysis feature.

10/20/06:  Users can now delete mutliple rows in the spreadsheet form when editing sampled materials.  Previously users could delete only one row at a time.

10/13/06:  The custom glass file supplied as part of the FRED installation now supports glass name synonyms.  That is, you can now supply multiple glass names on the glass name lines in the catalog.

10/13/06:  The optical design import feature in FRED now checks and uses the Pilkington and Custom glass catalogs.

10/09/06:  The grating efficiency table spreadsheet on the surface edit dialog has been modified so that the wavelengths run down the rows and the diffraction efficiencies run across the columns.  This orientation is more convenient for most users.

10/06/06:  The polarization state of rays passing through birefringent materials has been changed so that any unpolarized ray that interacts with a birefringent material acquires a polarization state.  Previously, unpolarized rays remained unpolarized and an approximate Fresnel calculation was performed to assign the proper ray powers.

10/04/06:  The text output of the fiber coupling analysis has been enhanced to include the phase of the complex coupling coefficient.

10/03/06:  A modified Monte-Carlo ray trace method has been added to FRED.  This will allow much more efficient raytraces for certain types of optical systems, mainly illumination systems.  The feature has been implemented as an option on the raytrace controls.  You are able to mix Monte-Carlo and standard raytraces in the same model on a surf-by-surface basis simply by assigning the desired raytrace controls.  This allows you to use both raytrace methods to maximum advantage.

10/03/06:  Added the following deformation-related scripting commands:  SetSurfDeform, SetSurfDeformFlag, GetSurfDeform, GetSurfDeformFlag, GetSurfDeformSurf, GetSurfDeformScale, and GetSurfDeformInBaseCoordSysFlag.

10/02/06:  Implicit surfaces can now be modified by the addition of a sag deformation surface.

09/27/06:  The tree view popup context menu behavior for editing sources has been modified.  Previously, a simplified source dialog was always used to edit a simplified source, even if the source was modified to such an extent (via the detailed source edit dialog) that it was not longer a simplified source.  This behavior has been changed so that a modified simplified source is marked as being a custom source so that the detailed source edit dialog will be used to edit it.

09/22/06:  The Zemax import has been upgraded with several minor enhancements related to catalog glass modelling and binary optic surfaces.

09/22/06:  Added the following script commands: FindNameNoCase, FindFullNameNoCase, and WriteToPlotFileWithComment.

09/08/06:  The Ray Manipulation Utilities dialog now prints information text to the output window to enhance user feedback.

08/29/06:  The analysis window now allows charts to be scaled isotropically (i.e., in proportion to the axis ranges).


FRED Standard and FRED Turbo Release Version 5.91.0!

08/04/06:  The assignment of the parent ray has been modified for rays that are split at a diffraction grating with multiple grating orders.  Previously, the ray for the first diffraction order in the list was always the one examined to determine the parent ray.  Now when there are multiple diffraction orders and the associated raytrace control specifies that the ray with highest power is desired as the parent, then all diffraction orders are examined to determine the parent ray.

08/03/06:  Made a modest improvement to ray buffer performance for large ray-count systems.


FRED Turbo Beta 1 Release Version 5.80.0!

08/01/06: The ASAP import feature has been enhanced to accept models whose surfaces, curves, lenses, and objects are out of sequence.  Previously only models with sequential entities were translated properly. 

07/17/06:  We have finished the initial implementation of the multi-threaded raytrace in FRED.  This major enhancement allows several CPUs to be simultaneously used during the raytrace resulting in significant raytrace speedups.  Work is ongoing in this area and we expect to increase raytrace speeds even more in the near future.  Note that the multi-threaded enhancement applies only to the raytrace.  Even so a single thread will be used under any the following ratyrace conditions:  the rays are drawn, the ray history file is turned on, or raytrace paths are turned on.  The number of threads actually used during a raytrace is printed to the text ouput window as part of the raytrace summary when the raytrace is completed.  FRED Standard edition users are allowed a maximum of two threads, while FRED Turbo Edition users are allowed a maximum of eight threads.  The number of threads can be controlled within the limits previously mentioned via a preference setting (see the "Miscellaneous 2" tab in the Preferences dialog).

07/05/06: An improved trimming curve algorithm has been implemented in the CAD export. Tests with the new algorithm indicate that surfaces trimmed multiple times by the trimming volume are more oftentimes correctly exported.

07/05/06: Experimental code has been implemented to (CAD) export scripted surfaces.  This new code exports scripted surfaces that are more or less of the form z = f(x,y) but the surface does not have to be rotationally symmetric.
 
07/05/06: Diffuse BSDF fit dialog feature has been enhanced.  Users can now optimize the Lorentzian "d" parameter during the fit.  The summary table is now sorted by absolute value of the average error (so first selection is the closest fit), redundant fits are now removed, and numerically "trashy" results are also now removed.

06/21/06:  During an advanced raytrace that determines ray paths, ray path processing has been enhanced to properly include those cases in which a ray does not complete its raytrace due to a ray error.  Previously the ray remained associated with the raypath that it was on at the time of the ray stoppage, even if the ray ending point was not at the end of the path.  Now the ray must end up on the last event of a ray path even if a new path must be created to correctly represent the ray's path.

06/14/06:  Enhanced the ray summary report to support a progress indicator and stop button.

06/09/06:  The default file name extension listed in the Ray Manipulation Utility dialog has been changed from ".ray" to ".dat".  This gives a little better consistency among file name extensions for reading and writing text ray files.

05/25/06:  The drop down list of curves in the aperture collection curve user interface dialog now lists the curves in the same order as they appear in the tree view.  Previously, this was not always the case.

04/28/06:  The user interface dialog for setting raytrace controls has been modified to allow the user to specify very large maximum allowed specular and scatter ancestry levels.  Previously, the upper limits were set to 16 for the maximum specular ancestry level, and 32 for the maximum scatter ancestry level.  This was purely a limitation imposed by the graphical user interface.  The scripting language could always set the ancestries to larger values.

04/27/06:  A preference has been added that allows you to set the fractional ray propagation distance at which ray arrows are drawn.  By default this is set to half way between consecutive surface intersect points.

04/13/06:  A preference has been added that allows you to draw arrows on the rays which show the ray directions during raytracing.  The preference is actually a size scale factor that specifies how big to draw the arrows.  A value of zero will prevent any arrows from being drawn.

04/12/06:  You can now set the ray drawing line thickness via a preference setting.  This allows you to control how "fat" the rays are drawn on the screen during raytracing.

04/07/06:  The list of surface particle density functions for the Mie surface scatter model has been expanded to include a user-specified table of particle diameter versus surface particle density.  This gives users great flexibility to define their own particle density distributions.  In addition, the following script commands have been added: GetMieScatterSampleCount, AddMieScatterSample, SetMieScatterIthSample, and GetMieScatterIthSample.


FRED Release Version 5.50.0!

03/30/06:  The text output of the single ray raytrace has been enhanced to list the reason the ray stopped as well as the reason why child rays were split.

03/28/06:  The new coherent scalar field synthesis feature allows you to model a user-defined scalar field.  It can be used to model coherent sources, spatial filtering, aperture clipping, resynthesizing a coherent rayset into a new rayset, and more.  The field synthesis can be found in the main menu under "Raytrace --> Coherent Field Synthesis...".  It has a great amount of flexibility in allowing you to specify the size and angular spread of the Gaussian beamlets used to synthesize the field.  The field synthesis feature is not a new source type, but rather, is a new utility that adds or replaces rays in the raybuffer.

03/27/06:  The Visualization Attributes dialog has been upgraded. Users can now set the tessellation scale factor in the local x, y, and z directions individually. Users can also draw/undraw highlighted curves as well as change their colors to a specific color or have the colors randomized. 

03/23/06:  The "Coherent Scalar Wave Field..." analysis (<Ctrl>+shift+W) can now save the complex field data to a text file from a right mouse click pop up menu.  Currently, usage of the text file is limited to the new "Coherent Field Synthesis..." utility.

03/21/06:  Added the following script commands to simplify setting position/orientation information: RestartCoordSys, StartCoordSys, PlaceAt, ShiftX, ShiftY, ShiftZ, ShiftXYZ, RotateX, RotateY, RotateZ, RotateXYZ, RotateZYX, RotateAxis, RotateToDir, PlaceIthAt, ShiftIthX, ShiftIthY, ShiftIthZ, ShiftIthXYZ, RotateIthX, RotateIthY, RotateIthZ, RotateIthXYZ, RotateIthZYX, RotateIthAxis, RotateIthToDir.

03/21/06:  The CAD export has been updated with improved surface trimming capabilities.  Work continues in this area and you will continue to see additional capabilities and improvements in future releases.

03/20/06:  The spot diagram charts now honor the spot shapes/sizes specified in the chart style files, *.oc2.  Previously all spots were plotted as points of size = 1.  The user could change the styles after the fact, but the initial style was always a point.

03/15/06:  Added the following script commands to somewhat streamline entering trimming volume paramters: SetTrimVol, GetTrimVol, SetTrimVolMinMax, GetTrimVolMinMax, SetTrimVolHole, GetTrimVolHole.

03/15/06:  Added a DotProd3D, SetNURBCurvParameterLimits, GetNURBCurvParameterLimits script commands.

03/10/06:  Added the following script commands related to the array parameters that can be assigned to entities:  InitEntityArray, GetEntityArray, SetEntityArray, IsEntityArray, and DeleteEntityArray.

03/10/06:  Any change to global scripting variables via the global script variable dialog is now applied immediately to the FRED model.  This applies to pre-update and post-update scripts as well as any scripted implicit surface.  This means that any of those scripts that utilize a global variable will be automatically executed as soon as the "Apply" or "OK" button is pressed in the "Edit/View Global Script Variables" dialog.

03/09/06:  An advanced feature has been added to the coherence settings of coherent optical sources.  The last step of source creation is a power scaling calculation that sets the final source power to that specified for the source.  For coherent sources this was accomplished (behind the scenes) by doing a field calculation over a 49x49 grid.  For very finely spaced ray grids the 49x49 spacing was not enough and ray errors occurred during the field calculation.  The grid spacing is now user-settable in the "Coherence" tab of the detailed source edit dialog.  Two scripting commands have also been added to support this:  SetSourceCoherentPowerSampling and SetSourceCoherentPowerSampling.

03/03/06:  The 3-pane analysis window has proven so popular that it is now the default for new FRED installations.  The 3-pane or 4-pane analysis window style is set from the preferences.

02/22/06:  FRED now writes the sampled material refractive indices to many more digits in the exported FRED script file.

02/15/06:  Added the following scripting commands: ArrayStats, Min, Min3, Min4, Max, Max3, Max4.  Note that these new function names may conflict with variable names in existing scripts.

02/08/06:  The detailed report for the sampled material now prints a refractive index table for all wavelengths defined in sources.  This makes the sampled material report consistent with the catalog material reports.

02/06/06:  The "Surface Incident/Absorbed Power" analysis output has been extended to list the incident power broken down by specular and scatter ancestry.

01/30/06:  The text header labels for the "Surface Incident/Absorbed Power" analysis have been changed to more clearly indicate that the powers are incoherent powers only (without regard to whether contributing rays are coherent or not).

01/30/06:  NURB surfaces are now saved more efficiently in the FRED file.  In many cases this results in dramatically smaller FRED files, and will prove benificial in those cases in which the FRED models were originally created via a CAD file import due to the large number of NURB surfaces in the model.

01/30/06:  Added a new curve type called Racetrack, which is a rectangle with rounded corners.

01/30/06:  Added the following script commands: AddRacetrackCurve, SetRacetrackCurve, GetRacetrackCurve.

01/27/06:  Added capability to calculate and write intensity in ANSI/IESNA LM-63-2002 format.

01/25/06:  Slightly modified the user interface for the "collimated source" simplified source.  Previously, the X and Y apertures were listed first at the top, followed by the number of sample points in X and Y.  These have been reversed so that the number of sample points in X and Y are listed first.  This was done to give consistent user interface layout with the detailed source edit dialog.

01/23/06:  The behavior of the "Opacity" color scheme attribute in the "Visualization" tab of the Surface edit dialog has been modified.  Previously, assigning a new color scheme via the "Assign" button reset the opacity to the value of one.  Now the opacity value is unchanged.  This behavior is more compatible with user expectations.

01/16/06:  Added a new report under Tools --> Reports that prints a table of ray/surface error messages.  This table is can be useful when there are ray errors during the raytrace, but you don't know which surface(s) the errors occurred on.

01/12/06:  Added the following script commands that help convert direction vectors to/from IES photometric angles for type A, B, and C photometry: TypeAPhotometryToDirCosines, TypeAPhotometryToDirCosines, TypeAPhotometryToDirCosines, DirCosinesToTypeAPhotometry, DirCosinesToTypeAPhotometry, DirCosinesToTypeAPhotometry.

01/11/06:  The "Show Global Coordinate" report has been relabled to "Show Entity Position/Orientation Coordinates" and now allows the coordinates to be listed relative to the coordinate system of any user-specified entity (including the Global Coordinate System).

01/09/06:  Added a new report that lists all the entities that are referenced by a user-specified entity, or all entities that reference a user-specified entity.

01/06/06:  A new report has been added that lists a count of each entity type in the FRED model.

12/20/05:  Added two new options to the ray manipulation utilities dialog that allow you to write the ray history for individual rays in text format to either the text output window, or a text file.  This allows you to see the complete history of intersection coordinates for rays.  Note that the ray history file must have been previously created via the Advanced Raytrace dialog.

12/19/05:  The "Halt All" default raytrace control was erroneously created to allow both the transmitted and reflected scatter rays.  It has now been changed so that this raytrace control does not allow any scatter by default when new FRED models are started.  The scatter ray settings for all previously created "Halt All" raytrace controls will continue to operate exactly as before in order to maintain backward compatibility.  As always, at any time you may change the settings on any raytrace control as you desire.

12/15/05:  Add the following script commands: T_SCRIPTSCATTER, AddScriptScatter, SetScriptScatter, GetScriptScatter, and InitScriptScatter.


FRED Release Version 5.20.0!

12/12/05:  Added some new options to the ray manipulation utilities dialog that allow you to read and write rays in both text and binary file formats.  The text format reads/writes only incoherent unpolarized ray data.  The binary format saves the complete data associated with each ray.  The new read/write capability makes it easy to do a raytrace part way through your optical model and then save the results for later reuse.  As an example, you can trace your source one time to the output of a complicated source geometry, and then repeatedly reuse the resulting rayset to trace through many systems that would be illuminated by that source.  This saves you the time it takes to repeatedly trace through the original source.

12/05/05:  Added a new scripted scatter model.  Users can now define their own scatter model via a FRED script.  The wavelength of the scattered rays can also be set via the script, which can be very handy for modeling surface flourescence.

12/02/05:  Users can now create surfaces and curves from the "Create" main menu and from the "Create" toolbar.  Previously users could create them only via the right-mouse-click popup menu in the tree view.

11/30/05:  Explicit surfaces now update faster then before.  This is most noticeable for those very large FRED models that are the result of CAD imports.

11/30/05:  Added a new isocontour wireframe rendering mode for explicit surface types.  This mode tessellates much faster than the other rendering modes.  Surfaces rendered in this mode are more responsive in the 3D rendering window (that is, they can be rotated faster).  The new mode is very useful for those large FRED models that are the result of CAD imports.

11/11/05:  Added the "FFT2D" script command.  This performs a two dimensional Fourier Transform on a complex double precision array.

11/10/05:  The "Array" feature now supports sources so that users can create source arrays.

11/10/05:  Added the following new script commands: "GetAuxRayBufferCount", "GetAuxRayBufferRayCount", "CopyRayAuxBufferToBuffer", and "GetRayBufferRayCount".

11/07/05:  FRED most recent width of the Tree View is now remembered when the FRED document window (tree view and render view) is closed.  The width is restored the next time a FRED document window is opened.  The same goes for the width of the first ("Object") column in the tree view.

11/07/05:  Enhanced the Ray Statistics (Shft-F12) text output format with more ray power statistics.

10/28/05:  Added "ClearOutputWindow" script command. This command does the same as the View->Output Window->Clear Contents menu command.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.110.0

10/05/05:  Added "Delete" menu item to the popup context menu in the tree view.

10/05/05:  Added several advanced script commands: SetPatchBoxGranularityU, SetPatchBoxGranularityV, GetPatchBoxGranularityU, GetPatchBoxGranularityV, SetPatchBoxDrawFlag, GetPatchBoxDrawFlag.

10/03/05: Added ability to compute Zernike coefficients of a wavefront and corresponding scripting command (DecomposeWavefrontToZernikes).


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.100.0

09/15/05: Updated menu on Segmented Curve popup menu to better state which axes will be digitized.  Digitized data is now transferred to the segmented curve in a consistent fashion.

09/14/05:  Added the ColorImage and XYZImageToRGBImage script commands.

09/13/05:  Added the following new script commands: T_SOURCEDIRASTIGGAUSBEAM, IsSourceDirAstigmaticGausBeam, SetSourceDirAstigmaticGausBeam, GetSourceDirAstigmaticGausBeam, InitSourceDirAstigmaticGausBeam.

09/13/05:  The astigmatic diode source has been enhanced to allow more flexible user control over how the source is defined and created.  Also, a number of accuracy improvements have been implemented.

09/09/05:  Added a popup dialog that appears when the user selects the "Delete Array Parameters" menu item for an entity.  The dialog allows the user to decline the deletion operation in those cases when the menu item was selected by accident.

09/07/05:  Several changes were made to the true color image feature.  Output RGB images are now gamma-adjusted, consistent with the specification of the sRGB colorspace.  The image is now normalized by the max luminosity before conversion to RGB, eliminating a problem of color channel saturation that could occur if source power was high enough.  Image brightness is now adjustable and luminosity can be displayed in the chart.  In connection with these changes, RGB colors in bitmap sources and those synthesized directly are now assumed to be in an sRGB colorspace.

09/05/05:  Upgraded FRED to use the newest release of the BASIC language compiler.  This release has several bug fixes and enhancements, including expanded runtime error diagnostics.

09/01/05:  The options to display the computed Intensity (power per steradians) have been improved to better meet the expectations of users.  Now, the displayed Intensity values are always power per steradians regardlesss of the angular coordinate system that was choosen to view the data.  Previously, the displayed values were transformed to the chosen coordinate system.  This was confusing to some users because the numbers in the plot would change depending on the angular coordinate system displayed.

08/01/05:  Added "Cut", "Copy", and "Paste" to the pop-up context menu of the tree view.  These functionalities have always been available in the main menu, in the toolbars, and via the "Ctrl-X", "Ctrl-C", and "Ctrl-P" accelerator keys, but they are now also available via the pop-up menu as well.

07/027/05:  The specification of the 3D rendering pixel format in the "Visualization" page of the Preferences dialog has been modified to make it a little more user-friendly.

07/27/05:  3D charts can now render their data in the 3D visualization view even if the associated analysis plane has its two drawing check boxes unchecked.  Previously, if both of the drawing check boxes were unchecked, then the chart would not render itself in the 3D visualization view.

07/25/05:  Added "GetSampledMaterialWavelengthCount", "SetSampledMaterialIthWavelength", and "GetSampledMaterialIthWavelength" script commands.

07/12/05: The scripting commands SetEntity, SetLens, SetMirror, SetPrism, SetCustomElement, SetSubassembly now reset the traceability of their children surfaces according to the traceability of the T_ENTITY structure.

07/08/05:  Added script commands for sampled birefringent material.

06/29/05:  Added "RedrawOnUpdate" script command.  This command can be used to force a surface to retessellate and redraw itself the next time the 3D render view redraws for any reason.

06/28/05:  The position/orientation user-interface control has been slightly modified so that the operations listed in the control begin their numbering at zero so that the numbering is consistent with how the scripting language numbers operations.  Previously the numbers began at one.

06/23/05:  Script commands added for creating and changing the following gradient index (GRIN) materials: Luneberg, Maxwell, Spherical, Axial/Radial, and Selfoc.

06/16/05:  The arguments to the "AddSampledMaterialWavelength" script command have been changed from "passed by reference" to "passed by value".


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.70.0

06/14/05:  Modified the surface edit dialog so that the "traceable" and "trimming surface only" checkboxes are more easily accessible from the "Surface" tab.  Previously, the "traceable" checkbox was in the "Coating/Ray Control" tab, and the "trimming surface only" checkbox was in the "Apertures" tab.

06/13/05:  Added extra information in the the tree view tooltip text for sources and raytrace controls.

06/13/05:  Added some popup menu items for setting the "Never Traceable" flag (useful for trimming surfaces) on surfaces.

06/10/05:  CAD import has been completely rewritten and now supports the STEP file format in addition to the IGES file format.  The newly rewritten code is being made available with this release, although some development work will continue.  Also, CAD export is currently in the process of being rewritten and will include the STEP file format.  The new export code should be available soon.

06/06/05:  Added two preference settings that allow the 3D render view "Fit View To All" function to ignore all curves and/or nontraceable entities when fitting the render view.

06/06/05:  The new 3-pane chart plot view format for user-plots has proven very popular.  So we have added a preference that causes all analysis plots to have the 3-pane view format instead of the default 4-pane view.

06/03/05:  Added the following new script commands:  SysCloseNoSave, GetPreUpdateScript, SetPreUpdateScript, AddPreUpdateScript, GetPostUpdateScript, SetPostUpdateScript, AddPostUpdateScript, GetPreUpdateScriptActive, SetPreUpdateScriptActive, GetPostUpdateScriptActive, SetPostUpdateScriptActive.

06/01/05:  The "towards entity" scatter direction specification now uses the local triming volume for aiming, which results in more efficient scattering towards the surface.  Previously it used the global trimming volume just like all other entity types.

06/01/05:  3D chart windows now show (in the title bar of their frame window) the name of the most recently imported chart data file (if any).  This allows you to easily identify those chart windows for which you have read-in a chart data file to display.

6/01/05:  Added ability to compute wavefront by unwrapping phase of a coherent field.  Added Wavefront script command.

05/23/05: ZEMAX import now recognizes glass material pickups.

05/23/05: Upgraded prism element visualization. All surfaces are rendered as translucent except for reflective surfaces which are now rendered silver and opaque. 

05/16/05:  Greatly speeded up display of coherent field components (e.g., phase, amplitude, ...).

05/16/05:  The default 3D charts now automatically adjust the row and column grid line spacings for best visual appearance.  Previously the grid line spacing was set for every cell, which made viewing difficult for large grid sizes.  You can override this in the "Advanced..." dialog via the right mouse-click pop-up menu on the chart.

05/10/05:  FRED can now generate scatter rays at absorbing surfaces by using the new raytrace control scatter properties.  Previously, users were forced to allow specular rays with a small amount of power before scatter rays could be created.  This restriction has now been removed.

05/10/05: Added several new properties to the raytrace controls that control surface scatter behavior.  There are now several scatter properties that are analogous to the existing specular properties.  These are "Allow Reflecting Scatter Rays", "Allow Transmitted Scatter Rays", as well as reflecting and transmitting scatter power thresholds.

04/25/05:  Improved efficiency of user interface for the bicubic mesh surface so larger meshes can be handled.

04/22/05:  Added a new preference that, when enabled, allows the user to open (on program startup) the most recent "undo" state of FRED in the event of a program abort.  This works only if the enable undo preference has been previously set.

04/21/05:  Implemented the following script commands to evaluate the reflection and transmission amplitude cofficients of a coating: evaluateCoatingReflS, evaluateCoatingReflS, evaluateCoatingReflS, evaluateCoatingReflS.

04/14/05:  Add the following script commands for the extended features of the Zernike surface:  SetZernikeSurfBaseConic, GetZernikeSurfBaseConic, SetZernikeSurfIthAsphCoef, GetZernikeSurfIthAsphCoef, GetZernikeSurfAsphCoefCount, GetZernikeSurfIthAsphTermText, SetZernikeSurfCoefInterpretation, GetZernikeSurfCoefInterpretation.

04/14/05:  The Zernike surface now supports a base conic surface and standard aspheric terms.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.50.0

04/11/05:  Implemented several enhancements to the algorithm which plot rays in the ray history file.  The ray manipulation specification which uses the data in the ray history file now replots rays much faster than before.

03/22/05: The Visualization Attributes Dialog now preserves the opacity of a surface when its color is randomized or copied.

03/21/05:  The following new script commands have been added to support the new sampled mesh surface: AddSampledSurf, SetSampledSurfSize, GetSampledSurfSize, SetSampledSurfXcoordinate, SetSampledSurfYcoordinate, GetSampledSurfXcoordinate, GetSampledSurfYcoordinate, SetSampledSurfValue, GetSampledSurfValue, GetSampledSurfZ.

03/21/05: Added option in Diffuse Binomial/Polynomial Fit Dialog to write user-input and FRED-generated BSDF data to a file.

03/18/05:  Added a sampled mesh surface type.  This surface is an array of Z values that are sampled on a rectilinear mesh.  The surface interpolation between sample points is based on bicubic interpolation so that the surface and its first derivatives are continuous.

03/04/05:  The planar random position type for sources now allows an inner hole.

03/04/05:  The following new script commands have been added in support of the material absorption table: SetMaterialAbsorbFlag, GetMaterialAbsorbFlag, MaterialAbsorbCount, SetMaterialAbsorb, FindMaterialAbsorbWavel, SetIthMaterialAbsorb, SetIthMaterialAborbWavel, SetIthMaterialAbsorbCoeff, GetIthMaterialAbsorb, GetMaterialAbsorb.

03/04/05:  Added the ability to specify absorption coefficients for materials.  This is in the form of a wavelength (microns) vs. absorption coefficient (inverse microns) table.

02/28/05:  The stray light report dialog now allows drag/drop or cut/paste from FRED to other applications such as Microsoft Excel.

02/17/05:  Modified the raytrace so that rays with zero starting power are not raytraced at all.  Previously, a zero power ray was traced to its first surface intersection and then halted.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.30.0

02/11/05:  Added several new actions to the ray manipulation utility.  The user can now write selected ray data to a file which can be used to create a user-defined source.  The user can also propagate rays (this is not a raytrace) by distances defined by a number of criteria with include to a plane, to a sphere, to a point, etc.

02/07/05:  The position and direction spot diagrams now print out statistical information to the text output window.

02/07/05:  FRED now supports "libraries" that can be accessed in all scripts.  A library is a file previously saved in either script text format or script compiled format.  This allows users to maintain a library of favorite subroutines and/or functions that can be included into a script with a single script command.  This frees users from having to include the desired library script text in every script that may access the library functions.  To support compiled libraries, the script editor now has the option to save a compiled script to a library file.  To include a library in a script, users may utilize the new CreateLib and GetLib script commands.

02/03/05:  Added user-defined auxiliary data associated with surfaces.  Users can now add named data to any surface via the new "Auxiliary Data" tab on the surface edit/view dialog.  These data can also be accessed via the scripting language.

02/03/05:  Added the following new script commands:  AuxDataGetCount, AuxDataGetIthName, AuxDataGetData, AuxDataSetData, AuxDataFindName, AuxDataFindNameAndData.

01/20/05:  Added a convenient way to specify wavelengths and associated weights so that the resulting rays produce any desired color. This feature is accessed via the right mouse-click popup menu in the "Wavelengths" tab of any source edit/view dialog.

01/14/05:  Add a new "true color" analysis.  It displays a color view of what the "image" looks like in the spatial region defined by the selected analysis surface.  The color image may also be displayed in the 3D rendering window.

01/14/05:  Added several new ways to specify wavelengths and wavelength weights in the "Wavelengths" tab of any source dialog via the right mouse-click popup menus.  These make it easier to specify ranges and groups of wavelengths.  Several wavelength weighting functions have been added.

 01/12/05:  Added several new script commands: IsSourcePosBitmap, SetSourcePosBitmap, GetSourcePosBitmap, MatMatMult, MatVecMult, LinearEquationSolve, WavelengthToTriStimulus, TriStimulusToWavelength, RGBToTriStimulus, IsUserDefinedRayPathMode, SetUserDefinedRayPathMode, FindGroupFromEntity.

01/12/05:  All newly added script commands are now being listed in this New Features List.  Previously, all new script commands could be found in the "Commands By Usage" help page, but were not listed here.

01/06/05:  Added "Print to text window" option to the raytrace manipulation utilities.

01/06/05:  Added two new ray filter criteria that select rays based on their index ID numbers.

12/30/04:  Added encircled/ensquared power calculation.  This is accessed via the right mouse-click context menu in the spread function 3D plots.

12/22/04:  Added bitmap sources.  You may define a bitmap source in the "Positions/Directions" tab window of the detailed source dialog.

12/06/04:  The dialogs for creating new custom elements and subassemblies have been enhanced to allow the user to specify position/orientation of the new items.  Previously, users were required to specify the position/orientation separately via a right mouse click on the item's entry in the tree view.


FRED Release Version 4.10.0!

11/19/04:  New scatter importance sampling specifications are now automatically assigned a default name when the associated dialog first appears.  The default name can be changed by the user if desired.  Previously, the user was always required to enter an initial name.

11/18/04:  The "Random Directions into an angular range" source direction specification has been enhanced to allow an inner hole to be specified for the angular range.  This allows users to easily define annular rings of source directions.  However, the algorithm is not very sophisticated and may fail if the annulus is too narrow (i.e. if the solid angle of the annulus is less than roughly one one-thousandth of the total solid angle included by the outer boundary of the angular cone).

11/14/04:  In spot diagrams, users can now set spot sizes and other attributes for all wavelengths simultaneously.  Previously, the user had to set the attributes for each wavelength individually.

11/14/04:  Users can now replace 3D chart data with data from an ASAP binary .DIS file.

11/09/04:  Users can create their own 3D charts by Tools >> User-Defined 3D View. 

11/05/04:  Users can now replace 3D chart data with data from a file.

11/03/04:  IMPORTANT NOTICE.  The behavior of the raytrace controls has been changed slightly with regard to the "Allow reflected ray" and "Allow Total Internal Reflection" properties.  The two properties have been uncoupled in the sense that they are now mutually independent.  "Allow TIR" will affect only those rays that would reflect through Total Internal Reflection (TIR), and "Allow reflection" will affect only those reflected rays that are not TIR rays.  Thus, if you want both TIR and non-TIR reflection, then select both properties.  Previously, "Allow TIR" was considered a subset of "Allow Reflection", which prevented you from specifying certain cases.  FRED files that were created prior to this version will continue to raytrace exactly as they did before with no changes required on your part.  This is accomplished by automatically changing any raytrace control in the model so that if the "Allow Reflection" is selected, then "Allow TIR" will automatically be selected as well when the file is read into FRED.

11/03/04:  We have modified how certain coatings behave under a TIR condition.  Sampled coatings now assume a unit reflection coefficient (100% reflection) when the reflection is due to TIR.  Previously, sampled coatings applied the user-specified reflection coefficient regardless of whether or not the reflection was due to TIR.  This change was made in order to yield a more physically meaningful result.

11/01/04:  Made some changes to the "Toroidal" and "XYToroidal" surface types which speed up the ray intersection algorithm by a factor of two when the surfaces are pure cylindrical surfaces in either the X or Y direction.

10/25/04:  Added birefringent and optically active materials.  FRED can now raytrace uniaxial birefringent crystals and optically active materials.  This allows physical modeling of waveplates, polarizing elements based on uniaxial crystals, certain organic liquid crystals, etc. See the new help article for more information.  Go into the help index and look for "birefringence".

10/20/04:  Users can fit measured BSDF data to either binomial or polynomial forms using Tools | BSDF Data Fitting | Binomial/Polynomial Data Fitting menu item.  This feature allows the user to threshold BSDF data (min/max), generate out-of-plane data, and perform multiple regression fits.  The user can then sort the fits according to min/max fit error, average error, or standard deviation error, and create selected model(s).

10/16/04:  User-defined source can now read ASAP format *.DIS files containing ray data.

10/08/04:  Targeted rays are now available in the scripting language through two new scripting commands: InitTargetedRay and TargetedRay and structure T_TARGETEDRAY.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.110.0

10/05/04:  Composite BSDFs may be plotted by selecting the desired scatter models and then right mouse clicking to bring up plot options. Previously the BSDF of only one scatter model could be plotted at one time.

10/05/04:  Scatter model 3D plots now utilize a new tabbed window style that shows plots for multiple user-specified specular angles.  This is an enhancement of an earlier feature that allowed the user to plot the 3D BSDF for only a single specific angle of incidence.

09/22/04:  The size/position of all modeless dialog windows now persist between FRED sessions.  That is, the dialogs remember where they were on the screen the last time they were open.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.100.0

09/07/04:  Made several enhancements and improvements to the ASAP import routines.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.97.0

08/23/04:  The CAD IGES export now supports layers.  Each element is exported in a separate layer.

08/05/04:  The direction importance specification for scattering has been enhanced to allow the direction to be specified in the "Self" coordinate system.  It has also been enhanced to allow the direction to be the surface normal at the ray intersection point.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.90.0

08/02/04:  We have added a major new CAD export feature.  FRED can now export to CAD programs via the IGES protocol.  This feature has been released as an experimental feature due to high demand among our user base.  Most FRED models can be successfully exported in their entirety, but the export of certain surface trimming specifications and surface types are not currently supported.  We are hard at work on removing these restrictions, and are grateful for any feedback you may be able to supply.

07/27/04:  The particle scatter model has been enhanced to allow you to specify the refractive index of the immersion material.  Previously, it was assumed the scatter surface was always immersed in air.

07/26/04:  Added extended tool tip information to the tree view.  Hovering the mouse over an icon in the tree now reports some additional information about the item.  This feature is activated by a preference setting in the "Miscellaneous" tab of the Preferences dialog.

07/21/04:  Added "ray error" to the list of ray filter criteria.  This allows you to filter rays based on whether or not they have suffered a ray error during the raytrace.

07/20/04:  Added ability for the user to set the data min/max values for color scaling when rendering a 3D chart to the visualization view.

07/14/04:  The detailed ray report output now lists information about which cell of an entity array that the ray is on, if any.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.80

07/01/04:  Added a preference setting for IntelliMouse emulation for all spreadsheet user input and the output text window.  This setting can be useful if your mouse does not automatically support IntelliMouse.  Among other things, this setting allows the center scroll wheel on the mouse to scroll the spreadsheet window.

06/28/04:  Enhanced the material naming convention when importing lens prescriptions.  Now, unknown materials (those that can not be found in any of the materials catalogs) are more clearly named as unknown.

06/21/04:  The Advanced Raytrace now supports a ray history capability, which can be used with the new "Ray Manipulation Utilities" described in the next new feature below.

06/21/04:  Added a "Ray Manipulation Utilities" dialog that allows you to perform various operations on rays either before or after they have been traced.  Possible utility operations include:  reverse ray directions, propagate rays by a specified distance, delete rays, deactivate rays, activate rays, redraw rays, etc.  You can apply a user specified ray filter to each of the operations so that the operation is applied only to the rays that you specify.

06/18/04:  Added OLE Automation Server capability to FRED.  This allows you to run FRED remotely from any application that can serve as an automation client.  These applications include Matlab, Excel, etc.  To learn about this powerful new capability, search for "Automation" in FRED's built-in help system.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.70

06/11/04:  Added the ability to enter the software authorization codes via a command line switch when invoking FRED from the operating system command line (instead of through the license authorization dialog).  Ex:  fred  /Authorize  abcd  efgh  ijkl  mnop

05/12/04:  Made several improvements to the "Determine Scatter Importance Sampling" tool.  In particular, you can now designate a "detector" that is actually a source instead of a surface.  The "detector" source will generate the rays used to determine the importance sampling instead of randomly firing rays from a surface.  This can be use to great advantage for efficiency purposes.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.60

04/26/04:  Added several new ray selection criteria to the ray filter specification in the analysis surface.  The new criteria allow selecting rays based on specular and scatter ancestry, and total and consecutive ray intersection counts.

04/23/04:  Made several small enhancements to the advanced raytrace dialog including the ability to suppress the raytrace summary output if desired.

04/23/04:  The FRED and Script FileOpen dialog has been enhanced to give added flexibility with file name extensions when opening FRED and Script files.

04/23/04:  Added "Redo" capability (in addition to "Undo" which was added in version 2.90).

04/22/04:  Made several improvements to the raypath report dialog in terms of functionality, usability, and convenience.

04/14/04:  Dramatically increased the speed of several 3D chart operations such as FFT, scaling, etc. when the chart contains a very large data set.


FRED Release Version 3.50.0!

03/15/04:  Added a multi-surface edit dialog that allows the user to simultaneously change certain attributes of multiple surfaces.  Some of the attributes that can be edited this way are the traceability flag, the assigned materials, coatings, raytrace controls, etc.

03/10/04:  Added a stray light report feature that can be used to quickly generate scatter and specular ghost path reports using the raytrace path information generated by the advanced raytrace.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.40

03/02/04:  The advanced raytrace dialog now traces raypaths properly when the first raypath event is for a ray at a source.

03/02/04:  When copying a raytrace generated raypath to the user-defined raypath list, all raypath events are now marked as sequential events.  Previously, all events retained their original designation as non-sequential.

03/02/04:  The "Raytrace Paths" report dialog has been modified so that deleting raypaths from the dialog does not delete the actual raypath data.  Only the raypath listing in the dialog is deleted.

02/18/04:  Added preference for setting the spot size (in screen pixels) of the 3D Spot Diagram spots.

02/16/04:  The general sampled coating type has been enhanced to allow the user to specify which angle is used to compute the coating reflection/transmission coefficients.  The user can choose from incident angle, transmitted angle, angle in the low refractive index material, or the angle in the high refractive index material.  Previously, FRED always used the incident angle.  This feature is accessed in the right-click popup menu when editing the coating.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.30

02/04/04:  For 3D plots, moving the cursor over the auxiliary plot now updates the ordinate axis data labels of the associated X and Y profile plots with the ordinate data label values.  Previously, the ordinate axis data labels were the pixel values.

01/21/04:  When a ray undergoes total internal reflection at a bare substrate, the resulting phase shift (Goos-Haenchen shift) is now computed.  This is the principle by which Fresnel Rhombs operate.

01/20/04:  Added a new diffuse binomial scatter model and enhanced the general diffuse polynomial scatter model.

01/19/04:  Added Zernike polynomial surface type.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.20

01/02/04:  Added a new quarter wave single layer thin film coating type.

12/31/03:  Added a user preference for default wavelength.  The initial default wavelength is now set to 0.5875618 microns.

12/28/03:  The targeted ray dialog now activates the stop button.

12/07/03:  The targeted ray dialog now traces the targeted ray past the target surface if the surface is not absorbing.  Previously, the ray always stopped at the target surface.

12/04/03:  FRED can now import binary ray files from Radiant Imaging Technologies.  Previously, FRED could import ray files in ASCII text format only.  To access this feature create a detailed source and go to the "Positions/Direction" tab.  In the "Ray Positions" type drop-down combo box, select "User defined rays", and then right mouse-click in the spreadsheet.

11/26/03:  Added the ability to turn any surface, element, or subassembly into a rectilinear array.

11/24/03:  Updated several of the vendor lens catalogs.

11/06/03:  Laptop PCs can now safely go to sleep without failing the hardware key check when FRED resumes execution after the laptop wakes up.

11/06/03:  Users can now simply plug in the hardware key and continue/resume FRED execution if the hardware key check fails because the hardware key is not plugged in.

11/06/03:  The "SuperProServer" service is now no longer required to be installed on your computer in order to execute FRED.  Previously this service was required by the hardware key manufacturer.

10/30/03:  Enhanced the color attributes dialog so that it is loaded with the selected item's attributes when the dialog first pops up.  In addition, it now allows the user to copy color assignments to all selected items.

10/27/03:  Added 3D spot diagrams in the visualization view.  You can now display the 3D ray position spots (and toggle between the ray trajectory and 3D spots views) in the visualization views.  Look for it in the "Visualization 3D Spot Diagram..." menu item in the "Analyses" main menu.  

10/21/03:  The coordinate axes visualization dialog has been enhanced to let the user more quickly specify different sizes for the axes.

10/21/03:  Coating transmission/reflection curves can now be plotted.  You can access this feature via a pop-up menu item by right mouse clicking on a coating in the coating folder in the tree view.

10/16/03:  The algorithm for determining the coherent ray sizes in the rare case of a coherent source defined by user-specified rays has been improved.

10/13/03:  GRadient INdex (GRIN) material capability is now available.  GRINs are defined in the same way as for a sampled material:  right click on the material folder in the tree view and select the desired GRIN type from the dropdown type list.  The current list includes Selfoc, Luneberg, Maxwell, Axial/Radial, Spherical, and User-defined via a script.

10/09/03:  Double clicking in the tree view on a simplified source now pops up the simplified source dialog.  Previously the detailed source dialog was always popped-up regardless of whether the source was a simplified source or a detailed source.

10/02/03:  The global coordinates report output now prints only the table of global coordinates.  Previously the list of primitive operations was also printed.

09/22/03:  Lens and mirror elements are now created with smooth shading in the visualization.  Lens elements are now created partially transparent.

09/19/03:  Added several new default visualization views to the list of views.  This gives the user added flexibility in easily choosing default views.

09/17/03:  Drop-down combo boxes have been enhanced to list entities in the same order as they appear in the tree view.  Previously, the entities could be listed in an unpredictable order, which was inconvenient for documents with a large number of defined entities.

09/15/03:  The cursor in the data digitizer has been changed so that the selected data point on the screen is more easily discerned.


FRED Release Version 2.91.0!

08/20/03:  Added a preference that controls whether or not the general comments dialog is automatically shown whenever you open a FRED document.


FRED Release Version 2.90.0!

08/06/03:  You can now cut/copy/paste in the input command line and the output text window via toolbar buttons or the <ctrl-x>, <ctrl-c>, and <ctrl-v> keyboard keys respectively.  Previously this feature was available in the output text window only by using special menu items.

07/21/03:  FRED now honors differing system unit conversions when dragging geometry from one document to another.  Previously FRED assumed that both the source and target documents were in the same length units and so no size scaling was performed.

07/18/03:  All analysis window titles now show the name of the associated analysis surface.

07/14/03:  Added "undo" capability.  Look for it under the "Edit" main menu item.  You can control how many levels of undo are available as a preference.  The undo feature can be turned off by specifying zero levels of undo.

07/09/03:  You can now delete multiple items simultaneously from the tree view via the delete key.  Previously only a single item could be deleted per delete key press, even though multiple items could be selected in the tree.

07/09/03:  Added preference to allow the user to specify how the 3D visualization is printed.  For some users, the 3D visualization does not properly print.  If you have problems, try the bitmap printing mode.  This setting can be found in the 'visualization' tab of the preferences dialog.


FRED Release Version 2.81.0!

07/02/03:  Added visualization preference that allows the user to specify that surfaces are not drawn.  Instead, each surface's local trimming volume is drawn instead.  This can be useful for extremely large models that take a long time for surface tessellation and redraws.

06/30/03:  Added targeted raytracing capability in which a ray is given a starting point and traces to a given ending point.

06/23/03:  Added X/Y profile capability to all 3D plot windows.  Irradiance, Intensity, etc. plots now automatically have X or Y profiles.  You can double-click on the plot to remove the profiles and show just the one plot.  Press the Tab key to cycle through the plots one at a time.  Double click again to see all four plot views.

04/23/03:  Adding an analysis surface via drag/drop or copy/paste does not delete any existing rays.  Previously the rays were deleted.

04/02/03:  All scatter models and important direction specifications may now be toggled between active and inactive states.  If the state is active, then the item is considered during the raytrace.  If the state is inactive, then the item is ignored during the raytrace.  This gives the user more flexibility in defining and using various aspects of surface scatter.

03/17/03:  Previously rayraced paths may now be selected for sequential raytracing in the Advanced Raytrace Dialog.  This is in addition to the user-defined paths that could be sequentially traced.

03/17/03:  Raytrace paths created during a raytrace can now be copied to the User-defined path list via a simple button press in the "Raytrace Paths Summaries" dialog.

03/03/03:  Expanded and enhanced some text output options in the single raytrace dialog.


FRED Release Version 2.20.0!

01/01/03:  Added many improvements to the import translators.  Import from ZEMAX, CodeV, and OSLO can now automatically detect and create edges on lenses and mirrors; as well as other enhancements and improvements.  The CAD import translator has been improved with more options.

12/23/02:  The mouse wheel can now be used to zoom in and out in the 3D visualization view.

11/18/02:  Added enhancements to optionally allow sources and scatter models to automatically reseed their random number generators before every source creation or raytrace.  Previously, each random number generator's seed was fixed and unalterable, which had the advantage of repeatability.  However, the sometime disadvantage was that each new raytrace gave exactly the same results each time.  This feature is set in the preferences dialog under the "general" tab.

11/15/02:  Added Visual Basic scripting language with full capabilities including custom dialog interaction and more.  This is the initial addition of the language that does not include any FRED specific commands.  FRED specific commands will be added next.

10/28/02:  Added the Create Objects toolbar and top-level menu.  Objects such as lenses, mirrors, prisms, etc. can now be created by simply clicking on the toolbar, instead of just the right-click pop-up menu.

10/28/02:  Added hexagonal grids to the ray position types available when creating optical sources.

10/23/02:  Enabled the ability to type formulas into most of the grid cells when entering or defining data.  This feature is available in the text output window and in most of the user input cells for data entry, and is toggled in the preference dialog.  The formula engine has been available for several months, but with a subtle user interface problem that has just been resolved.

10/22/02:  Added the option to include Fresnel reflection losses in the fiber coupling calculation.

10/21/02:  Added report menu item which prints the global coordinates of all items.  Previously this output was only available as part of the detailed report of the entire optical model.

10/21/02:  Added <ctrl-T> accelerator shortcut key which toggles the traceable state of all selected geometry items.  Added <ctrl-L> accelerator shortcut key which brings up the location/orientation dialog for the selected geometry item.

10/21/02:  Added incident/absorbed ray power tracking on a surface-by-surface basis during the raytrace.  The results can be printed to the text output window at any time via a menu item under the "Analysis" main menu.


FRED Release Version 2.0!

10/11/02:  Added Gaussian beam size spot diagrams.

10/11/02:  Added BSDF 3D plots for scatter models.

10/11/02:  Modified the ASCII output file format for sampled coatings.  This feature was added several versions ago and is available through the pop-up menu when editing sample coatings.

10/07/02:  The 3D visualization view can now save its screen image to either the clipboard or to a JPEG file.

10/07/02:  All 2D and 3D charts can now save their screen image to either the clipboard or to a file.

09/13/02:  Added BSDF 2D profile plots for scatter models.

08/25/02:  Added a user preference to specify a scale factor on the length of rays drawn in the visualization when they miss surfaces.  A zero length factor can be used to "turn off" drawing of the ray extensions for those rays that miss all surfaces, but that would otherwise continue to raytrace.

08/20/02:  Added several new convenience features to plots.  Plot pictures can be copied to the clipboard or saved to a bitmap file.  The 3D plot data can be saved to a text file conveniently formatted for input spread sheet programs.  Plot foreground and background colors can be easily modified.  3D contour level colors and granularity are now easily changeable.  Spot diagram symbols and colors can be easily changed.

08/08/02:  Added the Image Digitization Tool to FRED. This allows you to define a coordinate system in an image and interpolate points based on that coordinate system.

08/08/02:  Added a particulate scatter model.  The user can select from Uniform, Gaussian, and MIL standard particle distributions.

08/08/02:  Added scattered rays to the list of ray selection criteria.

07/20/02:  Added astigmatic focii source specification.  This is very useful in describing astigmatic diode laser sources.

07/05/02:  Added fiber optic coupling calculation (not including Fresnel losses).  This analysis can be accessed under the "Analyses" main menu item.

06/28/02:  Added coherent scalar field analyses.  The user can now see the energy, amplitude, signed amplitude, complex real part, complex imaginary part, and the phase of the coherent scalar field.

06/27/02:  Added a new analysis feature.  FRED can now compute energy density distributions in addition to irradiance distributions.

06/20/02:  Importance sampling specifications for scatter can now be automatically determined.  For large optical models this unique feature tremendously eases the burden of manually determining the importance specifications by the user.  Access the feature from the "Tools" main menu item.

06/20/02:  The ability to evaluate scatter efficiency through importance sample specifications has been added.

06/07/02:  Ray paths may now be automatically determined for rays during the raytrace.  This useful feature allows the user to easily determine the sequence of events that a ray encountered during its raytrace.

06/05/02: Property Sheets are now resizable. These include the Detailed Source editing dialog, the Surface editing dialog, and the Curve editing dialog.

05/29/02:  Added two new features to the advanced raytrace dialog (see 04/03/02).  1)  The user can now set a specific number of ray intersections for each ray, and 2) the user may specify specific starting and stopping surfaces (the ray will only trace if it starts on the starting surface, and will stop if it reaches to stopping surface).

05/24/02:  Added scatter capability.  This major new functionality adds several different scatter specifications and importance sampling specifications in support of scatter and stray-light analyses.  Some scatter specifications are: Lambertian scatter, Harvey-Shack polished surface scatter, ABg model scatter.  More scatter specifications will be added soon.  Some importance sampling specifications are: specified direction, specified position, specular direction, toward any entity and through any closed curve.  Each importance sampling specification allows several options such as: reverse ray direction, scaling of the solid angle, allowing a central hole in the solid angle, and number of rays scattered into the solid angle.  More importance specifications will be added soon.

05/23/02:  Added the ability to convert lens, mirror, and prism elements to custom elements.  This gives the user the ability to conveniently create an element and then convert it to a custom element in order to make changes to the element's surfaces that would not normally be allowed by the original element.  Note that once converted, the user cannot undo the conversion back to its original element type.

04/18/02:  Added paraxial analysis capability.  This allows the user to show the paraxial construction parameters, first order system properties, paraxial raytrace, and/or third order aberrations for the specified ray path.

04/03/02:  An advanced raytrace dialog has been added that gives the user detailed control over what happens during a raytrace.  This includes allowing a raytrace determined by a specified ray path (allowing sequential raytracing).

04/03/02:  The concept of a ray path has been added.  A ray path is a sequence of events encountered during raytracing.  The user can mix sequential and non-sequential events in a raypath specification.  Ray paths can be used for special sequential raytracing.  The ray path concept will be used for many new features to be added to FRED.

03/20/02:  Added polarization spot diagram.  The polarization ellipse is plotted with each ray in a spot diagram.

03/09/02:  In addition to the existing direction-cosine-space plot, intensity can now be plotted in angle-space, direction-cosine-angle-space, and direction-tangent-angle-space.

03/07/02:  The random direction option in setting up optical sources now offers an option to create either isotropic or Lambertian distributions.

02/25/02:  Spot diagrams now plot each wavelength of each source in the starting color assigned to that wavelength.

02/21/02:  Added a new optical source type in which the rays originate from a designated surface.


FRED Pre-Release Update Release 1.15

02/15/02:  Added user-defined optical source in which every ray can be individually specified by the user.  Optionally, the user can read the ray information from a file in simple text form.  The file can be created by the user, but also can be in a format created by Radiant Image, Corporation's ProSource software.

02/12/02:  Added ability to create optical sources in the shape of alphanumeric characters.  You may even create a string of characters.

02/06/02:  During a raytrace, a ray's color can be determined by the ray's power.  That is, the ray will get dimmer on the screen as it loses power.  This feature is specified as a property of the optical source.

02/06/02:  During a raytrace, the rays from each wavelength of a source can now have their own color.  The color can also be set to correspond to the color as determined by the wavelength.

02/06/02:  During a raytrace, ray colors can be modified by the surface which they intersect.  The reflected, transmitted, and diffracted rays can each be assigned a different color.  The feature is specified as a property of the surface.

02/05/02:  Added capability to choose the default grid or coordinate axes indicators when a new system is created.  Previously a default background grid appeared in the new system.  Now the user can specify in the preferences dialog whether to create the background grid, coordinate axes indicators, or nothing at all.

01/29/02:  Added simplified dialog for creating/editing some predefined sources such as collimated beam, point source, and Gaussian laser beam.  More types will be added.

01/10/02:  CAD import capability declared operational.  The import translator translates files in the "Initial Graphics Interchange Standard" (IGES) file format, which can be produced by almost all CAD applications.

01/09/02:  Import capability from CodeV, OSLO, and ZEMAX files declared operational.  This feature is accessed through the "Import..." submenu item in the "File..." main menu.  The import translation process is very good and almost always produces a high fidelity FRED model of the imported optical system -- however, users should always carefully check the FRED model before assuming that it is an accurate representation of the original.

01/08/02:  Added Pilkington glass catalog.

11/29/01:  Added a hexagonal directional grid type that can be used in optical sources.

11/29/01:  Added a new curve type (collection curve) that can be used to set sophisticated aperture shapes on surfaces.  This curve is a collection of other curves that, taken together can set complicated aperture shapes with outer boundary shapes and inner hole shapes.  In addition, "sub-aperture" areas can be masked off as absorbing areas on the surface and designated as absorbing.  In this way a single surface can simultaneously have defined coating areas and absorbing areas.

11/29/01:  The collection curve described above can be extruded via the tabulated cylinder surface type.  This allows the same collection curve to simultaneously define a complicated aperture on a surface as well as form the "edge" for the surface to create elements with closed volumes.

11/13/01:  You can now specify both the X and Y semi-apertures directly on the lens and mirror dialogs instead of setting them both in the "Advanced" aperture dialog.

10/31/01:  Lenses and Mirrors can now have rectangular apertures.

10/30/01:  Surface radii can be entered as either a radius or curvature.  The default preference can be set in the General tab in the Preferences dialog.  The mode can also be toggled at any time during data entry via the right-mouse click pop-up menu.

10/30/01:  Modified how apodization is applied to new rays during source creation.  Now, any apodization must be explicitly specified by the user.  The new default is that all rays are created with the same power, i.e. the source is isotropic. Previously a Cos() angle apodization could possibly be applied based on ray directions, and 1/r^2 apodization could possibly be applied based on ray positions.

10/30/01:  Added two new ray power apodization functions: rn distance apodization and cosn or sinn angle apodization where n is an exponent that may be non-integer and may be negative.

10/30/01:  Added a sampled directional ray power apodization where the apodization function is a table labeled by its spherical polar and azimuth angles in degrees.

10/22/01:  Added general sampled coating type.  This allows the user to specify Reflection and Transmission coefficients for S and P states as a function of both wavelength and angle.

10/17/01:  Added ability to compute the Best Geometric Focus for a set of rays.  Other data such as RMS spreads and average ray direction are computed as well.

09/27/01:  Drag/drop of nodes in the tree now fully preserves the position/orientation specification.  The orientation of the dropped node is converted to being located in its parent's coordinate system.  Before, the position/orientation of the dropped node was converted to the global coordinate system.  In any case its physical position/orientation in 3D space is preserved -- only how that physical location is specified has changed.

09/19/01:  In the single raytrace dialog, rays created from the existing rayset and from a specified source now have the same power as if they were created directly from the source.

09/12/01:  Added new "collection curve" type which can be used to create arbitrarily complex aperture shapes that can be applied to surfaces.  However, this curve type can not be used to directly create a surface.

09/04/01:  Added a new surface type:  an implicit surface defined by a 3D polynomial in XYZ.

09/04/01:  Added a new surface type: a conic surface with a XY polynomial sag deformation added.

08/29/01:  Added a new curve type: a list of points connected with straight line segments.

08/29/01: Added cut, copy, and paste functionality to the Output Window.  This includes menu items, customizable toolbar buttons, and direct accelerator keys to initiate the operations.

08/24/01:  The length units for the optical system can now be changed.  The optical system can also be scaled by a user-specified factor.

08/22/01:  Lens and Mirror elements now automatically update their apertures and trimming volumes in response to changes in their child surfaces.

08/20/01:  Added support for virtual source points when specifying holographic optical elements.

08/17/01:  Lens and Mirror elements now automatically update themselves if their child surfaces are individually edited.

08/07/01:  The output of the irradiance and intensity analyses has been reformatted for greater clarity.

07/17/01:  Beer's law absorption is now applied when a ray propagates in any material that has a non-zero value for the imaginary part of the refractive index.

07/09/01:  The "Coating" and "Raytrace Controls" tabs in the surface editing dialog have been combined to a single tab.

07/06/01:  The sampled material and sampled coating data input spreadsheets now have a context menu item that allows automatic insertion of a data row for each wavelength found in all the currently defined sources.

07/02/01:  Any surface may now be rendered semi-transparently.  Previously they could be rendered either completely opaque or completely transparent.  Set the opacity in the "Visualization" tab of the surface edit dialog.

06/28/01:  The Lens and Mirror dialogs have been rearranged and enhanced.


FRED Beta Test Update Release 1.5.0

06/25/01:  Most dialogs are now resizable.

06/12/01:  Added diffraction gratings:  linear evenly spaced gratings or general two-point exposure HOEs with optional radial polynomial or (x, y) polynomial grating phase deformations.

05/29/01:  Added movie capability.  This allows the definition of a movie sequence in the active visualization window.

05/24/01:  Added ellipsoidal/hyperboloidal surface type that is specified by two foci and a point on the surface.

05/22/01:  Added optical source directional grid of ray points.  A source position can radiate toward each of the directional grid points.

05/22/01:  Added local coordinate axes drawing for any geometry item.

05/07/01:  Added first implementation of the new "glue" feature.  Surfaces can be glued together with a specified material.

04/17/01:  Added new surface type -- toroidal asphere, i.e. potato chip surface.

04/01/01:  Added the ability to raytrace a single ray.  The user can specify which of the ray's properties are shown on a surface-by-surface basis as the ray is being raytraced.

03/09/01:  The lens catalog dialog now can now insert catalog lenses into the optical system being modeled in FRED.

First Beta Test Release





Defect Resolution List


FRED Release Version 18.61.2!

06/17/19:  Corrected a CODEV import problem with the "compute unassigned apertures from paraxial raytrace" feature.  Note that the imported apertures for heavily vignetted systems will not be correct because in that case the apertures cannot be computed from paraxial ray trace data.  In that situation the user must manually edit the imported FRED model to adjust the lens apertures.

06/17/19:  The lens surface labels on lenses and mirrors for CODEV imported systems has been improved.

05/28/19:  Fixed a small problem in the thin film user interface that caused the dialog to fail to completely update after a thin film file was imported.

05/03/19:  Improved the reliability of the Advanced user-path raytrace when the user-path contains non-sequential events that generate one or more child rays.

04/30/19:  Fixed a problem with Element Primitive CPC, numeric formula for the focal length and clarify acceptance angle as "Acceptance Semi-angle (deg)."

04/29/19:  Fixed a user-specified ray path ray trace problem that occurred under the following condition:  a non-sequential ray path event was specified at a grating surface with multiple diffraction orders.  In this case only the first diffraction order in the list of orders was a candidate for propagation.

04/28/19:  Fixed a problem in the Composite Curve user interface in which the user interface under many conditions did not correctly report the curve segements' start point, end point, and mismatch between adjacent curves in the composite list.

04/26/19:  Fixed a problem in the GetDiffractLinear script command in which the grating frequency was always returned in the length units of the user's FRED length units preference setting, instead of the Document's current system unit.

04/26/19:  Fixed a problem in which rays traced through GRIN elements that were members of an array specification were slightly and subtly incorrect under the following conditions:  1) the array cell was not located at the array origin and  2) the functional form of the GRIN refractive index function contained terms not aligned along the array's local Z-axis (for example, radial terms).

04/25/19:  Fixed a problem in the "volume hologram efficiency" calculation in which under certain conditions the diffracted signal rays could be erroneously prevented from propagating.

04/22/19:  Addressed some minor issues related to global scripting variables and the FRED script export.

04/10/19:  Fixed a problem that ElemSetCPC wouldn't accept "Acceptance Angle (Deg)" as a parameter name.

04/10/19:  Fixed a problem that could occur under the following conditions:  1) The Geometry Folder location/orientation has been modified by the user to depend on entities in the tree other than the global coordinate system,   and 2) the user deletes one or more of those entities.  In this case, it's possible for one or more of the remaining entities to change their location/orientation.

03/19/19:  Removed and replaced the broader restriction on the scripting command SetSourcePolarization for Source Primitives with a narrow restriction prohibiting changes to the Direction vector and any of the Randomize Boolean parameters.

03/15/19:  Relabeled the "Value" and "Prev Start Value" column headers in the "Variables" tab of the Optimization dialog to "Current Value" and "Previous Value" respectively.  Some users found the labels to be confusing.

03/04/19:  Fixed a problem in which Detector Entities mistakenly included inactive rays in their analyses.  Inactive rays are now ignored.  This primarily effects DEs that perform their analysis "on demand" after the user inactivates some rays prior to requesting the analysis.

01/16/19:  Fixed a problem in which the support expiration status shown in the FRED Dashboard was often incorrect.

01/14/19:  Modified the behavior of the "Assign Highlighted Properties to Surfaces (unassign scatter)" popup menu item in the Tree View.  It will now unassign highlighted surface roughnesses in addition to highlighted scatterers, whereas previously it did not.


FRED Release Version 18.11.0!

02/08/19:  Fixed a problem in the MPC raytrace in which the powers of specular rays could be incorrectly modified during interaction with a surface with active scatter properties.  The effect of the specular ray power error was usually small, especially if the TIS of the scatter model was low - but could become more significant for those specular child ray directions nearly perpendicular to the global Z-axis.  The problem ocurred for the MPC raytrace only, not the CPU raytrace.

01/02/19:  Fixed a problem in which the CodeV import of GML glasses was incorrect.  One of the glass CodeV glass coefficients was imported to the wrong FRED glass coefficient.

12/11/18:  Resolved an issue in the Custom materials catalog regarding the ZnS material, which exists in several different forms.  The material named ZnS_Vis_MidIR in the catalog has been renamed to ZnS for improved compatibility with other optics software and is thought to be the most commonly used form of ZnS.  Note that the name ZnS_Vis_MidIR is now a synonym for ZnS and can still be used to reference the material.  The originally named ZnS material has been renamed to ZnS_ordinary since its dispersion equation represents the ordinary refractive index of uni-axial birefringent form of ZnS.

12.03/18:  Fixed a problem in the GetGeneralCoationgWavelengthCount script command.  It returned the angle count instead of the wavelength count.

10/04/18:  Fixed a problem in the Advanced Raytrace under the following conditions:  1) when performing a User-Defined Path trace,  2) the path contains a diffraction event of non-zero diffraction order,  and 3) the path was defined via scripting commands.  As a work-around is to open and save the user-defined path in the "User-Defined Ray Paths" dialog before tracing the rays.  But the work-around was not practical under many circumstances.

10/04/18:  Fixed a problem setting the "detector" surface in the "Auto-Compute Scatter Importance Sampling" dialog that would cause a program abort.  This bug was introduced during the implementation of removing the large rayset limit.  See the New Features List item dated 10/20/16.  

02/05/18:  The "fix" of 07/26/17 was incorrect and has been reversed.  It was originally intended as a partial fix for a numerical roundoff error for ellipsoidal importance volumes with very large height-to-width ratios when viewed from the ray scatter point on the surface.  The numerical roundoff problem is still unresolved, but a work-around in this case is to modify the ellipsoidal importance volume so it does not have a large height-to-width ratio.

01/26/18:  Improved the handling of numerical roundoff errors in certain near degenerate birefrigent raytrace conditions that could occur for polarized rays propagating nearly parallel to the birefringent crystal axis.  Previously, the affected rays would be stopped with an unresolved material error.

01/24/18:  Fixed a problem in which deleting an embedded script from the tree while one or more embedded scripts are being edited could cause confusion about the correct values for embedded script node numbers until all embedded script editors are closed.


FRED Release Version 16.112.0!

11/7/17:  Fixed a bug with keywords where under certain circumstances a copy and paste of a keyword between two documents could cause a duplicated keyword. Also an attempt to paste a keyword into a document that has that exact keyword already will not yield a new keyword.

11/1/17:  Fixed a bug in the scripting command GetTabulatedScatter where a bogus error is created when data arrays are resized to fit the model's data.

09/25/17:  Fixed bad values in the Hereus glass catalog.

09/25/17:  Fixed a problem with Diffraction Efficiency Table output using FREDout where a syntax error may occur when both a Primary and Secondary model are defined.

08/16/17:  Fixed several problems in the Volume Hologram efficiency calculation.  1) For the case in which a ray is incident on a surface exactly parallel or anti-parallel to the surface normal at that point, the signal and reference ray powers could sometimes be incorrect,  2) The computed diffraction efficiencies were incorrectly modified by a relatively small factor for coherent rays diffracted at large angles - the amount of incorrect reduction increased with diffraction angle, and incoherent rays were not effected by the error,  3)  Certain ray polarization states could result in incorrect calculated efficiency values.

08/07/17:  Fixed a minor problem in the SetMieScatSurfCoefficients script command in which reflect/transmit coefficient values of zero generated an error during script execution.  A value of zero is now accepted and is consistent with the data validation tests in the GUI.

07/26/17:  The first row of numeric semi-aperture values in the Ellipse Importance Sample user interface now auto-format themselves in a more user-friendly way.

07/26/17:  The Ellipse Importance Sample has been modified for slightly better handling of extremely small and large ellipse sizes.  This is not a complete fix for the issues, but the occurance is very rare since it takes very large/small width to height ratios for numeric roundoff errors to become a problem

07/26/17:  Fixed copy/paste problem with Conic Foci surface types in which the pasted surface was in an incomplete state after the paste operation.  Prior to this fix the worked-around to the problem was to force a complete doc update via the "Tools --> Force Immediate Document Update" menu item.

07/26/17:  Fixed a user interface problem in the Aperture tab of the Surface Edit dialog.  The following sequence of operations will cause the problem:   1) change one or more values in the Aperture tab, but do not press the dialog "OK" or "Apply" buttons,   2) right mouse click in the "Operation List View" and choose "Select Entity..." from the popup menu,   3) select an entity in the popup dialog and press the "OK" button.  The values that you changed in step 1 will automatically revert to their previous values.

07/26/17:  All Spot Diagram analysis windows are now influenced by the "Use isotropic plot scaling in analysis windows" FRED Preference.  If either the "Use isotropic plot scaling in analysis windows" Preference is checked, or the "Force 1:1 Aspect Ratio" in the Analysis Surface dialog is checked, then the Spot Diagram plot will be forced to a 1:1 isotropic aspect ratio.  Both items must be unchecked to force a non-isotropic aspect ratio.

07/25/17:  The "Force Immediate Document Update" menu item under the "Tools" menu now forces all Scatter models to update.

07/25/17:  Fixed a problem in the TabulatedBSDF scatter model that could occur during copy/paste operations.

07/25/17:  Fixed a ray generation problem for coherent sources that were arrayed.  Only rays associated with the "first" array cell were located in their proper spatial locations.  If the "first" cell was not cell (0,0,0), then all other rays were located in incorrect offset positions relative to the "first" cell location.  This problem was the result of an error in the "fix" of 12/29/16.

07/25/17:  All popup menu items in the Ray Paths dialog and Stray Light Report dialog that refer to redrawing ray paths require ray history information, and are now greyed out if no ray history information is available.

07/18/17:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort if the user attempted to perform an analysis such as irradiance, spot diagram, etc. while a raytrace was being performed.

07/17/17:  Fixed a problem in the Element Primitive edit dialog that could in certain cases cause a program abort in the following sequence of operations:  1) edit an element primitive in the Element Primitive dialog,  2) delete one or more entities in the tree view,  3) press the "Apply" or "OK" button on the dialog.

06/20/17:  Fixed a problem on the Glass Catalog dialog in which the Help button did not load the proper help page.

06/19/17:  Fixed a problem in which the user interface for surface importance sampling incorrectly limited the user from setting the number of scatter rays above 10000.  The previous limit of 100,000,000 has been restored.  The limit of 10000 is now applied to the "Scatter ancestry" setting as was originally intended.

05/05/17:  Fixed a problem with reading Element Primitive Cylinder lens from a FRS fred script. If the Element had its Lens orientation configured such that the toroid was the first surface in the Z direction then the toroid's curvature had its sign erroneously flipped.

05/01/17:  Fixed a problem inadvertantly introduced  in February that caused the binary .dis ray file read routine to fail for Sources defined with the "Read rays from a file and generate dynamically" ray position Source type.  Reading .dis files for the "User defined rays (manually defined)" source type are unaffected by the problem.  Contact Photon Engineering technical support for a workaround to this problem.

04/25/17:  Fixed a problem that could cause the raytrace to fail under the following condition:  the ray path option was selected, the trace existing rays option was selected, and the number of threads used for the raytrace exceeded the initial number of rays to be traced.
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04/07/17:  Fixed a problem in which a program abort could occur if the user attempted to open the source edit dialog for a source with either a Multi-angle or Multi-position direction specification, and there were no items in the list of directions or positions.  Under normal circumstances this situation cannnot occur except by first using the DeleteSourceDirIthMultiAngle or DeleteSourceDirIthMultiPos script commands to delete all the items from the list.

03/31/17:  Fixed the following problem in the user interface associated with the "Full efficiency table" grating diffraction efficiency specification:  the definition of the efficiency specification was lost whenever the Surface Edit dialog was opened for editing, and that surface contained a "Full efficiency table" specification.  This bug created a situation in which the user would have to reenter the file name of the diffraction efficiency table each time time the Surface Edit dialog was opened - although the user could simply press the "Cancel" button on the dialog to avoid any changes to the efficiency specification.  All other diffraction efficiency types were unaffected by the problem, which was introduced with the new primary/secondary grating efficiency specification added to FRED on 10/26/16 (see the New Features list of this document).

03/30/17:  Element primitives are now created by default with increased opacity in the 3D View.  The previous opacity value was not large enough for some background colors, which sometimes made it difficult to see the surfaces of the element primitive.

03/30/17:  Fixed a problem associated with a surface which is glued to another surface that is a member of an array.  The glue specification was honored only for the surface at the original unarrayed location, i.e. cell location (0,0,0).  All other array cell locations were not treated as glued.

03/22/17:  Fixed the following raytrace problem:  The ray positions and directions of coherent rays were incorrectly computed by a small amount during ray propagation inside a GRIN material.

03/21/17:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort if the user performed an Advanced Raytrace on a User-Defined raypath which contained a sequential path event involving ray propagation through a GRIN material.  There was no problem if the path event in question was non-sequential.

03/21/17:  Fixed a bug where the status bar may, under extremely rare circumstances,  temporarily display an incorrect value during a multithreaded raytrace.

03/21/17:  Modified how the amplitudes of the individual Hermite-Gauss modes in the M-Squared laser source are computed so as to yield a smoother overall beam shape at higher M-Squared values.

03/21/17:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for Composite Curves in which the adjacent curve connection information was not displayed or updated unless the Curve Edit dialog was closed and then reopened.

03/21/17:  Fixed the row numbering for the multi-angles and multi-position source direction graphical user interfaces.  The numbering has been changed to start from zero instead of starting from one for reasons of consistency with other user interface numbering.
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03/10/17:  Fixed a minor row label problem in the User-defined ray path dialog.  Often the last two rows of the list were unlabeled when only the last row should be unlabeled.

03/09/17:  Fixed a problem in the Stray Light Report dialog in which generating a report in the path list that contains more than 32767 entries could cause a program hang.

02/15/17:  The ComponentOne 3D chart Type Libraries are now visible in the scripting editor's References table.  This resolves a FRED installation problem which resulted in users not being able to access a 3D Chart control object from the FRED scripting language.

02/13/17:  Greatly improved the accuracy of a subtle data accumulation problem in 3D Detectory Entities that could occasionally occur for rays that passed extremely close to an edge between neighboring voxels.  The manifestation of the error was that the ray would enter one voxel and then enter the next voxel without recording that it exited the first voxel.  This situation was relatively rare, but happend often enough that it was problematic under some circumstances for some users.

02/08/17:  Fixed a problem with the Harvey/ABg model solver that failed to fit data when only one angle of incidence was given.

02/07/17:  Fixed a window framing issue with the three Office 2013 styles which caused the bottom, left and right edges of the main FRED window to overfill the screen when the main window was maximized.

02/03/17:  Fixed a problem associated with surfaces having an assigned grating with multiple diffraction orders defined in the diffraction efficiency specification.  If the diffraction efficiency of any order was zero, then no specular ray at any order was allowed.  The behavior has been changed so that specular rays for any order with non-zero diffraction effiency are allowed, but specular rays for any order with zero diffraction efficiency are suppressed.

02/02/17:  Made some technical modifications to how ray path events are classified during an advanced raytrace.  These changes effect only path events for rays intersecting surfaces with an assigned grating specification.  Any grating surface event that generates scatter rays now records the diffraction order of the scatter ray (i.e. the same diffraction order as the associated specular ray event).  Previously, the diffraction order of scatter ray events were always recorded as zero even for those events associated with a specular ray event at a non-zero order.

01/30/17:  Improved the efficiency of Source ray generation directionality, fixed a bug where certain sparse and confined angular ranges didn't always fully populate.

01/26/17:  Fixed an "array" drawing problem in the 3D View.  All Drawing attributes of the array (except for the cell contents) were drawn even if the arrayed entity was not traceable.

01/24/17:  The raytrace path node isolate feature (in the "Raytrace Paths Summaries" dialog accessed from the Tools | Reports | Raytrace Paths...) has been extended to also isolate nodes that identify themselves, for ray path purposes, to be a node on the selected path.  The path node designation may be specified by the user on the "Modifiers" tab of the surface edit dialog for the surface in question.

01/23/17:  Fixed an initialization problem in the Parameter Pickups dialog.  Each time a new pickup row was added, both the Destination variable and the Source Variable type appeared to be set to "Position/Orientation parameter".  However, the internal state of the parameters were not set correctly.  The result of this was that nothing appeared to happen when the user pressed the "OK" or "Apply" buttons on the dialog.  The user could correct the internal state by reselecting the variable type manually.  This situation has been corrected and now the user is not required to manually reselect the variable types.

01/23/17:  Fixed a problem with the display of tooltip text when hovering the mouse over the following toolbar icons:  all user tool icons, all edit embedded script icons, and all execute embedded script icons.  The problem was introduced in the updated user interface in FRED Version 15.90.  The new code for the user interface works differently causing a change in the tooltip text behavior which was not detected during testing.

01/20/17:  Fixed a problem that the FRED document was not designated as being modified (in the title bars of the appropriate GUI windows) after the user edited the general comment in the "General File Comment..." edit dialog.

01/20/17:  Resolved an interdocument paste problem for surfaces with scatter importance samples.  The problem, which applied to all importance sample types except "scatter rays into the specular direction", was that the node reference of the important sample was either incorrect or removed.  The resolution is that node references are now correctly updated if the referenced nodes are also included as part of the paste operation.  That is, the referenced nodes are copied at the same time as the surface notes.  If not, then the node reference is removed and a warning message is written to the text output window.  This issue did not occur when the paste occured within a single document.

01/19/17:  Fixed an omission of the interior hole region of angular ranges of various sources when exported as an FRS script.

01/19/17:  Fixed a problem in the MoveRayBufferToBuffer script command.  Unpredictable results could occur if the ray index in the source ray buffer referred to a zombie ray or an empty slot.

01/17/17:  Fixed a minor problem during an optimization run in which text sent to the text output window did not become immediately visible under certain conditions.

01/17/17:  Fixed a problem in which pasting a keyword to the Keyword folder could result in two copies of the keyword.

01/12/17:  Fixed a problem in the 3D View that could occur when the 3D View window extent was initially of zero size when the FRED document was opened.  For example, when the text output window completely fills the FRED window.

01/05/17:  Fixed a random number seeding issue, primarily when using the scripting commands, the first number in a reseeded sequence wasn't always a high quality random number.

12/29/16:  Fixed an "array" surface drawing problem in the 3D View if the original "unarrayed" location of the surface did not correspond to an array cell location.  In this case the surface was erroneously drawn in it's unarrayed location.

12/16/16:  Corrected two dispersion equation coefficients for the "M-NBFD82" glass in the Hoya catalog, which results in more accurate refractive index values.  The effected coefficients in the dispersion equation are A3 and A4.  The erroneous values were -2.8175309E-3 and 1.80448E-5 respectively.  The corrected values are -2.8175309E-4 and 1.80448E-4.  Note that the erroneous cofficients may be modified in older versions of FRED by manually editing the effected coefficients of the "M-NBFD82" glass in the Materials folder of the tree view.

11/29/16:  Improved the File Folder Browser dialog used when creating/opening FRED repositories.  Previously the Browser dialog did not display (in the folder tree view) folders on mapped network drives.  However, in some cases the user could access the full expanded path to the mapped folder by typing it manually into the dialog.

11/23/16:  Made a technical fix to the ray data file import routine.  The routine now renormalizes the ray directions vectors to unit length to double precision.  This has a minor effect for those rays read from file formats in which the ray direction is stored in single precision.

11/17/16:  Improved the algorithm of the Sag script command when applied to explicit surface types such as Surface of Revolution, NURB Surface, Ruled Surface, etc.  The algorithm is now more robust when finding the surface sag.

11/09/16:  Corrected an update bug in ZEMAX lens import that could occur if there were hidden surfaces specified prior to the aperture stop surface.  

10/27/16:  Fixed a bug inadvertantly introduced by the bug fix of 04/07/16.  The user interface for editing composite curves could fail with an error dialog announcing that a member curve could not be connected to its previous curve in the member list, when in fact the curves were connected.  This prevented the user from successfully editing the composite curve.  This would occur whenever the user changed the state of the "Reverse Sense" checkbox state of any member curves.

09/23/16:  Fixed a problem that could result in a program abort when the user defined a position/orientation specification in which its primitive operations lead to a circular reference back to itself.

09/22/16:  Fixed a bug with the catalog lens lens reversal process in which conic constants were not assigned to the correct surfaces following the reversal.

09/14/16:  Introduced a technical precision improvement to the angles at which the internal Total Integrated Scatter table values are computed.  this will generally result in a small difference in the TIS values shown in scatter model plots and detailed reports.

09/14/16:  Fixed a problem when exporting FRED script files in which the hole shape in surface trimming volumes could sometimes be changed when the hole was zero size.  This had no practical effect on the FRED model since the hole had a zero aperture anyway.

09/14/16:  Fixed a superficial problem in which certain information could be superfluously duplicated when exporting a FRED model to a FRED out script file.  In particular, the default ray filter operation for accepting all rays is no longer automatically added during script execution as it is not needed.

09/14/16:  Resolved a problem in the Source edit dialog for bitmap sources.  The Wavelengths tab now allows only a Wavelength List specification.  Spectra are not allowed for bitmap sources.
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08/11/16:  Fixed a problem in the FRED script export that could cause the script to fail to run to completion if more than one source has its first wavelength marked as inactive.

08/02/16:  Fixed bug in lens import that could cause FRED to crash if "Create default sequential paths" was unchecked.

07/08/16:  The user can now delete description strings in the Tree View.  Previously the user could edit the description strings but could not completely delete them.

07/07/16:  Fixed a problem in the 3D Scatter plot that could result in very long plot drawing times when the number of samples was very large.  The number of samples for which the drawing times could be long is machine dependent but is usually something larger than 121x121 to 201x201 samples.  This fixes a problem introduced on July 2015.

07/07/16:  Restored the immediate 3D View redraw mode that was initiated in the script update command.  The immediate redraw mode was removed in August 2013 in favor of letting the Windows operating system decide the exact time the redraw would occur.  However, the resulting redraw performance was not satisfactory.

06/10/16:  The "Import Optical" command with the "Create edges and bevels" dialog option turned off could result in slightly imprecise surface positions/orientations for the case in which several dozen or more surfaces are "cascaded".  That is, the location of each surface depends on the location of its previous surface.  In this case numerical roundoff errors can accumulate.  The buildup of roundoff error is now greatly reduced.

06/09/16:  Fixed a problem in the DeleteOperation script command, which deletes a single primitive position/orientation operation assigned to an entity.  If the list of surviving primitive operations contains a "Rotate about X, Y, and Z axes" or "Rotate one direction to another" operation, then either of these operations could potentially be slightly altered.

06/07/16:  Fixed a problem in which the following three scripting commands did nothing:  DirCosinesToTypeAPhotometry, DirCosinesToTypeAPhotometry, DirCosinesToTypeAPhotometry.

06/02/16:  Fixed a problem in the Variables tab of the optimization view/edit dialog.  The variable type of any newly inserted variable row was initially listed as "Position/Orientation parameter", when in fact the type was undefined.  The initial variable type is now blank.

05/30/16:  Fixed a CodeV import problem that could under certain conditions result in a program abort or hang when the "Create edges and bevels" option in the import dialog turned on.

05/02/16:  Fixed a sampling issue with gaussian type Mie Scatter models where the internal sampling of particle size as a function of diameter wasn't always adequately sampling the model near the mean of the size distribution.

04/26/16:  Fixed the distributed computing example .csv configuration files located in the ...resources\samples\DistributedComputing subdirectory.  These files were missing two columns.  The files were OK under the normal scenario in which the Remote FREDs were launched using the FRED Remote Service.  However, if using the MPI startup method, the MPI startup specification would be located in the wrong column.

04/07/16:  Fixed a problem with the edge/bevel code in the lens import that could cause FRED to crash or leave FRED in an indeterminate state.

04/07/16:  Fixed some data validation problems in the user interface for editing composite curves.  Invalid data detection and handling has been improved.

04/06/16:  Fixed a problem in the SetMzr1DVariable script command.  During script execution it could inappropriately report an error if no optimization variables were defined at the time the command was executed.

03/14/16:  Fixed a problem in the KeywordsApplyToitems script command that could cause incorrect results and a warning during script execution.

03/11/16:  Resolved a problem that could result in long Document update times for models containing many TrimmedParametric Surfaces, which is common for FRED models created via a CAD import.  The problem was introduced by the bug fix of 11/25/15 (see below).

03/11/16:  Resolved a problem in post-update scripts if the script traced and drew rays.  The rays would be drawn and then immediately  disappear.

03/11/16:  Fixed a problem in the GetSourceDirSampledPolar script command.  The last row of sample data was not copied to the "Data" parameter.

03/11/16:  Fixed a problem in the TargetedRay script command that could cause a program abort if the node ID of the targetSurface member of the T_TARGETEDRAY structure was invalid.  This is now properly handled and reported as an error during script execution.

03/11/16:  Improved the layout of the iterated ray dialog for increased clarity and ease of use.
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02/29/16:  Fixed a problem in the material dispersion plot dialog in which materials represented by the Formula glass type did not properly plot absorption or transmission curves.

01/29/16:  Resolved a raytrace problem related to birefringent materials in which under certain unusual conditions a ray could be erroneously terminated during the ray trace with an "unresolvable material" error.

01/27/16:  Fixed a problem in the PathDelete and PathDeleteAll script commands.  If either of these commands were executed in a script while any ray path dialog was open, then the dialog could have erratic behavior or could cause a program abort.

01/07/16:  Linearly combining two ARNs did not take into account hole values in the ARN data.

01/07/16:  Fixed a problem in the graphical user interface for the spline curve:  if the dialog was large enough that it showed the entire data for the curve, then the dialog did not properly update itself if a U breakpoint was deleted.

01/06/16:  The SetAnaDirEntityIthOp and GetAnaDirEntityIthOp commands did not check the command's parameters for invalid ray filter operation array index values.

12/04/15:  Fixed a problem that could result in a program abort in Windows 10 x64, Windows 8.1 x64, and Windows 8.0 x64 if the user clicked on a column header to sort a list of items in any of the following dialogs:  diffuse scatter fit dialog, add glass catalog material dialog, insert prism from catalog dialog, add scatter catalog scatterer dialog, and insert from lens catalog dialog.

11/25/15:  Fixed a TrimmedParametric surface update problem that could occur when the parent surface's and/or the trimming curve's position/orientation specifications were modified by the user.

11/24/15:  Fixed a Position/Orientation dialog document update problem that could occur if the user modified a position/orientation that other positions/orientations depended on and were for trimming curves or construction curves of explicit surface types.

11/18/15:  Support for the "isocontour" explicit surface visualization drawing mode was missing from the SetSurfVisualize and GetSurfVisualize commands, as well as in script files created from FRED script file export.

11/18/15:  Fixed a problem that could under certain conditions cause incorrect results in the "Spatial field resample" feature and the RayScalarFieldAtPoint script command.

10/28/15:  Fixed a problem in the optimizer that could cause the multiple restart optimization methods to always restart at the same starting point during optimization.  This occured whenever the FRED preference for the random number generator was set to not reseed.

10/28/15:  Fixed a problem that could cause the optimizer to fail to optimize when a lens power/bending/thickness variable was declared above a conic constant variable on a surface that was part of the lens.  The optimization would proceed as expected if the conic constant variable was declared above the lens variable.

10/27/15:  Fixed a problem printing to the text output window in which the output from certain commands could cause a permanent change in the printed properties of numeric output.  In particular, "Tools --> Reports --> Entity Coordinate Transformation" caused all following numeric output to turn blue until changed by certain other commands, or until FRED was closed and restarted.

10/26/15:  Fixed a FRED Out omission on Legacy status for Binomial or Polynomial Duffuse models generated prior to FRED 12.60.

10/26/15:  Fixed a problem in which a copy/paste operation between documents in different units could result in an incorrect trimming curve of trimmed parametric surfaces if the trimming curve was a composite curve with a position/orientation specification not at the origin.

10/22/15:  The MIE scatter user interface dialog now allows the user to enter an exact value of zero for both the reflection and transmission coefficients.

10/21/15:  Fixed a FRED file read problem in the case in which a detailed source was defined as a bitmap source in which the bitmap was imported from a bitmap file of mildly erroneous format.  The FRED file appeared to save properly, but could not be read back in without causing a FRED abort.  FRED will now gracefully fail to read the file without aborting.

10/08/15:  The GetApertureCurve script function now autosizes the array argument to match the number of curves in the aperture curve.  Previously the user was required to manually size the array argument to the proper number of array elements prior to calling the function.

10/01/15:  Fixed a marginal round-off error in the Vector Entry Control where "45 45 SD" was no longer tolerated by the FRED graphical user interface.

09/22/15:  Improved the responsiveness of the Stray Light Report dialog in the case when there are a very large number of paths (tens of thousands) and the user has hidden a large fraction of those paths.

09/17/15:  DECreate script commands no longer create an initial default ray filter operation when executed.  This change in behavior was implemented in response to a  problem in FRED script format export in which detector entities subsequently import with an extraneous ray filter operation at the beginning of the ray filter list.  

09/17/15:  In FRED Optimum, "Update" commands in scripted pickups and configurations are now deactivated to prevent a potential program abort due to possible infinite document update recursion.  Note that including an "Update" command in these contexts is almost never useful and is not recommended.

09/16/15:  Fixed a problem resulting from drag/drop or cut/paste from one FRED document to another in which one or more of the transferred entities had one or more assigned keywords.  In this case the keywords on the receiving FRED document could be assigned incorrectly (or could result in a progarm abort in some circumstances).

08/24/15:  Fixed a problem that under some circumstances could cause a program abort to occur after one or more spectra or surface roughness models were deleted from the Tree View and the FRED document was exported in FRED script format.

08/21/15:  Added improved data validation in the simplified collimated source user interface.

08/07/15:  Fixed a drawing tessellation problem associated with the Surface of Revolution, Ruled Surface, and Tabulated Cylinder surface types when the surface's curve type was a NURB curve with a parameter range other than 0.0 to 1.0.  The problem was introduced by the fix dated 12/31/14 (see below).  This was a drawing problem only, with the raytrace unaffected.

08/06/15:  Fixed a problem in the SetSplineSurf script command that would cause a program abort.

07/30/15:  Fixed a Fred .frd file read-in problem for files that contain Diffuse Binomial or Diffuse Polynomial scatter models and were initially saved with FRED versions 11.51 and prior.  Versions 12.60 and prior will correctly load the files, but versions after 12.60 may not.  Over time, the Diffuse scatter models have evolved through three slightly different polynomial summation formulas, the problem is that the wrong scatter summation formula could be used under the specific scenarios mentioned above.  The fix resolves the problem and the files will correctly read-in.

04/24/15:  Made several improvements in the FRED abort recovery User-Interface for increased clarity to the user.  Note that Abort Recovery is specified as a FRED preference.

04/22/15:  Fixed a problem in which the initial default script file name shown in the File "Save As" Dialog could sometimes appear as "Macro" instead of "Script".

04/17/15:  Fixed a bug that was inadvertantly added to the AddLens scripting command in October, 2014.

04/03/15:  Fixed a TreeView drag/drop problem in which dragging a source parent Subassembly node onto another Subassembly node (within the same FRED document) which is a descendent of the parent Subassembly causes the effected tree branch to disappear from the model.
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03/26/15:  Fixed a memory leak in the ThinFilmCoefficients script command.

03/19/15:  Modified the behavior of the Parameter Pickup dialog and the Configuration Manager dialog so they do not automatically reload their contents when the user modifies something else in the FRED model outside of the the Parameter or Configuration dialogs.

03/18/15:  Fixed a problem in which it was possible to add FRED model configuration variables in an inactive state.  This occurred when adding either inactive optimization variables or optimization results for inactive variables to the configuration list.  When this happens the inactive configuration variables could not be used to update the FRED model when changing the active configuration.  There was no way to identify (other than they had no effect when changing the active configuration), or change the active state, of inactive configuration variables.

03/18/15:  Fixed a FRED script format export syntax error for FRED model configurations.

03/18/15:  Made some subtle improvements to the user interface behavior for scripting load/save operations in script edit windows.

03/16/15:  Fixed the following problem:  erratic user-interface behavior could occur when editing parameters for the Formula Glass material, if the "Enable Formula Engine for certain dialogs" preference was enabled.  The formula engine is now disabled for this material's user-interface.

03/16/15:  Fixed a long standing problem in the NURB surface graphical user interface when the user entered a new value for the polynomial degree of the U or V parameter NURB basis function.  The updated list of NURB control points was often incorrect after the user changed the degree value.

03/13/15:  Improved the operation of the "abort recovery" mechanism and its explanation to the user.

03/12/15:  Fixed a column sort problem in the Multi-Surface Edit Dialog in which scatter model columns sorted on the state of the active check box instead of the name of the scatter model.

03/12/15:  Fixed a "Replace" operation problem in the Multi-Surface Edit Dialog that occurred when replacing a Scatter Model when the model to be replaced had any of the following substrings contained in its name: "oggle", "ot", "ctive", and "elete".

03/09/15:  Fixed problems in SetElementEdgeBevels, SetElementEdgeTube, SetElementEdgeRectangle, and SetElementHoleTube commands that failed to preserve the edge surface properties when the commands preserved the edge type.

03/05/15:  The SetSourcePower script command now performs error checking on the value of the power parameter.

03/04/15:  The process of updating and adding glass catalog data for the FRED Version 13.90 release inadvertantly resulted in reduced precision of the dispersion equation coefficients for glasses in several catalogs.  For these glasses the calculated refractive indices could be inaccurate in the third or fourth decimal place.  The reduced precision may occur for catalog glasses added to FRED models using the glass catalog files provided with version 13.90 only.  Catalog glasses added to FRED models using earlier versions of FRED are correct, and in addition, are not effected by opening the model in v13.90.  Any suspect glass can be examined by opening the Edit/View dialog (double click on the glass in the Materials folder of the Tree View) for the glass, and then examining its dispersion equation coefficients.  The glass has reduced accuracy if the coefficient values are listed to only three or four digits of precision.  The catalog files have now been updated and restored to full precision.  As of this date the updated catalog files are available for separate download from the Photon Engineering website.  See the  Known Issues List at the bottom of this file for more information.

03/02/15:  Fixed a glass catalog name search error introduced in Version 13.90 in which certain glasses were not added correctly to the FRED document.  Known problem materials are the following Ohara glasses: LAF2, LAF3, NBF1, NBF2, TAF1, TAF2, TAF3, TAF5, NBFD10, NBFD13, NBFD15 and TAFD5.

02/24/15:  Fixed the following problem with the faceted surface:  the surface did not render correctly if the user-specified vertex normals were not normalized and the "Use Normals" option was enabled.  This can also have had an impact during raytracing for the following reason:  the normals used during raytracing were normalized, but only after barycentric interpolation within the facet was performed, so if normal lengths varied then their respective weights during interpolation would also have varied causing incorrect interpolation of normals within the facet.

02/11/15:  Fixed a problem in which the Bitmap Source type improperly used all of the source's defined wavelengths (regardless of the wavelength's active flag setting)  to simulate the color of each bitmap pixel.  It now uses only those wavelengths for which the active flag is set True.  There is no difference in the result if all the wavelengths were set to be active.

02/04/15:  Implemented several small bug fixes and improvements to the User-defined Raypath dialog.

02/03/15:  Fixed a problem that could result in incorrect raytrace paths being computed for rays that finish tracing on a 3D Box Detector Entity.

01/28/15:  The IsElement script command now returns a value of "True" for Element Primitives.  Previously it returned "False".

01/27/15:  Fixed a raytrace problem that occurred when the ordinary and extraordinary refractive index values of a birefringent material had the same value, which is a degenerate case in which the birefringent material should act the same as an isotropic material.  The ray powers computed during the raytrace were incorrect in that case.

01/26/15:  Fixed a raytrace error associated with a surface that was assigned a "Full efficiency table" diffraction efficiency grating specification under the following condition:  the transmitted/reflected diffraction efficiencies at a particular order were zero and nonzero respectively, the assigned surface coating was not an "Uncoated" or "Thin Film" type, and the coating did not specify unit transmitted power.  In this case the reflected ray power was set incorrectly as if the coating had always specified a unit power reflection coefficient.

01/22/15:  Fixed a problem with the FRED script export of a FRED document containing one or more sources with User-Defined rays.  The script export normally writes a companion ray data file to the current directory which contains the user defined ray data, and then writes the related script commands to the script export file.  If the companion ray file could not be written (possibly due to file/directory permission issues), then no related script commands were written to the script file.  This behavior has been updated to include a message in the script file informing the user of the problem.

01/21/15:  Fixed a problem that could occur when the user changes the Position/Orientation of a Trimmed Parametric surface or its base surface.  The local trimming volume of the Trimmed Parametric might not properly update until some other change is made to the document.

01/20/15:  Fixed a "GRIN/Birefringent material" "Position/Orientation" update problem that could occur when one or more of its dependencies were modified, but the material Position/Orientation linear transformation was not modified.  Users can force the proper update by reassigning the material to the entity, or making a trivial change to the entity's Position/Orientation linear transformation specification.  This problem was introduced just prior to the FRED V13.90 release.

01/19/15:  Fixed a problem in the MIE scatter model that occurred when MIE scatter parameters were specified with invalid values (for example the wavelength was set to a value of zero) via the scripting language.  FRED could exhibit unexpected program behavior in addition to giving unpredictable results for the MIE scatter model.

01/02/15:  Improved the performance of Tree drag/drop and cut/paste by preventing some unneeded document updates.

01/02/15:  Fixed a problem that could result in a completely empty Tree View when opening a FRED document which contains an active Pre or Post Update script containing a command which deletes all ARN, Spectra, or Surface Roughness nodes.

12/31/14:  Fixed a drawing tessellation problem associated with the Surface of Revolution, Ruled Surface, and Tabulated Cylinder surface types when the surface's curve type was a Spline or NURB curve with a parameter range other than 0.0 to 1.0.

10/24/14:  Fixed a radio button tab order problem for the "Use Tabs" and "Use Spaces" radio buttons on the "Format" tab page in the Preferences dialog.  The radio button selection did not work properly.

12/22/14:  Fixed a problem in which surface-based sources did not generate rays on non-planar surfaces that were members of Boolean solids.

12/18/14:  Fixed a problem that could occur when the user user has set a preference to check for abort recovery during FRED startup.  When an abort condition was detected during FRED startup, a message box appeared informing the user and giving the option to recover a FRED file from before the abort.  The problem occurred when the FRED splash window automatically closed - the splash window automatically closed the message box, thus preventing the user from responding.

12/08/14:  The Title text in the Lens Selection Dialog has its format properly restored once again.

12/04/14:  The ability to sort the catalog contents by clicking on column headers has been restored in the Catalog Lens Selection Dialog.

11/21/14:  Users can now edit any material type in reponse to the "Edit/View..." and "Create New..." buttons on the Materials tab of the Surface Edit dialog.  Previously, only 
Sampled, Model Glass, and GRIN material types could be edited.

11/14/14:  Fixed a problem in which a ray could occasionally fail to intersect a Trimmed Parametric NURB surface under certain symmetric conditions leading to a numerical degeneracy.  One example when this situation could occur is when the ray direction is parallel to one of the surface's local coordinate axes.

11/12/14:  Fixed a problem in which any specified absorption for birefringent materials was ignored.

10/22/14:  Improved the user-path search algorithm in the advanced raytrace for user-paths which simultaneously contain non-sequential events and duplicated events.

10/03/14:  Fixed the following problem:  the FacetedSurfCreateFromFile script command's check of parent node validity was too restrictive -- it failed in FRED-generated exported script files that used the "Geometry" folder as a temporary parent when the actual parent's node number was larger than that of the faceted surface.

10/03/14:  Fixed a minor problem in the SysSave script command:  the frame window did not clear the visual indicator that the document needed to be saved even though the internal flag was cleared.

10/03/14:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort during script execution when the script contains a SysClose or SysCloseAll command that closes the FRED document associated with the running script.  The document close is now deferred until after the script finishes execution.  In certain circumstances the document close request may be denied or ignored.

10/03/14:  Fixed a units scaling problem in the internal transmittance table of materials when the system units were changed by the user.

10/03/14:  The SetCurrentConfig scripting command now marks the document as modified.  Previously it did not.

10/03/14:  Fixed a problem in which global variables in string format were incorrectly written to the FRED document export file.

10/03/14:  Fixed a problem in which it was possible for scripted optimization variables to send FRED into an infinite document update loop condition when the optimization variable edit dialog was open.

10/03/14:  Corrected a minor text label error in the  User Interface for the Position Importance Sample scatter specification.
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09/10/14:  Fixed a problem in the SetLensCurv1, SetLensCurv2, and SetMirrorCurv scripting commands in which the floating precision curvature input by the user was always converted to an integer value.

08/22/14:  Fixed a catalog prism import problem in which the thickness of wedge prisms did not import correctly if the FRED document's length units were other than millimeters.

08/21/14:  Fixed a problem in which changing a global variable from within a script failed to mark the FRED document as needing an update.  This had no consequence unless one or more scripted items, pickups, etc. had a dependency on the variable.

08/21/14:  Fixed a copy/paste drag/drop prism glass problem that could occur when the destination document did not previously have a glass in its Materials folder corresponding to a prism glass in the source document.  In that case it was possible that the copied prism's glass was reset to "Standard Glass".

08/20/14:  Fixed a tree view update bug that could under certain circumstances cause a hidden geometry node item to be temporarily visible until the user collapsed the item's parent node.

08/19/14:  Fixed a problem in which surface deform information was not written to the FRED script export file.

08/07/14:  Fixed an uncommon ray trace initialization problem associated with the "Uncoated" and "Thin Film" coating types.  The reflection and transmission coefficients were sometimes not recomputed during ray intersection under the following conditions: a material associated with either of those two coating types was modified, and the subsequent ray intersection with a surface using either of those coating types was identical (wavelength and angle of incidence) to the immediately previous ray intersection of a ray with either of those coating types.

08/07/14:  Fixed a problem in which the internal transmission data for vendor glasses may not be properly prepared immediately after the glass was imported from the glass catalog file.  This was not an issue during a ray trace since the data has always been sorted prior to the trace.

08/05/14:  Fixed a problem in the Surface of Revolution in which the surface did not redraw itself when the user deleted its Generatrix curve.

07/30/14:  Fixed a numeric problem that could occur the Conic Arc curve when the user enters a set of quadratic coefficient values that result in a degenerate point.

07/30/14:  Users are now prevented from attempting to continue an advanced raytrace with existing rays and ray paths turned on after previously doing an advanced partial raytrace with ray paths turned off.  Previously this was allowed, but the resulting raytrace path list was not completely correct.  Repeated partial ray traces with  ray paths turned on is allowed if  ray paths is turned on for all steps.

07/29/14:  Implemented partial support for cut/copy/paste from the text output window to any User Input cell in another FRED dialog.  The user must move focus away from the destination cell after the paste before the text becomes visible.

07/29/14:  All Catalog Materials when exported as a FRED scripted 'FRED out' are now Formula Materials instead of Catalog Materials from which they were originally imported.  This ensures the materials will be created during script execution in exactly the same state as when they were written to the script file.

07/29/14:  Fixed a problem where catalog lenses, if refering to a material that is not in any material catalog, could be added regardless of the warning dialog's closure.

07/29/14:  Fixed a problem where various Element Primitives didn't rescale properly when the system units were changed.

07/28/14:  Fixed a problem introduced in Verson 13.60 in which (only one of) multiple selections in the 3D View via mouse "rubber banding" while in object selection mode do not highlight in the tree view.

07/28/14:  The tree folder deletion warning preference setting was ignored in the case the user specified to delete the Source, Geometry, or Analysis Surface folders.

07/28/14:  Fixed a deletion bug that could occur for some material position/orientation specifications on Surface, Source, and Element nodes.  In some cases the specifications could be updated such that the updated parent coordinate systems of the specification's primitive operations were incorrect.

07/16/14:  Resolved a document update problem (see New Features section dated 08/26/13) with the PreUpdate and PostUpdate script behavior.  The PreUpdate and PostUpdate scripts now behave slightly differently than before.  PreUpdate script before: some internal data changes could take effect prior to PreUpdate script execution.  PreUpdate script now: no internal changes can occur until after script execution.  PostUpdate script before: 'Update' script commands were not executed so model changes introduced during script execution were not processed until the next document update was triggered.  PostUpdate script now: model changes introduced during script execution can be processed via an 'Update' script command and infinite update recursion is prevented via automatically disabling PreUpdate and PostUpdate script execution during the original PostUpdate script execution.

07/11/14:  The user interface now prevents the user from defining a cylinder surface with a degenerate cone tip point located inside of the surface's trimming volume.  A degenerate point causes the ray trace intersection to often fail in this situation due to mathematical ambiguities on the virtual local z-plane located there.  The document validity check now also warns the user if this condition is detected when loading a FRED file.

07/10/14:  Fixed a problem with Element Cylinder Lens and Element Truncated Ellipsoid where newly updated parameters may be ignored when their scripting commands are performed.

07/09/14:  Fixed a problem in which the 'GetTrimVolHole' script command always returned a "Box" hole type whenever the X,Y hole semi-apertures were zero, even if the hole type was really "Zcylinder".

06/23/14:  Fixed the following problem:  the "Absorbed Power Offsets" of a 3D Box Detector Entity were not preserved during a copy-paste operation.

06/17/14:  Fixed a problem in which dragging and dropping a Coating, Raytrace Control, or Scatter model causes all the target surfaces to retessellate, which is unneccessary.

06/17/14:  Fixed a weakness in the algorithm used for automatically determining the reference wavefront in the scalar field spatial resample feature that made it difficult to find the reference wavefront for beams propagating perpendicular to the global Z axis.

06/05/14:  Resolved some problems in the FRED model configuration feature in which the current configuration index in the Document and the current configuration index displayed by the Configuration Manager Dialog were not properly synchronized.

06/05/14:  Removed a limitation from the ray path feature that could cause the event entities to be incorrectly reported for models with more than 65,536 total entities.  Formerly, entity numbers for the events that comprise a ray path were stored as unsigned 16-bit integers, which limited the maximum representable entity number to 65,535.  Now, 32-bits are used, which is consistent with how entity numbers are stored elsewhere in FRED.

06/05/14:  Removed the Help button on the "Print Entity References" dialog.  There was no help article associated with it and none is really needed.

05/26/14:  Fixed problem with sources when importing an optical system into an existing document with different units. Previously the imported sources were improperly scaled.

05/23/14:  Fixed a minor problem with the 3D View's "Isolate" feature that could cause entities that are changed to be added erroneously to those that are displayed when the "Isolate" feature is toggled back on.
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05/14/14:  Changed a problematic behavior of sources of the type "Read rays from a file and generate dynamically".  Previously, individual ray powers were ignored if the ray file included wavelength data and the "From File" option was specified for  Wavelengths.

05/12/14:  Fixed a problem in the User Interface for the "User defined rays" detailed source position type.  The File Open dialog that appeared when the user selected the "Append Rays From a File..." and "Replace With Rays From a File..." popup menu items did not list the .fcr file format name extension as one of the entries in the File Type List.  .fcr files could be selected, but the file was properly read only if one of the binary file formats (other than ASAP binary format)  was selected in the File Type list.

05/08/14:  Fixed the following scripting commands which did not work in the two most recent releases of FRED:  RunFile, CreateLib, CompileFile, CreateLibText, and CompileText.  These commands are considered obsolete.  Users should consider using the corresponding native Basic language commands: MacroRun, ModuleLoad, and ModuleLoadThis.  Select the "Help | Scripting Help | Basic Language Reference" help menu item for more information on these commands.  Note that the RunEmbeddedScript and GetEmbeddedScriptLib commands have always worked properly.

05/05/14:  Fixed an Angle Of Incidence printing problem during a single ray RayTrace in the case of printing the first line of a child ray after it has split from its parent ray.  The printed value for the Angle Of Incidence was incorrect for only the first intersection event for the ray.

05/05/14:  Fixed a problem in certain dialogs that could cause excessive error conditions for certain ill-formed numeric entries.

05/05/14:  Fixed a problem with the sampled coating that could cause plots of the coating to be incorrect if the coating samples were not entered in ascending wavelength order and the plot was performed before any operation that would have automatically  sorted the entries (for example, a raytrace or reloading the document).

05/05/14:  Fixed a problem in which entities that are dependent on a surface might not be immediately updated if the surface is edited using the Surface Edit dialog.  Clicking the "Tools | Force Immediate Document Update" menu item would force an immediate update of the dependent entities.

05/02/14:  Fixed a Tree View item highlight problem when double clicking on an item in the 3D View when in mouse rotation mode.  Under certain conditions at least one non-selected item could be highlighted and could not be unhighlighted unless first clicked on directly in the Tree View with the mouse.

04/25/14:  Fixed a problem in which the tree view failed to update itself to show a singlet lens item when the singlet was added from the catalog lens search dialog.  In this case the lens was successfully added but the tree view does not show it.  Users could see the lens item in the tree view by first collapsing the geometry folder and then reexpanding it.  All lens types other than singlet lenses were correctly shown in the tree view when added from the lens search dialog.

04/25/14:  Fixed a minor 3D view redraw problem for surfaces of any Element Primitive entity in which one or more of its surfaces were set by the user to be non-traceable while at the same time the surface was internally marked for retessellation.  In this case all surfaces of the Element Primitive would be retessellated after every Document update.

04/25/14:  Fixed a units related problem during a copy and paste operation between documents with differing units.  The pasted entity could in many cases be placed at the wrong location if the source and target documents had differing unit systems

04/21/14:  Fixed a problem that could occur when deleting a Trimmed Parametric surface when it was in Compact Tree View mode (i.e. the Trimmed Parametric surface's trimming curves and base surface are not visible in the Tree View).  The problem had two manifestations in the FRED model: 1) the Trimmed Parametric's trimming curves and base surface were not deleted ("orphaned"), remained invisible on the Tree, and contributed to FRED file size bloat (although this had no adverse effect on the raytrace), and 2) since the "orphaned" trimming curves classification was changed from 2D parametric space to 3D model space, with the effect that the "View All" autosizing option in the 3D view would now inappropriately include the orphaned trimming curves during autosize.  This sometimes had the effect of scaling the geometry such that it was very small and could not be easily seen.

04/15/14:  Fixed a entity name problem for Custom Elements and Subassembly entities during their creation via their respective dialogs if the specified name contained one or more trailing blank characters.  In this case it was difficult to create children entities via the children's respective creation dialogs.

04/16/14:  Fixed a problem that caused corner cube prisms to export to FRED script format incorrectly.

04/16/14:  Fixed a problem in the SetTrimmingSpec script command that could result in abnormal program termination if an incorrect trimming specification is provided.

04/15/14:  Fixed a problem in the SetDotProdSurfTrim script command that could cause the "Advanced Dot-product Surface Trimming Specification" test to fail regardless of the dot-product's value.

04/09/14:  Fixed a problem in the 3D View in which double clicking on an entity in the view sometimes would not draw the entity in a selected state.  This was inconsistent behavior depending on the particular computer.

04/01/14:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort in the following circumstance:  the user runs a script containing a "SetAnalysisSurfIthOp" command followed by an "Update" command while the Analysis Surface Edit dialog is open for the same Analysis Surface as was modified in the script.

03/24/14:  Fixed a problem in an entities position/orientation during a paste operation to accross Documents if the entity's linear transformation parent node number is the same in both the destination and source Documents, and the source Document's entity node number was not part of the copy.

03/21/14:  Fixed a problem in which the internal data for the Sampled Coating under some circumstances could remain unsorted which could lead to erroneous transmission/reflection coefficients during the raytrace.

03/12/14:  Fixed a ray wavelength problem for material volume scatter events.  If the event caused a change in the ray's wavelength, the ray's wavelength was properly updated, but its corresponding refractive index was not.

03/11/14:  Fixed a problem in the SetCircularArc scripting command:  The X and Y center coordinates were incorrectly set.  This is a bug that was inadvertantly introduced in V13.20.

03/10/14:  Fix a print column problem in the text output window for the "Evaluate Once" optimization.  Up to two printed values for variables and aberrations at the end of the print line could be lost.

03/10/14:  Fixed a minor problem in the 3D view in which they may become slightly confused about which entities are selected after multiple entities have been simultaneously selected and then deleted from the model.

03/10/14:  Fixed a position/orientation problem that could cause improper updating of an entity's position/orientation if the entity's position/orientation was specified in the coordinate system of the child surface of a lens, mirror, or element primitive.  The improper position/orientation could be corrected by the user by forcing an update of the entire FRED model via the "Tools | Force Immediate Document Update" menu item.

03/04/14:  The user interface validity check for optimization variable upper and lower limits is now applied to Scripted optimization variables.  Previously, scripted variables were not checked.

03/04/14:  Fixed a problem in the Mirror dialog in which setting a non-zero hole size, then changing the aperture type, followed by setting the hole size to zero could result in erroneous edge and hole related surfaces.

03/04/14:  Fixed a bug in the Lens and Mirror dialog related to the "Advanced Settings..." aperture specification:  changing the "Type of Edge:" multiple times without applying the change to the Document via the dialog's "OK" or "Apply" button could result in erroneously adding edge-related surfaces to the Document.

03/04/14:  Fixed a bug in the Lens and Mirror dialog:  the user could not reset the inner front and back semi-aperture values of the "Edge with front and back bevels" aperture type from their initial default values.  This bug was introduced in version 13.20.

02/26/14:  Fixed a Find/Replace bug in the Script editor that failed to mark the FRED Document as Modified.

02/26/14:  Fixed a problem for a small number of modal pop-up Message Dialogs (that is, dialogs that prevent the user from interacting with any other dialogs) that on some PCs could sometimes result in odd foreground/background/focus behaviors, or even on occasion cause a program abort.

02/26/14:  Fixed a problem in the Catalog Prism Select Dialog that could cause a program abort if the user-specified catalog glass or immersion material could not be added to the FRED model.

02/26/14:  Fixed file name problem in the "Positions/Directions" tab of the Detailed Source Edit Dialog for the Bitmap Source Type:  an additonal forward slash was added to each of the existing forward slashes every time the dialog was opened.

02/26/14:  Fixed a problem that could cause the "non-sagable deforming surface" warning to not display in the output window when it should.

02/26/14:  Fixed an initialization problem in the "Surface Modifiers" tab of the Surface Edit Dialog in which which the default deformer entity is listed "self".  This is invalid and the default is now no selection.

02/25/14:  Fixed a problem that could cause the fit statistics reported during CAD export of Asphere, Qcon, and Qbfs surfaces to be incorrect.

02/25/14:  Fixed the following problem:  the "Curve Extrusion Method" setting for Aperture Collection Curves was not being set when a model was exported to FRED script format.
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02/17/14:  Fixed minor dialog resizing bug in the Analyses dialog for the Spots Position, Spots Direction, Intensity Spread Function, Irradiance, Illuminance, and Directional Analysis Entity based analyses.

02/11/14:  Fixed a problem in which resetting the glass or immersion material of a prism while editing an existing prism in the Prism Edit dialog did not update the materials on the prism's children surfaces.

02/11/14:  Fixed a problem in the "Diffuse Binomial Scatter Model" and "Diffuse Binomial Scatter Model" dialogs.  When the user right clicks on an opened model the file import was only handling ASAP formatted text files. Now it will handle FRED formatted text files as well.

02/10/14:  Fixed a problem in the "Search for Lens in Catalogs" dialog.  Doing a search using the "Rolyn" catalog pops up an information dialog.  However, the User could close the Search Dialog and then close the information dialog resulting in a program abort.

02/10/14:  Fixed a problem in the "Insert Lens from Catalog" and "Search for Lens in Catalogs" features:  the new FRED document update procedure implemented for the V13.20 release changed how some lenses were created.  Selecting all multiple singlet "Lenses" (doublets, triplets, etc.) could result in a program abort.  Other lens types consisting of either a single singlet or "Lenses" explicitly constructed from individual surfaces (ball lenses, cylinder lenses, etc.) were OK and caused no problems.

02/06/14:  Fixed a file read-in bug in the "Amplitude/Phase Mask on a Rectilinear Grid" source power apodization type.  The file read routine for the "Replace data with file data..." popup menu item is now more robust with respect to ill-formed files.

02/05/14:  Fixed a spatial position/orientation problem with the Wedge Element Primitive.  The Wedge would be located in an incorrect spatial position if the origin of the wedge was set to anything except the wedge vertex and position/orientation primitive operations were specified.  Note that any Wedge with the previously listed properties may now appear in a different spatial location beginning with this version of FRED.  You should carefully check the location of all Wedge elements in your FRED models.

02/03/14:  Fixed a glass problem in "Import Optical":  importing a glass as part of an optical prescription for a second time could result in incorrect material assignment in the case in which a glass name is replaced by a synonym.  The classic example is "BK7" being replaced by "N-BK7".

02/03/14:  Fixed the following problem:  the "Export Selection as Faceted Geometry" feature was including geometry that was marked non-traceable.

02/03/14:  Added a "Traceable" check box on the "Curve" page of the "Edit/View Curve" dialog.  This fixes a problem in which a previously traceable curve is changed to untraceable if the user changes the type of the curve in the dialog.

02/03/14:  Fixed a problem in which deleting one or more optimization variables might be incorrect if any defined optimization variable was a fractional variable.

02/03/14:  Fixed an obscure user interface update problem which could fail to update the user interface in response to FRED document modifications made by scripts during a multithreaded operation such as a ray trace.  This could potentially occur if there were scripted entities in the FRED model at the time of the operation.
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01/10/14:  Fixed a problem in which script execution invoked via a "User Tool" toolbar button would generally not be terminated by pressing the stop button.

01/10/14:  A warning message dialog box now informs the user if a script file specified for a User Tool selected by the user could not be found.

01/07/14:  Fixed a problem in the Element Primitive edit dialog which could result in a program abort if (from the tree view popup menu) converts the Element Primitive to a custom element while the dialog is open.  The dialog now closes automatically under that condition.

01/03/14:  Fixed a problem in the 64 bit version of FRED in which the Analysis Surface edit dialog could occasionally fail to work properly at seemingly random times.  This would occur more often with large FRED models or when a very large amount of the computer's RAM memory was being used by FRED.

01/02/14:  Fixed a problem in which the multiple surface edit dialog can take an unusually long time to respond to document updates if it is loaded with many thousands of surfaces and the formula engine preference is set.  The formula engine is now disabled in the multiple surface edit control.

12/23/13:  Implemented a partial fix for a ray intersection problem with a tabulated cylinder surface when the surface curve is a segmented curve and the ray lies almost in the plane of the surface.

12/19/13:  Fixed an obscure problem that could cause an infinite loop to occur during creation of rays from a source that has ray directions specified as "randomly according to intensity distribution" when used with an intensity distribution that starts with several zero values.

12/19/13:  Fixed a problem in which a ray could, in rare cases, fail to intersect a surface being trimmed by a cylindrical trimming volume if the ray starting position was exactly (to within numerical roundoff error) on the trimming volume's cylindrical edge.

12/05/13:  Fixed bug in 'CopyFromTRayStructureToRay' in which changes to the ray position or direction were not properly applied if the ray was polarized or coherent.

12/05/13:  Implemented a partial fix to a problem with scripted coatings.  The coating script will now be called at least once during a raytrace.  Previously, it was possible under certain conditions for the script to never be called during the trace.

12/04/13:  Users may notice somewhat slower raytrace speeds for FRED models containing many Trimmed Parametric surfaces, which commonly occurs for CAD import models.  This is due to a change in how the Trimmed Parametric supporting trimming curves and base surface are internally organized in the FRED model.

12/02/13:  Fixed a problem with the "division" pickup calculation,  y = a/(bx),  which yielded an incorrect value.

11/27/13:  Fixed an "uncoated" and "thin film" coating problem in which the computed phase of the coating was sometimes incorrect by a noticeable amount.  This usually occurred when the coating was used in TIR condition.

11/22/13:  Fixed a polarization related problem in the "perfect" lens module elements.  The output polarization state of each input ray is now preserved.  Previously, this was not strictly true.

11/15/13:  Fixed a problem in the ray filter User Interface control.  Any "Absorbed Rays" or "Specular Rays" ray filter operation would be deleted from the ray filter list whenever the user deleted any geometry from the FRED model.

10/17/13:  Fixed a ray path construction bug in the Advanced RayTrace.  Ray paths containing 3D Detector Entities were not correct.  3D Detector Entities are now ignored for ray path purposes during the ray trace due to the complexities and ambiguities of defining path events inside a detector entity with potentially multiple wall intersects.

10/15/13:  Fixed a problem importing a binary ray file containing wavelength ray data to the "User defined rays" position specification in the User Interface detailed source dialog.  The import now discards the wavelength information since the "User defined rays" specification does not support wavelength data for individual rays.  User may want to use the "Read rays from a file and generate dynamically" option for these ray files.

10/15/13:  Fixed a bug in the "Replace With Data From a File" method in the sampled function of spherical angles in the direction apodization of the detailed sources dialog where the final line of the imported dataset would append a line of zero values.

10/14/13:  Fixed a bug in the 'GetLine' scripting command which retrieves data associated with the Line Segment Curve type.  The bug copied the X component of the ending point to the X, Y and Z components.

10/09/13:  It is possible for users to edit an individual surface of an element such as Singlet, Mirror, Element Primitive, etc. in such a way that the element cannot recover from the change.  FRED will now warn the user whose attempts this and is now robust in responding to those types of changes.

10/04/13:  Fixed a minor problem in the "Edit Multiple Surfaces" dialog:  rays drawn in the 3D View were not removed following most types of changes made in this dialog (they are removed when model changes are made elsewhere in FRED).

10/03/13:  Fixed a dialog resize problem in the "Volume Scatter" tab of the Material Create/Edit dialog.  Occasionally a control would fail to properly redraw itself in response to the user resizing the dialog.

09/18/13:  The scripted aberration always returned "g_success = True" regardless of the value (if any) assigned to "g_success" during script execution.  For backwards compatibility, the value "g_success=True" is returned if the script does not explicitly set its value.

09/17/13:  Fixed a problem with the ray intersection algorithms for the Cone, Cylinder, and Sphere detector entities in which under certain circumstances could cause FRED to appear to "hang".

09/12/13:  Fixed a problem in the Visualization attributes dialog that prevented it from properly updating itself in response to the user making certain modifications to the FRED model.

09/05/13:  Fixed a problem in the spot diagram that could cause all rays drawn after the first 30 unique wavelengths had been encountered to be improperly included in the "other" wavelengths category even though they matched one of the first 30 wavelengths.

08/30/13:  The "Help..." right mouse-click popup menu item for the 3D charts did not bring up a help article.

08/26/13:  Fixed a row renumber label problem in the user interface of the sample material dialog when the user inserts a new row.

08/23/13:  Corrected an oversight in the scripting commands associated with variable pickups.  Scripted pickup variables are now supported in the T_PICKUP structure and the FRED script format export.

08/22/13:  Fixed drag/drop bug in which ray selection filters were not properly updated when a referenced entity's name changed due to the drag/drop.

08/12/13:  Fixed a problem in which the Circular Arc and Conic Arc curves did not completely scale properly.

07/26/13:  Fixed a drawing problem with the aperture collection curve.  The resulting curve could sometimes be incorrectly determined when two or more curves were used and only a very small piece of one or more curves was utilized in the overall result.

07/09/13:  Fixed an obscure problem that could result in abnormal program termination when tracing rays in a model containing a scripted object (e.g., scripted surface, scripted GRIN material, scripted volume scatter) with a programming error that causes an error during runtime.

06/17/13:  Fixed the following problem:  the resolution limit for 3D Box Detector Entities was not being enforced.

06/14/13:  Fixed a problem with the multi-threaded tessellator that could result in the spurious creation of ARNs if the FRED model contained Detector Entities that were set to perform analyses during a raytrace.

06/04/13:  Fixed a problem which caused the spatial units to be included twice in the axis labels displayed in the Wavefront chart.

06/03/13:  Fixed the import of binomial/polynomial coefficients into the diffuse scatter models, both in the scatter dialog and in the scripting commands.

05/24/13:  Fixed a problem that could cause the Surface Roughness selection to be displayed incorrectly in the surface dialog.

05/17/13:  Fixed the "Compress" and "Expand" of Trimmed Parametric Surfaces in the Tree View. This allows more accurate NURB surface and curve associations after a CAD model is imported and if various items are deleted.

05/15/13:  The ARNGetTagValueAsString script command would not return values for reserved tag names, because it was intended only for looking up values of user-added tags.  This restriction has been removed.

05/14/13:  Fixed a problem in which scripted GRIN materials did not scale properly when the user changed systems units or applied a scale factor to the FRED model.

05/09/13:  The "success" code returned by the 'GetSampledCoatingIthWavelength', 'GetSourceDirApodIsotropic', and 'RemoveAllImpSampProp' commands could return an incorrect value.

04/24/13:  Fixed an error in the error processing routines for scripted items.  A memory leak would occur during script execution of a scripted item (e.g. scripted volume scatter, scripted surface, scripted material, etc.) under the following circumstance: a run time error was generated during execution of any FRED command.  The repeated execution of the scripted item would then cause a program abort when the available memory was depleted.

04/19/13:  Fixed an extremely rare problem that can cause a ray to pass through a surface without intersecting it.  This can occur when the ray propagates at exactly 45 degree angles to the global axes and passes through certain very precise (but not obvious to the user) points in global coordinates.

04/18/13:  Fixed a problem with how INT files are read into the Bicubic Mesh Surface.  Specifically, the keywords and values in the "Parameters Record" were required to be separated by single spaces, which was overly restrictive.

04/18/13:  Fixed FRED export script format problems related to catalog materials:  1) The description string was not written out,  and  2) The script commands were written out in such a way that the glass could not be found in the glass catalog if the user changed the original material name.

04/12/13:  Fixed a problem in aspheric surfaces with non-zero aspheric coefficients of sixth order or less, but no coefficients above sixth order.  Certain combinations of aspheric coefficient values could cause some rays to either fail to intersect the surface, or intersect the surface at the wrong position.

03/26/13:  Fixed a document update problem during optimization and configuration changes:  surfaces trimmed by an implicit surface that is changed were not immediately redrawn.

03/20/13:  Fixed a long-standing problem with NURB surfaces (usually created during CAD import)  in which rays intersecting NURB surfaces of degree 2 or less could occasionally fail to find the closest intersection point.

03/19/13:  The M2 Squared Laser Beam and the Laser Diode Beam simplified sources ignored the coherent beam width overlap factor and the secondary ray scale factor which could be set on the "Coherent" tab of the advanced source edit dialog.

03/18/13:  Selecting the "Advanced..." right mouse-click pop-up menu item on either the 2D or 3D charts could result in the appearance that some chart features were disabled after the Advanced dialog was closed.  This problem has been fixed.

03/11/13:  The dialog for editing model glasses did not report invalid parameters to the user under all circumstances.

03/11/13:  Fixed a problem in the material edit dialog that could result in a program abort after following this unusual scenario: the user brings up the material create/edit dialog to define a new model glass and performs the following sequence of operations without closing the dialog: 1) "Apply" the model glass with valid parameters, 2) "Apply" the model glass with invalid parameters, and 3) "Apply" the model glass with valid parameters.

03/08/13:  Fixed a problem in which it was possible (although rare - due to numerical precision issues) for a program abort to occur if performing an amplitude sum for an incoherent ray whose propagation direction lies in the plane of an analysis surface.

03/07/13:  Fixed a problem in which aspheric optimization variables were not scaled properly when the user scales the FRED model.

03/07/13:  The Bicubic mesh surface has been modified by adding a virtual planar surface surrounding the meshed area.  This can help reduced issues associated with the intrinsic finite size of the meshed surface area.  No attempt has been made to address potential surface slope issues at the edge of the meshed boundary.


FRED Release Version 12.31.0!

01/19/13:  The multiple surface edit dialog now updates itself in response to user initiated changes in the model.  Previously, the dialog responded only to surface additions, deletions, and name changes.

12/18/12:  Fixed a problem in which diffraction efficiencies in the simple diffraction efficiency table where improperly set.  This problem manifested itself during file import from optical design programs and in certain script commands that set a diffraction efficiency.

12/18/12:  Fixed a problem in an underlying array class that could, in rare instances, result in heap corruption, and possibly abnormal program termination.

12/13/12:  Fixed a problem that could occur under the following scenario:  an embedded script is copied via drag/drop or copy/paste from one FRED document to another.  A program abort could occur if the user then attempts to immediately run the script.

12/12/12:  Fixed a problem in the source dialog whereby the ray direction specification remained editable even when ray directions were already defined as part of the position specification.  In some cases the direction specification could result in extra duplicate rays when the source was created.

12/04/12:  Fixed a problem in the FRED script file export for "XYToroidalAsphere" and "ToroidalAsphere" surfaces that occurred when the surface had no aspheric coefficients.  An array variable in the script was improperly dimensioned.

11/09/12:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort if a file with invalid syntax was selected for the "Full efficiency table" in the "Grating" tab of the "Edit Surface" dialog.

11/08/12:  Fixed a problem in the FFT2D script command in which could cause a program abort if the data array sizes were too large.  Scripts will now automatically terminate execution in this case.  In general, the script will now terminate whenever insufficient memory can be allocated for the FFT operation.  In addition, the 32bit version of FRED will limit array sizes to 1GB of total double precision memory allocation (roughly 8192x8192).

10/23/12:  Fixed bug in SetZernikeSurf command in which the wavelength scaling factor was not applied in cases for which it was needed.

10/23/12:  Fixed some problems with the GetDiffractionEfficiencyTable and SetDiffractionEfficiencyTable script commands.  The "Get" command did read incorrect efficiency values.  Also, both commands had a faulty test for the size of the array parameter variable.

10/22/12:  Fixed bug in the GetTabulatedScatterIthData command in which angles were incorrectly calculated.

10/22/12:  Fixed a problem in which the trimming volumes of individual Element Primitives of an Element Boolean could occasionally be updated incorrectly when changed via the Element Boolean dialog.

10/22/12:  Fixed a problem in the Wedge Primitive Element.  If the Wedge were used as part of an Element Boolean, the result would be correct only if the Wedge center parameter was the Wedge Vertex.

10/22/12:  Fixed a problem that could occasionally result in some global trimming volumes not being correctly updated when parameter pickups are applied.

10/22/12:  Model parameter pickups are now honored during optimization.

10/19/12:  Fixed a document parameter pickup problem that could result in incorrect updating of the global trimming volume for some entities.

10/18/12:  Fixed a problem during the raytrace in which transmitted scatter rays did not (during propagation to the immediately following surface intersection) properly account for the following:  material absorption (if any) and optical path length accumulation.   The problem was manifest only for the immediate next propagation.

10/15/12:  Fixed a problem in the configuration dialog when the user inserts a configuration variable at position zero.  All configurations were past configuration zero were deleted from the configuration list displayed by the dialog.

10/05/12:  Modified the SetZernikeSurf  command so that, although it continues to set the command parameters, it no longer sets other surface parameters to default values.  The original behavior was to set default values for all Zernike Surface parameters not specified as arguments to the command.

10/05/12:  Fixed a problem in the GetZernikeSurfIthTermText command in which standard radial asphere coefficient text was erroneously returned.

10/02/12:  Fixed a problem with the 3D Box Detector Entity (stemming from subtle numerical precision issues) that could result in a near-infinite loop condition occurring during raytracing.

10/01/12:  The script text of scripted configuration variables could not be accessed via the scripting language.  A "script" member has been added to the "T_CONFIGURATION" User-Defined Type to address this problem.

09/29/12:  Detailed dynamic ray file based sources now retain any user supplied description text.  Previously, the description was completely overwritten by the selected file name.

09/25/12:  Fixed a problem that could occur when reading certain FRED related data files containing more than 1023 characters in a single line.

09/24/12:  Fixed FRED's COM server behavior.  Microsoft Visual Basic could recognize and successfully invoke FRED as a COM server, but most other COM clients such as Python and MatLab could invoke only a very small subset of FRED COM commands.

09/19/12:  Fixed a 32bit/64bit file compatibility problem in the "OptimizeGaussianToFlatTop.frd" FRED sample file.  The file could be opened only in the 32bit version of FRED.  However, if this file was then resaved in a version of FRED greater than 11.51, then the file could be opened in the 64bit version of FRED.

09/18/12:  Fixed units conversion error in ZEMAX lens import when diffractive surfaces were present.  Previously grating period was assumed to be in units of millimeters regardless of the actual system units.


FRED Release Version 11.90.2!

09/17/12:  Fixed a small problem in the "Check for Updates" dialog that prevented the third segment of the version number from being properly handled when comparing the current FRED version number with the latest that is available for download.


FRED Release Version 11.90.1!

09/14/12:  Fixed a serious problem with the 3D Box Detector Entity that could result in incorrect binning of rays travelling exactly along the outer wall of the box.  A program crash could also result.

09/13/12:  Fixed the following problem:  in the dialog for editing Diffuse Polynomial and Diffuse Binomial Scatter models, the "Replace with data from a file" menu option failed to close the data file after reading it.

09/12/12:  Fixed a problem in the SetDiffractHOE script command:  the command would incorrectly report an error if the array of phase perturbations parameter variable was empty.

09/12/12:  Fixed the following problem:  arrayed geometry was still drawing in the Visualization View even when the "Isolate" feature should have excluded it.


FRED Release Version 11.90.0!

08/30/12:  Fixed the following problem:  the GetTabulatedScatterDataCount script command was not returning a value.

08/17/12:  Fixed a problem in the Parabolic Trough Element Primitive.  Changing an attribute of the Element's surface by using the surface edit dialog, then the sign of the curvature would be reversed.

08/14/12:  The 'SetCustomPrism' scripting command did not automatically update preexisting prism surfaces.  This prevented the FRED model from being properly updated when the command was used in a Pre-update script.

07/30/12:  Fixed a problem that could cause FRED to become unresponsive when clicking on an item in the 3D View under the following conditions:  the 3D View is in object selection mode and the selected object is a traceable entity used to form a Trimmed Parametric surface being displayed in the Compact State in the tree.

07/25/12:  Fixed a problem in the Sensitivity Analysis in which the sensitivities of all active variables except the first could be computed as excessively tight.

07/25/12:  If the user pressed the Stop button during a Sensitivity calculation, the printed results included sensitivities for variables that were not computed.

07/18/12:  Fixed a problem in which the POLE_AXIS parameter was not being written to FGD files for cylindrically-shaped grids.  This parameter is necessary for properly orienting the grid when the file is read in later.

07/18/12:  Fixed a raytrace problem in which an infinite loop could occur for Detector Entities embedded in GRIN materials.  This could occur when a ray would intersect a Detector Entity a second consecutive time and the intersect distance is less than the GRIN step distance.

07/13/12:  The single ray raytrace had a print output error for the "angle of exitance" values on diffracting surfaces in the single ray raytrace.

07/13/12:  Fixed a problem in the SetVolScatScript command that could cause a program abort during script execution if the material referenced by the command did not already have a scripted volume scatter definition.

07/13/12:  The simple table diffraction efficiency values written to the exported FRED script file were not correct.

07/12/12:  Fixed a raytrace problem that under rare circumstances could result in certain surface types being incorrectly treated as absorbing even if the assigned raytrace control was not "Halt All".  This could only occur if the surface was trimmed with an Aperture Collection curve of "clear aperture" type and the ray could potentially intersect the surface in more than one position if allowed to propagate straight through it.  The following surface types were effected: Coil, NURB, Surface of Revolution, Ruled Surface, and Tabulated Cylinder.

07/11/12:  The directory browser dialog accessed from the "Ray Buffer" tab on the Preferences dialog was incorrect for operating systems newer than Windows XP.

07/11/12:  The bicubic mesh surface scale helper dialog now displays the proper help after pressing the Help button.

07/10/12:  Fixed a problem in which "absorbed" rays generated at a glue surface were not properly handled.

06/26/12:  Fixed several problems (introduced in Version 11.40) with entities failing to completely update properly when using the scripting "Update" command.

06/25/12:  Fixed a surface/curve highlight problem in the 3D view.  Selected/highlighted surfaces and curves did not properly change color to indicate they were selected.

06/21/12:  The redraw ray history option in the ray manipulation utilities now draws ray arrows in the same way they are drawn during the original ray trace.

05/30/12:  The matrix coating type can now modify the polarization state of rays in birefringent materials.  Previously, this was not allowed.

05/30/12:  For large FRED models containing Element Boolean Solids, deleting geometry entities could be extremely slow.  The deletion process is now dramatically faster.

05/15/12:  The FRED Zemax importer has been extended so it can read Zemax Unicode format glass files.

05/15/12:  Fixed two problems with document update when a different configuration was selected for the document.  The global trimming volumes were not updated properly and old rays were not deleted.

05/15/12:  Fixed a problem in which the configuration list and the variable pickup list were not updated properly when items used to define entries in the list were deleted from the tree view.

05/14/12:  Fixed a problem in the single ray raytrace printed output.  The values printed for the surface normal and angle of incidence were incorrect for those surfaces that were intersected, but not interacted.

05/11/12:  Fixed a problem in which under certain conditions rays could erroneously miss their intersections with a surface of revolution in which the rotated curve was a linear segmented curve.  The problem has been corrected.

05/04/12:  Fixed a problem in which applying an optimization result to the document correctly updated the 3D view to show the selected result geometry, but did not delete any old rays.

05/02/12:  Fixed a minor problem for those Harvey-Shack scatter models which are added by the user to the scatter folder in the tree view.  The detailed report would print incorrect TIS values if requested immediately after reading in a fred.frd file.

04/23/12:  The bug fix of 02/15/11 was not completely correct.  It was still possible for the Tabulated Scatter data to be duplicated when the script was executed.  The error has been corrected.

04/23/12:  Fixed a small problem with the ARNCreate2DGrid script command.  The FRED_FILENAME and DATETIME header fields were not being automatically set.

04/17/12:  Fixed a problem in the 'SetSourcePosImported' script command.  The source power was not updated to the total power of the rays in the specified ray file.

04/11/12:  Fixed an Optimization Results output formatting error in the FRED script export file.

04/02/12:  The entity picker in the optimization dialog erroneously showed Detector Entities and Directional Analysis Entities in the picker list.

04/02/12:  During optimization the stop button sometimes did not halt the optimization.


FRED Release Version 11.40.0!

03/21/12:  The SetCamera script command did not work.  It now works as intended.

03/19/12:  Fixed a problem with the coating evaluation commands in the scripting lanuage that could cause an internal error message during execution if a new coating was evaluated immediately after being created in the script.

03/05/12:  The following scripting language assignment operaters did not work correctly:  +=, -=, *=, and /=.  The problem has been fixed.

03/02/12:  Fixed a problem in the "FindTextSubString" script command.  The command searched for an exact match to the entire string, not a substring.

02/27/12:  Fixed a FRED script file export problem that would cause a crash if the file was originally created during a lens import using a version of FRED created between September 2010 and March 2011 and the user specified that the import create a source.

02/01/12: When reading tabular BSDF data (Tabulated BSDF model and the Binomial/Polynomial Fitting dialog), zero and negative BSDF data are now trapped and the user is informed. Previously zero BSDF data were internally replaced with 1e-20 1/sr, however negative BSDF were not trapped and could cause a numerical error when the common log was taken.

01/30/12:  Fixed a problem in the Ray Manipulation utilities that could cause FRED to appear to freeze when reading a ray file in which the user specifies a ray filter specification that excludes at least one ray.

01/20/12:  Fixed a problem that under rare circumstances could prevent rays from redrawing in the 3D view.  The problem occured when 1) a raybuffer was created in the scripting language,  2) was populated solely by copying rays from other buffers into it, and  3) a "trace existing" operation was performed.  The rays would draw once as they were being traced and then immediately disappear.  The rays themselves were not deleted, but they were not redrawn.

01/19/12:  Fixed a problem that prevented certain Detector Entity parameters from being changed via the DESetParam script command.  Specifically, any of the parameters that specified a range (e.g., "PolarMin" and "PolarMax" for a Spherical Detector Entity) or a pair of axes (e.g., "PrimaryAxis" and "SecondaryAxis" for a Cylindrical Detector Entity) were effected.

01/19/12:  Ideal lens module surfaces did not trace correctly if they were part of an array.

01/18/12:  Did you know that the Script editor window supports context sensitive help when the user clicks on a keyword and then presses the F1 key?  Neither did we until a problem was reported by a user.  The problem was that both the Basic language help window and the FRED "Script Commands by Usage" windows were shown simultaneously when the user pressed F1.  This behavior has been fixed so that only the language specific help is shown for language commands, and only the FRED usage window is shown for FRED-specific extension commands.

01/12/12:  Added ability to control ambient/diffuse lighting properties of ARNs being displayed in the 3D Visualization View.  By default, the brightness of planar ARNs is now independent of orientation in the view.  Previously, the brightness was directionally dependent and could produce undesirably dark results for certain viewing orientations.

01/05/12:  Fixed a problem that could occur for polarized rays that interact with a birefringent material.  If a ray in a non-birefringent material intersects a surface with a 100% absorbing coating immediately after interacting with a birefringent material, then the coating may not behave as intended.  In particular, the coating may halt some the polarized rays but not others.

12/28/11:  Made several minor fixes related to optimization output such as 3DView redraws, ray redraws, and printed text output.

12/22/11:  Fixed a problem with polarized sources.  The randomize option on the angle of the polarization ellipse did not result in a full range of starting ray phases during source creation.

12/12/11:  The row headers of the global script variable edit dialog have been corrected to begin numbering at a value of zero for the topmost row.

12/02/11:  A program abort could sometimes occur if the user deleted one or more entities and the model contained one or more surfaces with trimming specifications.

12/02/11:  Made several enhancements to the "Project/Document Control" feature.  The user interface experience witht repository creation/selection is now better and more convenient.

11/30/11:  Fixed a problem in the "Gaussian Ray Size Spot Diagram..." analysis that could result in the ray size ellipse to be drawn oversize if the ray direction was not perpendicular to the analysis surface.  The amount of oversize was proportional to how far away the ray was from the surface origin.  The ellipticity and elliptical rotation angle were always correct.

11/28/11:  The fix of 09/13/11 was not completely correct, causing the Gaussian Resynthesis feature to become unreliable.  We believe the errors have now been corrected.

11/23/11:  Fixed a problem with the Directory/File dialog in the "Project/Document Control" feature, which can be found via the "File -->  Project/Document Control..." menu item.  Directory dialogs did not work properly when running FRED in versions of Windows more recent than Windows XP.

11/16/11:  Fixed a problem with reading FRED Ray Buffer Serialization (FRBS) files written by FRED versions prior to 10.91.

11/14/11:  Fixed a problem in how ray directions were generated for type "Randomly according to intensity distribution" that could result in excessive rays being generated near the distribution's pole.

11/02/11:  Fixed a problem in generated FRED export script files that could occur when the exported FRED model has trimmed parametric surfaces that are displayed in the compact state in the tree view.  The functionality of the  SetTrimmedParametricCompactState script command has been modified.  It now simply sets an internal flag but does not modify the tree.  This resolves a problem when executing scripts created via Files | FRED Export menu item.  The new ChangeTrimmedParametricCompactState command now implements the original functionality of SetTrimmedParametricCompactState command.  See also the "New Features List" above for more information".

10/25/11:  Attempting to intersect a detector entity immersed in a GRIN material would result in a program abort.

10/17/11:  The "GetGlobalVarValue" script command could cause a program abort during script execution.

10/14/11:  Improved the syntax checking and conversion process when loading scripted item strings via the scripting language.  A "Sub Main" statement was not converted appropriately if a commented out "Sub Main" statement appeared before the real "Sub Main" statement.

10/14/11:  Fixed a ray intersection problem in the surface of revolution that could occur only under the following situation: the revolved curve was a segmented curve, the ray was propogating exactly perpendicular to the axis of revolution, and the curve was revolved less than 360 degrees.

09/23/11:  If a curve was invalid for any reason during document update, then the global trimming volume for that curve would be invalid..  This would cause the ancestor nodes on the tree to acquire invalid global trimming volumes as well, which could lead to erroneous raytrace trace results.  In particluar, composite curves with no member curves would cause this behavior.


FRED Release Version 10.100.0!

09/13/11:  Fixed a problem in which rays created via the Gaussian Resynthesis were incorrect if they were immersed in any material except "Air".

09/08/11:  Fixed:  the range limits for the brightness parameter when displaying an ARN containing color image data in the visualization view were too restrictive.

08/23/11:  Fixed a problem in the GetSafeLength3D script command.  The function returned an ill-defined number if the x,y,z vector components where all zero.

08/23/11:  Fixed a problem in the "analysis dialog" which appears when the use requests one of several different analyses such as Irradiance, scalar field, etc.  The problem could cause a program abort if the user  1) checks the "delete all rays...." and "raytrace all active rays" check boxes,  2) presses the "OK" button,  and  3) presses the "OK" button a second time before the first raytrace has completed.

08/18/11:  Surface trimming specification processing has been improved for those cases in which one or more trimming items have been deleted.

08/17/11:  Fixed a problem that could cause entities under an arrayed custom element or subassembly to not be properly tested for intersection during an advanced raytrace using a user-defined path with the entities specified as a non-sequential event.

08/15/11:  Fixed a problem that caused ray filters that referenced sources with node numbers greater than 65535 to not work.  This occurred because source node numbers were stored in rays as 16-bit integers.

07/29/11:  Removed context-sensitive help (which was activated by pressing F1 or right-clicking) from most dialogs.  In addition to having obsolete content, this help feature occasionally caused crashes.

07/22/11:  Fixed a problem with displaying Analysis Results Nodes (ARNs) in the visualization view with the transparent option enabled.

07/07/11:  Resolved a problem in the CAD import that could occasionally result in an incorrect local trimming volume on a trimming parametric surface if the parametric trimming curves sliced away most of the surface, leaving only small patches of the surface intact.  In this case the local trimming volume could be too small resulting in valid portions of the surface being trimmed away.


FRED Release Version 10.70.0!

06/01/11:  Due to changes to the Photon Engineering website, FRED's "Check for Updates" feature was not working correctly.  This has been fixed and the feature has been upgraded to also check for development releases.

05/25/11:  On the wavelength tab of the detailed source dialog, the "Spectrum" control is now only enabled if either the "Power Units" are set to lumens or the "Ray Wavelengths" setting is "Random according to spectrum".  Previously the "Spectrum" control was always enabled regardless of whether the spectrum would be used, which occassionally caused some confusion.

05/20/11:  Fixed a problem in the FRED script file export.  Only one entity array was exported to the script file even if there were more than one entity arrays specified in the FRED model.

05/20/11:  Fixed a problem in the surface edit dialog that could cause the surface to attempt to draw itself as transparent even when the surface was set to be fully opaque.  The manifestation of the problem was machine dependent, and would be apparent only for certain surface shapes.

05/09/11:  Fixed a problem in the StrayLightReport script command:  the commend would fail to recognize the detector node ID input as a parameter to the command.

04/26/11:  Fixed a problem in several script commands relating to element edges that could cause a program abort if the referenced entity was not an element type.  These commands now issue a script run time error.  The commands are of the form "XXXElementEdgeYYY" where "XXX" is any of ("Set", "Get", or "Is"), and "YYY" is any of ("None", "Rectangle", "Tube", or "Bevels").

04/15/11:  Fixed a problem in the "Method" page of the Optimization Dialog.  The drop down combo box for the single variable selection did not cause the "Apply" button to become active.

04/15/11:  During Optimization, the global trimming volumes of children of nodes with active optimization variables were not updated, which is incorrect under certain circumstances.  The child limits boxes are now updated during the optimization.

04/14/11:  Under certain conditions GRIN and/or Birefringent material position/orientation specifications were not included in FRED export script files.

04/14/11:  Fixed a problem in the 'SetSplineCurve' scripting command.  The command would always fail with a script error even when there was no error.

04/13/11:  Setting ray path node numbers via the right mouse click popup menu in the tree view could result in the node numbers being set multiple times to the same value.  This was a minor problem with no discernable consequences to users.


FRED Release Version 10.41.0!

03/23/11:  If a surface used by a surface-based source was moved via the Locataion/Orientation dialg or the scripting language, then the source's spots were not redrawn in the 3D view to reflect the new location of the source.

03/22/11:  Fixed a problem in the FRED document update procedure after the user pressed the "OK" or "Apply" button in the Position/Orientation dialog.  Any active pre-update or post-update scripts were not executed.

03/21/11:  Fixed a problem in which under certain circumstances deleting an entity which is a reference coordinate system for dependent entities could result in incorrect coordinate system reparenting of the dependent entities.

03/17/11:  Fixed a problem in which modifying an ElementPrimitive via the Element Primitive edit dialog sometimes did not update any surface which, although not the child surface of the element primitive, had a dependency on a child surface of the element primitive.

03/14/11:  Surfaces which are part of element solid primitives are now prevented from having a deformation applied to them.

03/11/11:  Corrected several errors in the custom glass catalog.  The data for AlGaAs and AlGaInP have been expanded and corrected.  Minor corrections have been made to the description field (mostly regarding the data wavelength range) of the following materials: Corning7059, Ge_MidIR, InGaAs, and Vanadium.

03/08/11:  The behavior of the "Make Never Traceable" popup menu item in the tree view was not consistent with the behavior of the "Never Traceable" popup menu item.  The "Make Never Traceable" item now sets the Never Traceable flag on all the selected entities, not just on surfaces only.

03/04/11:  Fixed a problem that could occur during copy/paste, drag/drop, etc.  The surface trimming specification of a copied surface could become invalid if the specification contained one or more trimming surfaces that were not part of the copy group.  The new behavior is that the specification is preserved if the copied surface is pasted to the same document, otherwise the entire trimming specification for the surface is deleted if the specification contains any surfaces not part of the group.  When this happens, a message is printed to the FRED output window.

03/02/11:  Fixed a problem in which the location/orientation control in the Element Primitive edit dialog did not properly update to reflect document changes if the dialog was open when the changes were made.

03/01/11:  Fixed a problem that occurred when the raytrace control applied to a scatter surface had a nonzero scattered ray threshold.  If any scatter rays were prevented from being created by the surface's raytrace control, then the scatter ray powers were too large by a factor of the ratio of the desired scatter ray count divided by the actually realized scatter ray count.

02/15/11:  Fixed a problem in exported FRED script files containing tabulated scatter models.  The data file name in the exported script file associated with the tabulated scatter model is now modified so that it does not correspond to an existing file.  The 'AddTabulatedScatter2' script command has been modified so that it is not a script runtime error if the data file name is invalid; in that case a tabulated scatter model with no data is added to the document.  These two changes resolve a problem in which running an exported FRED script file results in the data being duplicated in  any tabulated scatter model for which the original data file exists during script runtime.

02/03/11:  Changed behavior of ARNCreateFromFile script command to simply return a -1 in cases where the file doesn't exist.  Previously it was issuing an error that stopped script execution.

02/01/11:  Fixed a problem in the InitMieScatter script command.  The Mie function type was incorrectly set to "MIL_1246C".  The correct type is "MIL-1246C".

01/25/11:  Fixed a problem that if the Stray Light Report dialog was left open during an Advanced Raytrace, then the Stray Light Report dialog was not automatically updated at the conclusion of the trace.

01/25/11:  Fixed problem in the tree view that under certain circumstances did not properly move an item in the tree when that item was reparented via the SetParent script command.

01/25/11:  Modified how the names of catalog lenses and catalog prisms are constructed.  Previously, FRED appended a pount sign, "#", a space, " ", and a number to the end of the entity name.  However, the pound sign interfered with printing names to the FRED output window via the scripting language.  Currently, FRED uses the unmodified name when adding the entity to the document for the first time.  For subsequent additions of the entity, FRED appends only a space and a number to the name with no pound sign.

01/18/11:  Fixed a dialog radio button text label problem.  The dialog is called from the popup menu on the "Amplitude/Phase Mask on the Rectilinear Grid" user interface grid located in the "Position Apodization" region of the "Power" tab in the detailed sources edit dialog.  If the real and imaginary part of the complex values is being displayed in the grid and the user selects the dialog from the pop-up menu, then the dialog labeled both radio button controls as "Real".  This has been corrected so the dialog labels the appropriate radio button controls with "Real" and "Imaginary".

01/13/11:  Fixed a problem when editing an Element Primitive.  All surfaces of an element primitive with assigned scatter models would erroneously have the first scatter model automatically duplicated at the end of the surface's scatter model list when the user presses the "OK" or "Cancel" button on the element primitive edit dialog.

01/05/11:  Fixed a small problem in the Advanced raytrace dialog under the following rare scenario:  the user selects the user path search, there are no raytrace paths, raytrace paths are to be determined during the raytrace, and the user performs the raytrace by hitting the "Apply" button.  In this case the search strategy will automatically switch to "hierarchical" search at the conclusion of the raytrace.

12/28/10:  Fixed a problem with reusing apertures during lens import. Previously this feature worked only when the lens was imported without the construction of edges and bevels.

12/17/10:  Modified the surface aperture user interface so that users can not specify a trimming surface that trims itself.

12/16/10:  The optimization dialog behavior has been changed so that the optimization variable definitions are not checked for validity until the user presses the "OK" or "Apply" button.  Previously, the variables were validated whenever user input focus left the variable definition page.  This was overly restrictive and resulted in excessive warning messages.

12/02/10:  The wavelength/refractive index list printed as part of the material detailed report was incorrect if the number of printed wavelengths exceeded the number of cell columns in the output window.  The first "n" wavelength/refractive index values were correct, where "n" was the number (typically 16) of output window cell columns.  The remainder of the list was incorrect.

12/02/10:  The source detailed report now lists the wavelength active flag as part of the source wavelength list.

11/30/10:  Fixed a problem in the coherent ray summation algorithm that could cause a program abort when the analysis surface pixel aspect ratio is extremely large.

11/08/10:  Fixed a problem in which an entity name specified in the ray filter of a directional analysis entity was not properly updated if the name of the entity was changed.

10/29/10:  Fixed the following problem:  absorption and transmission plots were wrong for materials with nonzero imaginary coefficients if absorption was turned off.  The materials still behaved correctly during a raytrace.

10/18/10:  Modified the NURB surface intersection algorithm to use a more robust, but slightly slower, ray intersection algorithm for NURB surfaces with cubic NURB basis functions.

10/14/10:  Coherent sources immersed in a material other than Air resulted in the individual Gaussian beamlets being incorrect by a small amount proportional to the refractive index of the immersion material.  If the refractive index value was 2.0 or greater, then the rays most likely would have errors associated with them and could not be used in a coherent sum such as Irradiance, Energy Density, Scalar Field, etc.
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09/28/10:  Fixed the following four script commands computed incorrect complex reflection or transmission coefficients if the specified incident and/or substrate materials had complex refractive indices: EvaluateCoatingMtrlReflS, EvaluateCoatingMtrlReflP, EvaluateCoatingMtrlTranS, EvaluateCoatingMtrlTranP.

09/27/10:  Fixed a problem in which Gaussians with envelopes narrower than the analysis surface cell spacing could sometimes falsely report an error and fail to properly sum into the calculated field.

09/27/10:  Fixed a problem in which the detailed ray report could erroneously report that a ray had a Gaussian decay violation if the Gaussian envelope was very narrow in one direction compared to the other.

09/27/10:  Fixed several longstanding problems with the "XXXElementHoleXXXX" commands.  GetElementHoleNone has been removed and is no longer available.  The syntax of SetElementholeNone has been corrected to remove semiaperture parameters.  The element hole commands apply to mirror elements only: SetElementHoleNone, SetElementHoleTube, GetElementHoleTube, IsElementHoleNone, and IsElementHoleTube.

09/22/10:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for the Toroidal Asphere surface.  The aspheric coefficients were not shown and needed to be reentered by hand each time the surface edit dialog was opened to edit the surface.

09/21/10:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for the XYToroidalSurface.  If the values of the curvatures and conic constant were all zero and the surface was a Y toroid, then the user interface erroneously displayed the surface as an X toroid.

09/21/10:  Fixed a problem with the GetDim script command in which only arrays of variant data type were allowed as arguments.  Now an array of any data type is allowed.

09/21/10:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for User Defined Ray sources.  The total power of all the rays (displayed in the last row of the grid) was not updated when the user edited the cell displaying the power of an individual ray.

09/20/10:  Fixed a problem in the polarization spot diagram in which the polarization ellipses could apparently not be drawn if the ray spot positions were all coincident to within numerical roundoff error.

09/16/10:  Sources now do not redraw themselves unneccessarily each time their rays are created.  

09/15/10:  Absorbed rays are now not classified as rays with errors by ray filters.

09/15/10:  The GetRayWhyFailed scripting command now reports absorbed rays as not failing.

09/15/10:  Fixed a problem with importing source ray data from a text file that used Unix end-of-line characters instead of the expected DOS/Windows end-of-line sequence.

09/15/10:  Fixed a problem in the GetRaySpecularDepth scripting command.  It erroneously returned the scatter depth instead.

09/15/10:  Fixed a dialog title error in the File Open dialog for replacing with data from a file in the user interface of the Sampled Coating.

09/15/10:  Fixed a problem in which executing the AddCustomPrism script command could cause a program abort when used with the "Abbe", "Pechan" and "Reversion" prism types.

09/15/10:  Any +45 degree quarter wave plate coating created in the user interfacae was incorrect.  The coating functioned as a pure phase retarder.  This problem was introduced by the changes of 08/31/09 related to changing the definition of polarization handedness.

09/15/10:  Fixed a problem in which deleting a curve from the curve list when creating/editing a composite curve did not cause the dialog "Apply" button to become active.  The user had to first click some other item in the dialog before the dialog become active.

09/14/10:  Fixed a row numbering problem in the User Ray Path dialog when the user inserts or deletes rows.

09/14/10:  Fixed a problem with importing some catalog prisms that use certain Schott glasses.

09/14/10:  Fixed a problem in the AddTabulatedScatter2 command in which the data was not read from the specified file.

09/13/10:  Resolved a minor inconsistency between the specular ancestry level of absorbed rays and the lineage reported by the absorbed path event for the ray.

09/13/10:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for editing certain ray filter criteria.  The ray filter criteria edit dialog for editing criteria that involve an entity type would intitially show a given default entity regardless of the actual entity as originally specified.

09/09/10:  Fixed the following problem:  the "Generate IES Output" feature was not applying the photopic eye response scaling during its calculation, so the values in the IES file were in the same power units as the rays (per steradian) instead of Candela.  Only if the source's power was entered in Lumens, but with the units set to "Unspecified" did the IES file have values in Candela.

08/31/10:  Fixed a problem that could prevent the scripting editor window from opening if an embedded script was executed before the user attempted to open a script editor window in any form.  That is, if an embedded script was executed first, then  1)   the script editor window could not be opened for editing scripts,  2) an embedded script editor window could not be opened, and  3)  dialogs for any scripted entity could not be opened.  The user first had to close, and then restart, FRED in order to edit a script.

08/31/10:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort when performing an advanced raytrace with a user defined raypath if any of the events in the ray path used a node ID number for a surface that did not exist.  The error could occur only if the user path was created via a script.

08/13/10:  The SysCloseAll, SysCloseNoSave, and SysClose scripting commands could cause a program abort if the running script closed the FRED document associated with the script.  The symptom was that the script would immediately stop running after the command was executed, and then a program abort could occur if the user attempted to execute the script again.  The behavior of the scripting commands has been changed so that the FRED document associated with the script is not closed.  Note that these commands can be used to close FRED documents not associated with the script.

08/06/10:  The following automation commands did not work when invoked from a FRED client application such as Matlab or Microsoft Excel:  RunFile, CreateLib, CompileFile, CompileText, RunEmbeddedScript, and GetEmbeddedScript.

08/03/10:  Fixed a problem in which the ray history was not completely updated during an advanced raytrace.  Under certain conditions the last ray position was not included for certain rays when they stopped propagating due to some error conditions.  When redrawing rays from the ray history, the last segment of the ray propagation were not drawn for these rays.
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07/27/10:  Attempting to execute a script via a "User Tool" toolbar button would result in nothing happening if there was no open FRED document.

07/27/10:  Attempting to execute a script via a "User Tool" toolbar button would fail if the script file specification string had any blank characters.

07/15/10:  The formula listed in the user interface for the Henyey-Greenstein volume scatter function has been fixed to remove a sign error.  This error was purely cosmetic as the internal formula as implemented in source code to compute the volume scatter has always been correct.

07/14/10:  Deleted redundant NURB control points in the internal definition of the racetrack curve.  This bug affected the CAD import/export of racetrack curves as well as their ability to trim.

07/09/10:  Fixed a problem that under certain conditions could cause a program abort if the user deletes geometry items when a pre-update script is active.

07/02/10:  The random surface source now does not automatically reset its position/orientation specification to be coincident with the surface.  This is a cosmetic change in behavior since the source location for random surface sources had no effect.
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06/22/10:  Users are now warned when attempting to define a material volume scatter model in the graphical user interface without setting any volume scatter coefficients.

06/18/10:  Made some minor corrections to the scotopic response spectrum as implemented in the ScotopicResponse script command and the source wavelength table.

06/17/10:  Fixed a subtle problem with generating volume scatter rays.  The Henyey-Greenstein scatter distribution function should generate ray directions with rotational symmetry about the direction of the incident ray.  We have fixed a problem that caused a small departure from rotational symmetry.

06/09/10:  Fixed an obscure problem that caused occassional redundant ray intersections on surfaces of revolution that used high-degree (roughly 5th degree or greater)NURB curves.

05/19/10:  Fixed:  The following script commands did not properly release access to safearray data, which could result in memory leaks:    FindText, GetAnalysisValue, SetSourcePosApodSampTopVals, SetSourcePosApodSampBotVals, SetSourceDirApodSampled, GetSourceDirApodSampled, AddSourceUserRays, and SetSegmentedCurve.

05/19/10:  Fixed the following problem with the AddRay and SetRay script commands:   the new/modified ray's refractive index and absorption were not properly updated to account for changes made to the ray.  For example, using SetRay to change the material a ray was in did not change the underlying refractive index and absorption.

05/05/10:  Replaced potentially confusing references to "luminosity" in the color image view with "CIE Y".

05/04/10:  The SetRayA, SetRayB, and SetRayC scripting commands were not properly updating the ray's wave vector, or ensuring that the ray's direction was normalized.  These three script commands have been removed.  Please use SetRayDirection instead.

04/30/10:  Fixed:  In the color image view, the CIE color chart did not draw correctly if the background color was not black.

04/30/10:  Removed obsolete help manual from FRED distribution.

04/28/10:  Fixed a raytrace problem with matrix coatings that could occur if all of the following conditions were met:  1. the additional coating was set to "None"; 2. the coating had been changed interactively since reading in the model from a file; and 3. the raytrace was run multithreaded (without rays being drawn).

04/21/10:  Fixed a problem introduced in Version 9.10 in the FRED document was not properly updated to exhibit document changes introduced in a Preupdate or Postupdate script.

03/10/10:  Fixed:  Labels on wavelength-weight plots incorrectly displayed the wavelength units as "nm" instead of "um".

03/10/10:  The title text of the tutorials/samples introductory dialog was misleading under some circumstances.  The words "Trial Version" in the dialog title have been changed to "Learning Guide".

03/04/10:  Fixed an obscure problem in the ImpSampAddSpecular script command that could lead to a crash if the importance sample is used during a raytrace without first saving and reopening the FRED model.

02/03/10:  Fixed a very rare CAD export bug where FRED would crash trying to export a NURB surface being trimmed by its domain.

01/26/10:  Fixed a problem in the optical import in which the lens and mirror elements were set in such a way that the GetLens and GetMirror scripting commands would return an incorrect value for the semi-aperture.

01/13/10:  Fixed coordinate system bug occasionally seen in curves used in the CAD export of surface of revolution, tabulated cylinder, and ruled surface. All curves now export in global coordinates as do the surfaces. 

01/13/10:  Fixed a wrong sign error in the tan_theta_x argument of a TILT surface in a ZEMAX import. 

01/08/10:  Fixed a problem in the GetSplineCurve script command.  The last parameter on the command is a double precision array of spline patch coefficients.  The array was not automatically sized if the array was not sized when the script command was executed.  The coefficient array is now automatically sized for you.

01/07/10:  Fixed two problems in the GetDiffractHOE script command.  The lengths of the returned vectors were usually not assigned the correct length, and the "isSrc1Position" and "isSrc2Position" variables were not assigned values at all.

01/05/10:  Fixed a problem with the CAD export of composite curves that could cause only one of the individual curves to be exported.

01/05/10:  Fixed a coordinate system bug during the CAD export of a surface of revolution.

01/04/10:  Fixed a problem with the behavior of gradient index material drag/drop so that dropping a gradient index material on an element now properly updates the element's children.

01/04/10:  Fixed a trimming volume update problem that occurred when the user moved a source and the position/orientation of another entity was expressed in the source's coordinate system.  The problem occurred when the source position was changed via the detailed or simplified source dialogs, but not when the source position was changed via the Location/Orientation dialog.

12/29/09:  Fixed a problem in conic arc export of elliptical/circular curves in which start and end points were not correctly calculated.

12/24/09:  The maximum allowed computed BSDF value was set to a value of 1000.  However, in some case this value is too low and legitimate values can exceed this, so the upper threshold has been increased to 1000000.

12/21/09:  Fixed a problem where unnecessary supporting data (specifically, vtable pointers) were erroneously being included in binary FRED grid data (FGD) files of types Complex, Vector, and Complex3D.
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12/10/09:  Scripted optimization variables associated with a lens or mirror now update the entire element and its child surfaces during optimization.

12/09/09:  Removed the "enhancement" to scripted scatter models related to anisotropy (see 10/22/08 note in the New Features List).  The implemented coordinate transformations did not work correctly in all cases.  The model now behaves as it did prior to the 10/22/08 change.

12/09/09:  Fixed a problem in the ZEMAX import in which the phase coefficients for BINARY_OPTIC_1 and BINARY_OPTIC_2 surfaces were correct only if the system units were millimeters.  Otherwise the coefficients were wrong by a constant scale factor.

12/04/09:  Fixed a problem which caused a chart profile plot to no longer work after it was printed or "print previewed".

12/02/09:  Fixed a problem that a lens or mirror element did not properly update itself when one of its child surfaces was changed as an optimization variable during optimization.  In particular, then surface's trimming volume was not updated.

12/02/09:  Row number labels on the "Auxiliary Data" tab of the surface edit dialog now begin with zero for consistency with other dialogs.

11/17/09:  Fixed a problem which caused the "Fit View to Selection" feature to not work properly when Anamorphic View Scaling was enabled.

11/05/09:  The position/orientation specifications for materials assigned to prisms were not properly initialized in the prism dialog.

11/03/09:  Fixed a problem in the following coating related script comands which could result in a program abort if used to evaluate a thin film coating: EvaluateCoatingMtrlReflS, EvaluateCoatingMtrlReflP, EvaluateCoatingMtrlTranS, EvaluateCoatingMtrlTranP.

11/02/09:  The single ray raytrace dialog did not update the starting ray data from a source if the source was modified in another dialog outside of the single ray raytrace dialog.

11/02/09:  Fixed a problem in the GRIN material and Birefringent position/orientation dialog.  If the user changed the selected entity in the drop down list before pressing the OK button, any user-entered changes to the linear transformation were lost.

10/26/09:  Modified how absolute OPD is added to a ray after it interacts with a grating.  It was possible for a grating surface to have two areas with absolute phases shifted relative to each other by exactly one wave.  Note that this change has no effect on the resulting coherent field.

10/22/09:  Added the coating plot style file to the file preferences list in the preferences dialog.

10/22/09:  Fixed a title string problem in the scatter plot 2D, scatter plot 3D, and coating plot windows.  If the user modified the scatter or coating being plotted, then the item name would be appended multiple times in the plot window title.

10/21/09:  Fixed a problem changing the thickness of a lens or mirror with a rectangular aperture via script commands.  The element edge did not redraw itself in the 3D view.

10/20/09:  Modifying a lens with a square aperture in the scripting language resulted in the edge not being redrawn in the 3D window.  This was a drawing problem only.

10/20/09:  Fixed a problem in the charts that resulted in an infinite loop condition if the user scales the chart data by taking the Log10 and the data are all less than or equal to zero.

10/15/09:  Negative scatter BSDF values computed by scripted scatter models are now automatically converted to positive values.

10/09/09:  Resolved a problem in which entity names and material names in ray filters were not updated when the entity or material names were changed by the user.

10/09/09:  Fixed a problem in the SetTextFileAppend script command.  The file was not opened for appending.

10/07/09:  Newport cylindrical lenses did not import correctly.  They were inserted as standard lenses.

10/07/09:  Inserting "ball" lenses from the Melles Griot catalog has been improved.  The ball lens is now a single spherical surface instead of two hemispheres connected together.

09/28/09:  Fixed bug in GetMieScatter script command.  The function type string was not set if the function type was "Sampled".

09/24/09:  The SetDiffractLinear and SetDiffractHOE script commands now preserve the diffraction efficiency table associated with the surface.  Previously, the user had to reset the diffraction efficiency table after executing either of these two commands.

09/23/09:  The detailed report for NURB surfaces listed incorrect values for the control points.  The values listed were divided by the weight of the control point.

09/22/09:  The raytrace could under some circumstances could incorrectly report a number of rays stopped at a surface bounded by a birefringent material due to unresolvable material errors when in fact the rays were stopped for other reasons.

09/17/09:  To improve robustness, FRED now retries up to 4 additional times when an existing ray buffer pagefile is unable to be opened.

09/02/09:  Fixed a minor problem in the Irradiance and Energy Density calculations.  If there were no rays satisfying ray selection criteria then no information related to the calculation was written to the output window.

08/14/09:  Fixed a problem in the opimization definition user interface.  Simultaneously deleting multiple variables from the list resulted in an infinite loop.

08/14/09:  Fixed a problem in which a program abort could occur if a segmented curve was defined with less than two points.

08/14/09:  The script editor did not show syntax highlighting for the GetRaySurfaceNormal command.

08/03/09:  Fixed a problem where sources that read rays from a file dynamically were failing to close the file promptly after rays were generated.  In a FRED model with a large number of such sources (roughly 500) it was possible to run out of file handles, which in turn prevented other file IO from occurring (including reading and writing of ray buffer files).

08/03/09:  Surface-based sources now redraw themselves at the correct size when the surface is scaled in size.

07/31/09:  Fixed a problem in which dragging an item in the tree view which is a member of an entity array failed to update the 3D view drawing.

07/31/09:  Optimization variable definitions are now validated before focus can leave the variable definition page.

07/31/09:  Optimization variable values shown in the Optimization dialog are now automatically updated in response to changes in the FRED model made outside the dialog.

07/30/09:  The FRED script export did not export the conic constant of mirror elements.

07/30/09:  Fixed a rare problem in which FRED could hang under certain circumstances when a ray hits exactly at the edge of an explicit surface.

07/21/09:  Fixed a problem in the aperture tab of the surface edit dialog.  The surface listed in the edit control as specified by the popup entity picker dialog was not being updated in response to user changes elsewhere in the model.  The problem was a cosmetic problem only because the surface is immediately listed in the trimming specification string when the popup picker dialog is closed.  After that point the surface listed in the picker edit control is not used for anything else.

07/21/09:  Fixed a problem with the generation of a polynomial asphere surface when the coefficient array did not include all the terms necessary to fill the polynomial order. Under these conditions, FRED would generate the warning message "Encountered an improper argument" and refuse to apply changes to the surface. 

07/21/09:  Fixed a problem for aspheric and toroidal surface types that could occur when the trimming volume aperture exceeded the base radius of curvature.  In these cases rays propagating a large angles from the local surface axis could fail to intersect the surface.

07/21/09:  Fixed a coefficient sign error that occured during the translation from a polynomial asphere to a polynomial surface that resulted in the new surface facing the wrong way.

07/20/09:  Fixed a problem in which a coherent ray could yield invalid numeric result for an energy calculation when the ray lies in the plane of the analysis surface and the ray lies a very large distance away from the analysis surface.

07/16/09:  The following "point" source definitions have been modified to improve consistency and accuracy  for coherent spherical waves:  "focus to/from point", "directions to rectilinear grid points", and simplified point sources.

07/07/09:  Fixed a problem where if "Flat Pixel Cell View" was the default chart style for a given analysis (e.g., Irradiance) then an error dialog with the message "Invalid Index Error" would display each time that analysis chart opened.

07/02/09:  Fixed a problem that decreased the reliability of the ray intersection calculation for explicit surfaces trimmed with NURB curves.  This primarily occured in models resulting from a  CAD import which contain trimmed parametric surfaces.  The manifestation of the problem was that a small fraction of the rays incident on the surface would "leak" through and not properly intersect the surface.

06/25/09:  Fixed a problem in the CAD import that under certain conditions could result ray missing a perfectly flat surface.  This was caused by the flat surface's trimming volume being too thin in one direction.

06/18/09:  Changed the behavior of the preference which causes the general comment dialog to automatically open whenever a FRED document is opened.  Documents with empty general comments now do not automatically open the general comment dialog.

06/10/09:  Resolved an array intersection problem in which a ray could fail to intersect any of the arrayed surfaces if a ray had to propagate a very large distance to the array before an intersection should occur.

06/09/09:  Fixed a problem in which rays could under certain conditions fail to intersect tubes with sloping sides.  Tubes with constant cross section diameter did not have this problem.
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05/15/09:  Fixed a typo in the Material:Absorption/Right Click dialog

05/09/09:  Fixed a scripting problem that could occur under certain conditions when multiple entity delete operations were mixed with one or more entity modification operations without an 'Update' command between them.  The error could occur when the update command was finally issued.

04/16/09:  Fixed a script problem that could occur when "GetAnalysisSurfIthOp" was used with "SetAnalysisSurfIthOp" or "AddAnalysisSurfOp".  "GetAnalysisSurfIthOp" set the full operation description string in the "text" member variable of T_RAYFILTEROP.  But depending on the operation type, "SetAnalysisSurfIthOp" or "AddAnalysisSurfOp" expected the variable to contain only the item name string.  This incompatibility has been resolved via the addition of the "stringDatum" member variable to T_RAYFILTEROP.  The fix allows previously existing scripts to correctly run without change.  For additional information, see the associated item dated 04/16/09 in the "New Features List".

03/09/09:  The "Beamlet Overlap Factor" has been removed from the "Coherent Scalar Field Synthesis" dialog.  This factor is now always set to 1.0 internally.  Non-unity values of the overlap factor could produce fields with incorrect power.  The overlap factor has been retained in the T_SYNTH_RAYS_FROM_FIELD scripting structure, but must always be set to 1.0.

03/06/09:  Fixed a problem with the user-test of scripted optimization aberrations:  the specified analysis surface node ID number passed into the script during execution was not correct.

03/04/09:  Fixed a problem introduced in Version 7.100.0 which prevented the user from editing the displayed tool tip text preference for the user tool bottons in the tool bar.

02/25/09:  The FRED model was not internally marked as modified when a lens or mirror element was converted to a custom element via the right mouse-click popup menu item in the tree view.  This could lead to a situation in which the user could close the model or exit FRED without being prompted to save the model.

02/25/09:  System length units were not being properly applied to the material internal transmittance reference distance under the following scenario:
the user has imported glass absorption data from a file by right clicking on the absorption table in the "Absorption" tab of the glass edit dialog, and the data file contains internal transmittance data.

02/25/09:  When printing a detailed report for custom glasses, the absorption table and computed refractive indices tables were not printed.

02/18/09:  Fixed problem so that GUI and Script initialization for new Raytrace Control now agree, total number of intercepts in script changed to 1000, updated script help, and GI manual.

02/17/09:  Fixed minor bug in pre-release version related to popup menu options from the stray light report - ray summaries and ray path copy commands were not being executed. 

02/17/09:  Fixed problem for Export Sampled Coating from dWave, dRefPwr, dTransPwr, dRefPhase, dTransPhase to dWave, dRefPwr, dRefPhase, dTransPwr, dTransPhase, which agrees with Manual and Import Code.

02/17/09:  The "Grid Plane" source position specification suffered from a numeric precision problem that could in some cases cause one outermost row or column of rays to be missing when the rectangular shape was selected.  This problem has been fixed.

02/16/09:  Axis labels for *.fgd files are now reported. 

02/12/09:  The default print mode for the 3D visualization view has been changed from "auto" to "bitmap" because some users are encountering problems with "auto" mode (which would normally select the "metafile" mode).

02/06/09:  Addressed a numerical precision problem that could occur in very rare circumstances when a ray travels a short distance from outside a surface's trimming volume and intersects the surface when the surface is located far away from the coordinate system origin.  In very rare cases the ray could incorrectly pass through the surface without intersecting it.

02/03/09:  Only the first 10 embedded script items in the tree could be edited by double-clicking on the item.  This problem has been resolved and now any embedded script in the tree can be edited by double-clicking on it.

01/28/09:  Fixed broken link to Help on detailed source wavelengths tab

01/26/09:  Fractional optimization variables are now checked that their target variables are valid.

01/13/09:  Fixed the following problem:  the script commands "CreateRaysFromVectorFieldFile" and "CreateRaysFromScalarFieldFile" did not take the file's spatial units into account.  This only caused a problem if the file's spatial units differed from those of the FRED model.

12/15/08:  Fixed a problem in the SetActiveBufferRayIndex scripting function.  Previously, the command returned the index of the newly activated ray buffer as specified by the user in the parameter of the command.  This behavior conflicted with the documentation.  Now the function returns the index of the previously active ray buffer.

12/12/08:  Improved the accuracy of the model glass dispersion equation.  The calculated refractive indices were not computed exactly as intended by the model due to an error.

11/18/08:  Fixed a multithreading bug during optimization.  The raytrace was never allowed to run multithreaded even when multithreading was appropriate.

11/17/08:  Fixed a problem introduced in the FRED 7.100 release in which optical glasses may fail to import properly when importing CodeV .seq files.  The glasses as listed in the .seq file sometimes do not exactly match the glass name as listed in the specified glass catalog file.

11/14/08:  Changed the ray intersection algorithm for standard aspheric surfaces to address a problem that could occasionally occur when the conic constant has a very large value.

11/12/08:  Pre-update and post-update scripts were not executed during optimization.  They now execute at the appropriate times when the optimizationn variables are changing during optimization.

11/11/08:  The PAC024 lens in the Newport catalog had incorrect radii listed for the lens.  The data have been corrected.

11/10/08:  The Help button on the optimization dialog now works now displays help.  Previously, the Help button did nothing.

11/10/08:  Fixed a problem that could occur for high resolution coherent field, irradiance, and energy density calculations.  If memory allocation for a worker thread failed, the calculation either stopped with an unhelpful error message (if performed via scripting) or a crash could result (if performed interactively).  The calculation will now automatically run with fewer threads if necessary.

11/10/08:  Fixed a problem affecting the name and description strings for edge bounding curves of certain types of optical elements imported from lens design programs.   The strings in question were formed with an extraneous trailing null character that resulted in unexpected user interface behavior and incorrectly quoted strings if the model was subsequently exported to a FRED script.

10/23/08:  Fixed a problem with the Corning glasses.  The wavelength used to actually compute the refractive indices was very slightly different than the one specified.  The difference in wavelength was on the order of 20 nanometers.

10/22/08:  Fixed a problem with loading certain Chengdu glasses from the catalog.  Certain similar glasses can have the same base name, but different prefixes.  For example: ZF10, H-ZF10, and D-ZF10.  It was possible to ask for ZF10 and instead D-ZF10 would be loaded.  A few Schott glasses had this same problem and have been fixed.

10/22/08:  Importing glasses could under certain circumstances innapropriately fail to find the appropriate glass data file.  When this cicumstance occurs, a "file open" dialog appears asking the user to specify  the location of the glass data file.  This situation has been fixed.

10/20/08:  Fixed a memory leak that occured when running an optimization that contained any user-scripted aberrations or user-scripted variables.

10/17/08:  Fixed bug in  the exponent of the normalization radius in ZEMAX BINARY_1 surfaces during import.

10/06/08:  Fixed the following problem: output files produced by the "ColorImageToFile",  "ScalarFieldToFile", and "VectorFieldToFile" script commands measured their axes from the origin of the T_ANALYSIS structure that was used to generate them instead of the specified coordinate system origin (as was standard practice with other uses of the T_ANALYSIS structure).  This only effected labeling of the axis limits, not the calculated results.

10/06/08:  Fixed a problem that caused the results of a coherent field synthesis (performed using the dialog or the CreateRaysFromScalarField, CreateRaysFromScalarFieldFile, CreateRaysFromVectorField, or CreateRaysFromVectorFieldFile script commands) to be shifted from the proper location if the input field didn't have symmetric axis limits.


FRED Release Version 7.101.0!

10/13/08:  Fixed a  problem with the newly added Chengdu, Hikari, and Sumita glass catalogs.  These three glass type are implemented incorrectly in Version 7.100.0 and the refractive indices for those glasses computed with that version are not correct.  If you have saved a FRED file that contains any of those three glasses, then reading in the file with Version 7.101.0 will result in improved accuracy, but the computed refractive indices will still be in error starting with the fourth or fifth decimal place past the decimal point.  We strongly recommend replacing any Chengdu, Hikari, or Sumita glasses in any FRED model saved with version 7.100.0.  Note that this error applies only to the new Chengdu, Hikar, and Sumita glasses.  All other glass types have always been correct.  Any FRED files saved with Version 7.100.0 that do not contain any of the three new glass types is fine and maintains full accuracy.

10/09/08:  Modified the Phong scatter model so that BSDF values are given a value of zero for any scatter rays more than 90 degrees from the specular direction.  That is, the BSDF is now zero for backscatter rays.

10/08/08:  Fixed a minor problem in the BSDF plot for Phong models.
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09/24/08:  Fixed a problem that could cause FRED to terminate during import of an optical model if a log file (asummary.txt) couldn't be opened for output, perhaps due to insufficient privileges.

09/24/08:  When adding lenses to a FRED model via the lens selection catalog search dialog, the newly added lens was sometimes not shown in the tree view.  The geometry view size in the 3D View is now auto-sized to nicely show the newly added lens.

09/23/08:  Fixed a memory leak in the ParseString script command.

09/23/08:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for specifying the limiting angle for inverse lambertian directional power apodization in the detailed source dialog.  The angle could not be changed from the default value of 89 degrees.

09/22/08:  Fixed a rare problem associated with spline curves.  If a spline curve was used to define a curve-based importance sampling specification, in rare occasions importance directions could fall outside of the enclosing curve, or be incorrectly rejected from falling inside the curve.

09/19/08:  Certain dialogs could not properly recognize entity names containing slash characters, "/", if the "Enable formula engine in certain dialogs" preference is selected.  This problem has been resolved for the following surface edit dialog: trimmed parametric surfaces and ruled surfaces.  The problem has been resolved for the following curve edit dialogs: composite curves and aperture collection curves.  The user can also set the preferences to disable the formula engine as another means to properly recognize the entity names.

09/17/08:  Fixed a problem that could cause FRED to crash during startup.  The problem occurred only if the computer's timezone was east of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT/UTC) and old ray buffer files were left from a prior crash of FRED.

09/05/08:  Fixed the following problem:  the GetDiffractHOE script command didn't work properly if the coefficient array wasn't properly sized before calling.

09/05/08:  Fixed a problem importing CodeV .seq files which contain Zernike surface(s) in which the normalization radius is unspecified.

08/20/08:  The row numbering on the sampled coating dialog has been changed so that rows begin numbering at zero instead of one.

08/20/08:  When used to digitize sampled material data, the digitizer would erase all previously existing rows of data if the user closes the digitizer dialog without digitizing any data points.

08/14/08:  The hexapolar source ray position specification did not scale properly when the system model was either scaled or the units changed.  The scale factor was applied twice to the hexagonal cell size.

08/13/08:  Fixed the following problem:  switching between angle spaces in the Intensity View could require write access to the top level directory on the current drive.

07/30/08:  Fixed a rare problem in which polarized rays with certain linear polarization orientation interact with a surface having that a general sampled coating assigned to it.  The problem occurs when the coating would cause the ray to have exactly zero power.  In that case the rays would be assigned the full power of the incident ray.

07/07/08:  Fixed a minor problem with setting the starting power of coherent sources.  The source power calculation for polarized sources during source creation assumed all rays were unpolarized.  This could result in the incorrect source power for randomly polarized sources.

07/07/08:  Changing the value of a global scripting variable in any script now takes effect immediately during script execution.  Previously, the values of global variables were not updated until script execution was completed.

06/24/08:  Fixed a problem in the Gabor Coherent Field Synthesis that could occur when the orientation of the field sampling plane was not approximately aligned in the global x-y plane.  Rays could be created with an incorrect direction.

06/24/08:  Removed an overly restrictive conic constant test in the Zernike surface edit graphical user interface and in the SetZernikeSurfBaseConic script command.

06/24/08:  Fixed a problem that reduced accuracy of ray intersections with high-order aspheric surfaces.

06/03/08:  Fixed a rare problem in which the specular direction scatter importance sample specification could fail to generate scatter rays.  This could occur only if the parent ray was incident exactly perpendiculer to the scatter surface, and even then only if certain very small numerical roundoff errors occurred.


FRED Release Version 7.70.0!

05/28/08:  Fixed a problem with how the progress bar was updated during the coherent field summation portion of an irradiance or energy density calculation.

05/13/08:  Due to a small typo, the "Erff" script command was not being recognized as a command in the script editor and "Errf" was being incorrectly shown as a command.  This error has been corrected.

05/13/08:  Fixed a problem with the lens catalog search capability in which lens thicknesses for lenses in certain catalogs were not properly reported or searched.

05/06/08:  Fixed several minor problems with the lens catalog import.  Some imported lenses did not show the proper transparency, and the cylindrical surface on some negative power cylinder lenses were not trimmed properly.

05/05/08:  The s-polarization vector printed by the single ray raytrace was not being transformed to the requested coordinate system for output.  This effected only the printed value, not the actual value used in the raytrace itself.

05/02/08:  Fixed a problem with the FindEmbeddedScript script command.  The command always returned with an error.
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04/16/08:  Fixed a problem with the Field Synthesis calculation.  Previously, any field distribution that did not have horizontal or vertical mirror symmetry about the origin was not synthesized correctly.

04/14/08:  Selecting to right mouse-click context menu "OnAdvanced..." menu item on any chart would cause the chart to disappear after the "Advanced" dialog was closed.  This has been corrected.  However, for 2D charts, see the "Known Issues" list.

04/07/08:  Fixed a problem where ray filters that referred specifically to ray number were handled incorrectly in a variety of circumstances.

03/26/08:  Hovering the mouse over an optical source's icon in the tree view resulting in the tooltip appearing and displaying source information caused the source to redraw itself.  This behavior was generally not noticeable for most sources because they redraw themselves very quickly.  However, this was a problem for those sources with a very large number of rays to be drawn.  This problem has been corrected.

03/25/08:  Fixed a problem in which the "Update" script command failed to update singlets, mirrors, and prisms after script commands were used to change the parameters of those elements.  That is, the element's parameters were properly set via the appropriate scripting commands, but the children surfaces of the elements were not modified to implement the parameters.

03/21/08:  The "AddCustomPrism" script command always generated an error dialog whenever it was executed.  This has been fixed and the command now works properly.

03/21/08:  Fixed a problem with pasting text into the script document edit window or the embedded script document window.  If you opened a window, pasted text into it, and closed it without making any other changes, then the pasted text was not saved.

03/06/08:  The scripting command, "GetToroidalAsphere", did not properly load the aspheric coefficients.  Each time it was called the number of coefficients doubled and the extra coefficients were set to a value of zero.  The surface was still technically correct and would raytrace properly, but after a number of calls to this function, the memory usage and associated computation would cause noticeable delays in program execution.

02/19/08:  Fixed a thin film coating orientation problem.  The orientation of film coatings is based in the values of the real part of the refractive index of the incident and substrate materials, where the higher refractive index material is identified as the substrate.   If the refractive index of either material can change with wavelength, then the orientation of the coating can flip if the material with the higher refractive index changes.  The refractive index comparison is now carried out only at the coating's design wavelength to determine which material is the incident material, and which is the substrate.

02/06/08:  When generating ray paths during an advanced raytrace, it was possible to generate a large number of paths in the path table that had no rays on them if the optical system contained glued surfaces.  The "empty" paths are now no longer generated.

01/31/08:  Fixed a problem in the Simplified Source dialog in which some of the controls were not positioned and size properly in the dialog.

01/31/08:  When writing plot data to a text file, the delimeter character is now consistent between writing via the "WriteToPlotFile" script command and writing via the popup menu item on the chart.

01/21/08:  The KCorrelation scatter model did not properly scale with wavelength.  This is now fixed.

01/11/08:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort when defining a "user-defined rays" detailed source for the first time if the user clicks the "OK" or "Apply" button on the dialog without defining any new rays other than the default ray that appears in the dialog.

12/18/07:  The "GetNextRay" and "GetPreviousRay" scripting commands were not skipping over unoccupied slots in the virtual ray buffer.

12/14/07:  Embedded scripts now activate the stop button when they execute.
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11/29/07:  Fixed a memory leak that could occur while importing a Zemax file in which the user does not elect to show dummy surfaces.

11/29/07:  Fixed a problem in the drag/drop processing for the sampled material user interface.  If a user dropped less than three columns of data onto the spreadsheet, then the other columns would reset to default values.

11/28/07:  Fixed a problem where FRED script export for bicubic sampled surfaces didn't include visualization, trimming, or geometric transformations.

11/28/07:  The "SetIthMaterialAbsorb", "SetIthMaterialAbsorbWavel", and "SetIthMaterialAbsorbCoef" script commands now return an error if the given index does not exist in the material's absorption table.  Previously, they returned silently without performing any operations.

11/26/07:  Fixed some minor problems in the Coherent Field Synthesis dialog related to setting the maximum beamlet ray angles allowed by the dialog.

11/19/07:  Fixed a problem with the "SetIthMaterialAbsorbCoef" script command.  The actual command name implemented was "SetIthMaterialAbsorbCoeff" with two "f" characters at the end of the command.  The actual command name now matches the name listed in the documentation.  Any users who have used the old name in any scripts must change the scripts to use the corrected command name.

11/16/07:  Fixed behavior of scripted Mie scatter model.  Previously if the user selected "MIL-1246C" as the function, FRED ignored any slope input and reset it to 0.926.  Now FRED will accept whatever slope is entered in the T_MIESCATTER structure.

11/14/07:  Fixed a problem where the Alt-Z and space-bar zoom-to-fit features in the 3-D view sometimes didn't work properly after changes were made to the model.

11/13/07:  Reduced usage of the memory heap during evaluation of NURB surfaces, greatly improving the multi-threaded tracing performance of systems with such surfaces.

11/13/07:  Fixed two subtle problems with the phase calculation of rays diffracting from a grating surface.  One situation occurred when rays reflected from a grating surface in a material other than air, or transmitted through a grating surface into a material other than air.  The other situation occurred when both reflection and transmission occurred and the rays were coherent rays.  In this case the phase of the child rays would have a very slightly incorrect phase.

11/12/07:  The thin film design edit/view dialog now displays the most recently imported file.  Previously, the popup menu item for displaying the file name did not show the file name.

11/06/07:  The encircled/ensquared power calculation in the 3D chart view did not work if the chart was in "flat pixel view" mode.

11/05/07:  Modified the TIS calculation for the ABg scatter model to produced increased accuracy when the model parameters describe a narrow peak about specular such as when the ABg model is used to describe smooth surface polish scatter.

11/01/07:  Certain "almost flat" implicit surfaces (but not planes) with an extremely thin trimming volumes in the Z direction (less than 1.0e-5) could sometimes trace incorrectly.    When this happened some rays would appear to pass directly through the surface without interesecting it, although they really intersect the surface twice at the same point "on" the surface.  The mathematical algorithm to recognize and treat this situation has been improved significantly.

10/24/07:  Implemented the missing FRED script export for bicubic sampled surfaces.

10/19/07:  Made several internal changes to the tabulated BSDF function to allow its use for simulating LEDs as a scattering process.

10/18/07:  The accelerator keys and icons for the new "Import optical", "Import CAD", and "Import ASAP" menu items were not implemented correctly.  They are now fixed.

10/18/07:  Finished fixing the absorptive material problem listed below on 10/17/07.


FRED Release Version 6.100.0!

10/17/07:  Partially fixed a problem with the "uncoated" and "thin film" coatings in which the transmission coefficient was not properly computed when the incident material had absorption.  This fix applies if the absorbing material is specified via a sampled material with complex refractive indices.  The next release will fix the case of specifying the absorption via the material absorption table.

10/02/07:  Fixed bug in ZEMAX import when number of wavelengths matched the number of entries on the GLAS command. This led to an incorrect specification of materials.

09/25/07:  Fixed a CAD import problem that could occur under an unusual set of conditions.  When the conditions were encountered, one or more trimming curves in parametric space could become distorted, which leads to incorrect surface trimming.

09/07/07:  Changed the wavelength listed for the Neodymium (Nd) line from 1.0600 to 1.064 microns.  This value appears in the drop down list in many places.

09/04/07:  Fixed a ray intersection problem that could occur for some explicit surface types under certain degenerate conditions.  When the problem occurred, rays would behave as though they intersected the surface at a point not on the surface.  The error was inadvertantly introduced in FRED version 6.30 and has now been fixed.

08/27/07:  Fixed a problem in the tree view in which a simple drag/drop item was not drawn if the parent item of the drop target was not visible at the time of the drop.

08/23/07:  Fixed a problem in the SetGeneralCoatingAngleSpec script command that always produced an error condition even when the command was correctly used.

08/22/07:  Fixed a problem where the tesselation scale control on the "Visualization Attributes" dialog could display at a size too small to be used.

08/08/07:  Fixed a problem in which the absorption and volume scatter information is not exported in FRED script format for the following materials and glasses: Birefringent sampled, Corning, Custom material, Hoya, Model Material, Ohara, Pilkington, Sampled material.

08/03/07:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for the "Absorption" tab of the  material edit dialog.  The row numbers did not update when rows were inserted or deleted.  Also, the user is now informed when duplicate wavelength rows may be deleted when the user presses the "OK" or "Apply" button on the dialog.

08/01/07:  Fixed the following problem:  the "arrow scale" preference value (used for drawing mid-ray arrows during a raytrace) was not being saved properly.

07/25/07:  Corrected the translation feature in the visualization view so that the amount by which it shifts corresponds more closely to the mouse's movement.

07/19/07:  Fixed an obscure problem related to the "<<< Express Now" button in the Location dialog.  If the user made modifications to the primitive operations list but did not apply them to the document via the "Apply" button, and then subsequently pressed the "<<<Express Now" button, the modifications would be temporarily applied to the FRED model.  The temporary modifications would be automatically corrected the next time the user modified the model in any way.  This behavior has been fixed and the modifications are not applied to the model.

07/17/07:  Fixed a problem in the spot diagram chart when the user selected the "Chart Symbols..." right mouse-click menu item when the number of plotted spot colors exceeded 100.  This could cause a program abort.  The color limit of 100 has now been removed.

07/16/07:  Improved the accuracy of the ray trace surface property power cutoff threshold tests during the raytrace for polarized rays.

07/16/07:  Fixed a problem in the user-defined raypath dialog that could occur under the following scenario:  the user deletes a user-defined path but does not press the "Apply" or "OK" button on the dialog (i.e. the deletion is not applied to the FRED document) and leaves the dialog open.  Then the user copies a raytrace raypath to the user-defined ray paths.  Under this scenario, the list of user-defined raypaths that appears in the user-defined raypath dialog will contain one or more duplicate entries.

07/10/07:  Removed bottlenecks in FRED's tree view and rays that effectively limited the total number of geometry/source nodes to no more than 32,768.  The maximum number of nodes is now limited by available memory.

07/10/07:  Fixed a problem in the script "EnergyDensity" command that under rare circumstances could cause the command to fail to complete for incoherent rays.

07/09/07:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort when the user asked for a detailed report on an asphere surface in which all the even order aspheric coefficients are zero and there is at least one nonzero odd order coefficient.

07/06/07:  FRED now better handles certain numerical problems that could occur when raytracing birefringent materials with nonphysical ordinary refractive indices,  extraordinary refractive indices, or gyrotropic coefficients.

07/06/07:  Fixed a scaling problem that occurred in models containing birefringent materials with nonzero gyrotropic coefficients.  The gyrotropic coefficients were erroneously scaled when the unit of measurement was changed or when the user applied any type of scaling operation to the model.  In particular, this would be noticeable when the user modeled a waveplate using birefringent materials and then scaled the model.

06/29/07:  Fixed a problem in the ArrayStats scripting routine where a crash could result if the same array was passed in as both the MinLoc and MaxLoc parameters.  An error message is now issued instead.

06/19/07:  Fixed a problem in the rendering of "arrayed" surfaces which under certain circumstances caused the rendering of surfaces' global trimming volumes to be inappropriately replicated.  This situation could occur when the arrayed entity was selected in the tree view and the "Draw Cell Contents" check box was checked in the array parameters edit dialog.

06/18/07:  Made a modification so that running an older version of FRED will not reset to default values any preference items that were introduced in a newer version of FRED.

05/24/07:  Fixed a FRED script export bug in which the "align one direction to another" primitive operation type was not completely written out.  The last parameter was not written out to the file.

05/16/07:  Fixed a problem with "arrayed" entities that could occur then the trimming volumes were bigger than the array cell spacing.  In this case rays could fail to intersect the surfaces in certain cells.

04/30/07:  Fixed an inconsistency in arrayed sources.  The array parameters were supposed to be specified relative to the local coordinate system of the source.  However, they were actually relative to the global coordinate system.  This latest release of FRED will therefore create different raysets than earlier releases if the source has been rotated away from the global z-axis.  In this case users should modify the array "A" and "B" cell vector spacing specifications to restore the desired cell spacing vectors.

04/24/07:  Fixed a problem in the Advanced Raytrace under the following scenario:  the user specifies other than "don't care" for the stopping surface, and also specifies only the last ray in the ray buffer to be traced.  In this scenario the last ray was not traced.

04/12/07:  Fixed a problem in the right mouse-click popup context menu in the spot diagram windows.  The "Show in Polar Plot Style" menu item was inappropriately shown in the list of menu items.  It has now been deleted.
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04/02/07:  Fix a problem in the Coherent Field Synthesize algorithm.  The immersion material was set correctly only for Air.  Also, the starting phase of the rays could be incorrect in some circumstances.  When this happens the propagated field would appear distorted.

03/27/07:  Fixed a problem with presentation of the Intensity (power per unit solid angle) calculation.  Internal to FRED, the intensity is computed as power per unit projected solid angle in direction cosine space.  It was this quantity that was first displayed to the user, who could then display it in other angle spaces.  The problem occured when the solid angle projection was not removed when the intensity was displayed on other angle spaces.  FRED has been changed so that the initially displayed intensity is in spherical angle space in which the solid angle projection is properly removed.  By design, however, the display in direction cosine space still preserves the solid angle projection.  The display in all other solid angle spaces removes the sold angle projection.

03/21/07:  There was a problem with wavelength initialization in the scripted scatter model for those models which used the wavelength.  The wavelength was not initialized for the Total Integrated Scatter calculation.  This could result in incorrect TIS values.  Now, the wavelength is initialized to zero and the script should be programmed to recognize this and use the desired wavelength in the BSDF formula.

03/21/07:  Fixed a minor problem in the multi-surface edit dialog.  Under some circumstances the number of scatter property columns displayed in the spreadsheet was not accurately listed in the "properties" drop down list.

03/20/07:  Fixed a problem with the "Raytrace Paths Summaries" dialog that could sometimes cause a program abort when the dialog was open during an advanced raytrace in which the raytrace paths were requested.

03/15/07:  Fixed a problem in which the polarization state of polarized rays interacting with a grating could be slightly incorrect.

03/12/07:  Greatly reduced impact of the following problem:  when importing a lens design model with the "Create edges and bevels on lens elements" option enabled, it was possible for a tiny amount of  numerical error in element transformation matrices (which occurs due to cascaded coordinate system reparenting) to accumulate into a significant amount of error if the model had a large number of surfaces.  Also, FRED now reports when a significantly-nonorthonormal transformation matrix is encountered.

03/12/07:  Fixed the following problem: limits boxes for subassemblies (and maybe custom elements) weren't being updated properly following a drag-drop move operation.  If another type of change was subsequently made to the object tree then the limits boxes were updated.  Consequently, this bug rarely caused a problem in general use.
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02/20/07: Fixed a problem with the Visualization Attributes dialog in which the color of highlighted (selected) curves would not be reset.

02/16/07:  Fixed a problem with the irradiance, field, energy density, and intensity calculations that under certain circumstances could cause the calculation to proceed very slowly when the associated analysis surface had autoscaling turned off and a scale factor greater than unity was specified.

02/15/07:  The custom volume scatter data file had some incorrect explanatory text at the top of the file.  The correct units of the scatter coefficients are inverse millimeters, not inverse microns.

02/14/07:  Fixed a rare ray intersection problem for certain explicit surface types in which rays could miss a surface even though they should intersect it.

02/09/07:  Fixed a problem in the script GetMieScattercommand.  The .function member of the T_MIESCATTER parameter structure was empty when the particle distribution type wa "Sampled".

01/24/07:  When importing Cylindrical lenses with square apertures from the Edmund catalog, the curvature was applied in the long aperture direction instead of the short aperture direction.
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01/22/07:  Fixed a problem in the intensity plot.  If the plot had different numbers of sample points in the X and Y directions (or the data range was not symmetric about the origin) and the user changed the display to Angle space, Direction Cosine Angle space, or Direction Tangent Angle space, then the Y data axis and the displayed plot distribution could be shifted in the Y direction.

01/15/07:  Fixed a problem in which a GRIN material specified in the lens creation dialog was not properly oriented in the coordinate system of the lens.

01/08/07:  Fixed several problems with the lens catalog import.  In particular, the Melles Griot LAGxxx lenses did not correctly import; and there were some lens scaling problems if the FRED system unit was not set to millimeters as well as a few other problems.

01/02/07:  Changed the random number generator used for scattering-related numerics during raytracing.  This change eliminates a thread-lock that was causing poor multi-threaded trace performance in some situations.

12/21/06:  Fixed  CAD export bug that occurred when exporting ray trajectories that included rays that were colored black.

12/12/06:  Fixed a subtle problem with the Gaussian scalar field summation algorithm that could occur when an analysis surface is placed exactly perpendicular to the propagation direction of a highly collimated beam.  The problem manifests itself in the 3D chart as an occasional "pockmark", or "hole", in an otherwise smooth distribution.

12/06/06:  Solved a control focus problem in the Single Ray Raytrace dialog.  Clicking the "Select Ray from Current Rayset" or "Select Ray from Specified Source" button cause a "Ray Number" edit control to appear.  The user enters the ray number of the ray he/she wishes to trace.  This control had some undesireable behavior in which the very first character typed in the control was lost and no character was entered.  This undesireable behavior has been fixed.

12/06/06:  Changed the ray numbering scheme for user entered rays to start at zero instead of starting at one.  This is for the ray list in the positions/directions page of the detailed source edit dialog for user-defined ray sources.

12/05/06:  The up/down spin button controls associated with the ray number on the Single Ray Raytrace dialog were limited to a maximum value of  32,767.  So users could not select ray numbers greater than that by using the spin buttons.  The limit has been increased to the maximum expressable integer value, which is approxomately 2 billion.

12/04/06:  Fixed a problem with the "reverse" ray manipulation utility.  The ray directions were properly reversed, but much of the coherent information and polarization information was not.

11/17/06:  Fixed a problem with the Coherent Field Synthesis that caused the new rays to alway reference themselves relative to the global Z-axis regardless of the orientation of the creation plane.

10/25/06:  Fixed a problem in 3D plots (irradiance, intensity, scalar field, etc.) that prevented the X and Y profiles from being drawn when the chart was not in "surface mode".  So the profiles were not drawn if the user set the chart to "bar mode".

10/23/06:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for scripted surfaces.  Previously, it was possible to accept a script definition that had compilation errors.  FRED will now accept the script only if it successfully compiles.

10/10/06:  Fixed a bug introduced by an earlier fix on 06/07/06 in which unpolarized incoherent geometric rays would not honor the "reverse ray direction" option for surface emitting source types.

10/05/06:  Fixed a user resource leak related to the chart windows in FRED.  Closing chart windows failed to completely free up resources, eventually making it impossible to open any new windows in FRED.  This usually occurred after opening approximately 30 or 40 plot windows.

09/26/06:  Fixed a coherent ray problem that was introduced in Version 5.91.0.  There were several changes made to coherent rays to conform with the new multi-threaded raytrace.  One of the changes could in some cases case an incorrect phase to be assigned to the ray.

09/22/06:  Fixed a problem in which ray path scripting commands did not automatically associate the script the the FRED document.  If the first commands in the script were ray path commands, then the script would not know which FRED document to access.

09/19/06:  FRED now checks for, and warns the user of, the case in which an "arrayed" entity has itself been "arrayed".  This is not allowed.

09/18/06:  Fixed a scaling problem related to the Bicubic Mesh surface.  The operation did not properly scale the surface's position/orientation and trimming volume.

09/13/06:  Fixed a problem in the "AddLens" scripting command.  The "FocalBend" parameter type did not correctly set the focal length.

09/13/06:  Fixed a problem in the "AddCatalogLens" scripting command.  It was impossible to add a "Melles Griot" lens.  The problem has been fixed and the catalog specification must be a single word, "MellesGriot".

09/13/06:  Fixed a scripting problem in which global variables defined in a FRED document were not properly accessed in a script when the script was run for the first time duing a FRED session.

09/08/06:  Fixed problem in the Ray Manipulation Utilities dialog that caused the Ray File Open and Ray File Save dialogs to have inappropriate labels.

08/29/06:  Fixed a problem that caused the raytrace summary to always report only 1 processor/core was detected whenever the trace was performed with plotting, ray pathes, or ray history enabled (these features force tracing to be single-threaded).  Internally, FRED always detected the correct number of processors/cores.


FRED Standard and FRED Turbo Release Version 5.91.0!

08/26/06:  Fixed a problem in the "FFT2D" script command.  Users could only perform a forward FFT even if a backward FFT was requested.

08/23/06:  Fixed a problem with the detailed report text output for NURB Curves.  The values of the control points were incorrect if the corresponding weighting factor was not unity.  The printed values were scaled by the wieght.

08/11/06:  Fixed a problem that caused multi-threaded ray traces executing from a script to freeze for systems that contained scripted materials, coatings, scatterers, or surfaces.

08/10/06:  Fixed a problem affecting multi-threaded tracing of coherent rays.  Calculated analyses (Scalar Field, Irradiance, etc.) could be incorrect.

08/07/06:  Fixed a problem that prevented most copy/paste operations from working.  This problem only affected version 5.80.0 beta 1.

08/03/06:  Fixed a memory cleanup problem that may have caused FRED to crash on rare occassions.

07/28/06:  Fixed a problem in the "SetPolynomialAsphereCoefIJ" and "GetPolynomialAsphereCoefIJ" scripting commands.  These commands were intended to access the coefficient of the X^i*Y^j polynomial term.  Instead they accessed the X^(i+j)*Y^j term.  Both commands now access terms as documented in the FRED Help.

07/25/06:  Fixed several small problems with arrayed surfaces, primarily affecting one-dimensional and non-orthogonal arrays.

07/24/06:  Fixed a problem in the energy density analysis.  Incoherent rays would be included in the energy density calculation only when they were projected forward.  They were not included if they had to be projected backward to interact with the analysis plane.  Coherent rays have always behaved as expected.


FRED Turbo Beta 1 Release Version 5.80.0!

07/13/06:  Fixed a problem in the "GetTextCurRow" and "GetTextCurCol" script commands.

07/13/06:  Shortened "TESTLAB" field in IES output files.  Some programs had trouble reading the longer field.

07/03/06:  It was possible for the absorbed/incident surface powers to be computed incorrectly during a raytrace through glued surfaces, if a single surface was simultaneously glued to many other surfaces.  Computed raytrace paths in this circumstance could be suspect as well.

06/28/06:  Fixed a very rare intersection problem that could cause certain surfaces to "leak" a ray under a very specific set of conditions.  The conditions were: 1) a child ray was being traced from its starting point, 2) the child ray start point was on a surface, 3) the child ray would intersect the same surface that it was starting on, and 4) the immediately previous ray to intersect the surface had intersected the surface exactly in the same position as the child ray would intersect it.  This condition could occur for tabulated cylinders, ruled surfaces, surfaces of revolution, and NURB surfaces.

06/28/06:  Previously, surface-based sources (sources whose rays' starting positions are based on a surface) always set their starting Optical Path Length according to the source's associated direction specificiation.  This has been changed so that the direction specification is only used to set the starting Optical Path Length if the user specifically specifies to use the direction specification.  Otherwise the starting Optical Path Length is now set to zero.

06/23/06:  Fixed a rare problem that could result in a ray "leaking" out of a trimming volume for certain rare combinations of timming volumes with a rectangular hole in conjuction with physical surfaces laying exactly in the plane of the inner trimming volume hole.

06/23/06:  Fixed a rare problem with the number of traced rays reported in the Raytrace Summary at the conclusion of a raytrace.  It is possible that the number listed for the number of traced rays was less than the true number of traced rays.

06/22/06:  Fixed a problem in the thin film coating that could occur under certain conditions when very large (but generally physically unrealistic) refractive index values are involved.

06/21/06:  Fixed a problem with the sampled coating that could occur under the following conditions:  1)  a ray interacted with a surface using the sampled coating, and  2) the sampled coating had more than single wavelength in its specification, and  3) the wavelength of the ray was between two of the sampled wavlengths of the sampled coating.  Under those conditions the coating would add a half-wavelength phase shift to the ray.

06/21/06:  Fixed a major problem when saving and reading FRED .frd files that contain one or more Pilkington glasses.  FRED Versions 5.50 and less did not save the glass data correctly in the FRED file.  For those FRED files, FRED now warns the user and attempts to go directly to the FRED Pilkington catalog file to read the correct data.  If the Pilkington catalog file can not be found, the user will be warned and the glass will be substituted with an Air equivalent.  Saving the FRED file with FRED Versions greater than 5.50 will now correctly save the data.

06/07/06:  Fixed a problem in which user-ray and random surface sources could create polarized rays with improper polarization states.

06/07/06:  Fixed a problem in the SetRay, SetRayA, SetRayB, SetRayC, and SetRayDirection script commands that could corrupt the polarization state of the ray if the ray was polarized.

06/07/06:  Pasting data to a FRED document now marks the document as needing to be saved before exiting FRED.  So now FRED will ask you if you would like to save the document before FRED exits.

06/06/06:  Fixed a problem in which a random surface emitting source did not automatically redraw itself in the 3D rendering view when a change was made to the surface on which it was based.

06/06/06:  Made an improvement in the NURB surface intersection algorithm that will eliminate the occasional rays that may "leak" through the surface when many rays intersect the surface.

06/02/06:  Fixed a problem in the scatter importance sampling through an entity.  In some cases the rays were directed preferentially toward certain portions of the entity.  The fix of 09/19/05 was not completely successful.

06/02/06:  Fixed a problem that could occur for the scatter importance sampling through a curve.  The power assigned to the scatter rays was incorrect if the curve did not lie in its local x-y plane.  This problem is relatively rare since most curve types in FRED are defined in the local x-y plane by default.

05/26/06:  Fixed a problem in ruled surfaces and tabulated cylinder surface types that in certain rare cases could cause ray failures during a raytrace if the surface's curve or curves were composite curves of certain types.

05/25/06:  Fixed a problem in the birefringent raytrace that would in some cases allow children rays to be generated even though they exceeded the allowed specular ancestry depth.

05/23/06:  Fixed a problem in which trimmed parametric surfaces under certain rare circumstances could allow a ray to improperly "leak" through the surface during a raytrace.

05/12/06:  Fixed a scaling problem with Zernike surfaces that occurred only when any of the classic radial aspheric coefficients were non zero.

05/02/06:  Fixed a problem in which the aperture collection curve could under certain rare circumstances could allow a ray to improperly "leak" through a trimmed surface during a raytrace.


FRED Release Version 5.50.0!

03/28/06:  Fixed a problem with the definition of polarized sources.  The different sources with different starting polarization states could have different starting phase values.  Each source would create all of its rays with the same starting phase value.  It was possible that not all sources would have the same starting phase.

03/24/06:  Color image calculations initiated in the graphical user interface were ignoring the "Min/Max Vals at center of outer pixel" setting of the Analysis Surface.  The image was always calculated with "Min/Max Vals at edge of outer pixel" (the default).  This has been fixed.

03/19/06:  Certain dialogs contain drop down combo box controls that list all the standard wavelengths.  Some of these lists had a blank line as the last entry of the list.  This blank line has been removed.

03/19/06:  Addressed a very subtle problem with the "Irradiance", "EnergyDensity", and "ScalarField" script commands that could occasionally introduce small anomolies in the final complex scalar wave field computed for coherent Gaussian rays.  This is similar to the bug fixed on 04/06/05 except that the current bug fixes are for the scripting language, while the earlier bug fix was for calculations initiated in the graphical user interface.

03/16/06:  Fixed a very minor problem in the "Units" tab of the preferences dialog in which the last unit shown in the units list was "Unknown", which is now not listed.

03/08/06:  Fixed a problem in the 3D view "fit to all" in which array sizes were ignored for all entities except surfaces, curves, and sources.

02/22/06:  Fixed a raytrace problem with assigning ray powers to specular rays at a surface when scatter rays were also generated.  The problem was most noticeable when the scatter model had a large variation in total integrated scatter values ( with TIS values approaching 100%) and the specular ray directions were at very large angles to the global Z axis.

02/22/06:  The FRED script export incorrectly wrote the "SetPatchBoxDrawFlag" script command to the export file.

01/31/06:  Fixed a problem in the "AddNURBCurve" and "AddNURBSurf" script commands.  The weights were being applied twice.

01/26/06:  Sampled materials now compute refractive indices through simple linear interpolation.  Previously, quadratic interpolation was used if there were more than two samples.  This could cause inaccurate interpolated values in the cases when the sampling was highly non-uniform in wavelength or refractive index values.

01/25/06:  Fixed a scrollbar problem in the data digitizer.  Under certain conditions the scrollbars would not properly scroll the bitmap image over the entire image afer the dialog was resized by the user.

01/20/06:  Fixed a problem in the User-interface for entering spline surface data.  If the user increased the degree of the spline polynomial, the interface window did not redraw itself immediately.

01/16/06:  Fixed a problem in the User-interface for entering sampled coating data.  The user could not delete the last row of data.

01/13/06:  Fixed a problem in the group specification (available in the scripting language).  The groups were not being updated properly whenever a geometry item was deleted.

01/09/06:  Fixed a minor bug in the user interface for the spherical angle directional apodization of sources.  The check for limiting the azimuthal angles to between -180 degrees and +180 degrees was faulty.


FRED Release Version 5.20.0!

12/08/05:  Under certain conditions during drag/drop or cut/paste from one FRED document to another in which the unit of measurement for the documents where different, it was possible for some items to fail to be scaled to the new units.  This occured for dependent items that were not directly selected for copying, but were copied to the destination document only because they were part of an item that was directly selected for copying.

12/08/05:  After the user pressed the "Create" button in the FRED import dialog, the "Create" button was still active until after the create process was finished.  This allowed the user to press the "Create" button multiple times during the process, which caused highly undesireable results for each of the FRED models created.  The "Create" button is now disabled immediately after it has been pressed.

12/08/05:  Fixed a problem in the quarter-wave coating user interface in which the wavelength cell list of wavelengths was mistakenly updated with the list of materials.

12/08/05:  Fixed a problem in the paraxial analysis dialog that prevented the paraxial table from being displayed if any of the user-specified paths contained a source as the first event.  This restriction has been relaxed so that sources as the first event are now ignored.

12/07/05:  Fixed a problem in the conic arc that, when the arc was a shifted and/or rotated hyperbola, incorrectly processed the user-entered end points of the arc.  This caused the wrong portion of the arc to be used.

12/07/05:  Fixed a problem in which the "Reseed all random number generators before every raytrace" preference was not implemented for source random polarization specifications.

12/06/05:  Fixed a problem in the "AddRay" command.  The ray's color was not properly set.

12/06/05:  Fixed a problem with the "SetRayCoherent" and "SetPolarization" commands that would cause the rays to be incorrectly defined.

12/01/05:  Fixed a problem in the Demo Version welcome dialog.  The "Dismiss" button did not work.

12/01/05:  Fixed a problem in the Demo version that could cause a program abort under certain conditions in which the number of rays generated during a raytrace exceeded the allowed maximum because of specular ray splitting.

11/07/05:  Beginning with Version 4.100.0, the render view was not allowed to redraw during script execution.  Experience has shown that this probably not a good idea, and so we have reenabled the redraw during script execution.

11/03/05: Fixed a problem that under certain conditions would result in "leaky" trimming of surfaces.  The condition was a high order NURB curve used as a trimming curve in a trimmed parametric surface.  The physical appearance of such surfaces could result in random small little "shards" of the surface appearing in the region that was supposed to be completely trimmed by the curve.  Also, the untrimmed portion of the surface could have random small holes in it.

11/02/05: Fixed a potential problem with unit assignment during a STEP import into FRED: if the STEP file contained a units specification AND a scale multiplier, the multiplier was previously ignored.

10/24/05:  Corrected sign of the diffraction grating order in lenses imported from ZEMAX.

10/20/05:  Fixed a problem that prevented users from inserting Newport cylinder lenses.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.110.0

10/05/05:  Fixed a problem in the "Show general comment dialog when opening FRED document".  The dialog was not automatically shown regardless of the check box setting.  The user needed to select the "Edit --> General File Comment..." menu item.  The current "fixed" behavior is that the dialog is automatically shown when opening a FRED document under the following conditions: the preference is checked, and there is comment text to show.

10/04/05:  Fixed a problem that the preference setting for the script editor tab spacing was not honored.  The tab spacing setting in the "Format" page of the preferences dialog now works properly.

09/27/05:  In certain circumstances, arrayed surfaces with GRIN materials would not trace correctly because the fix of 08/22/05 was not completely successful.  This has now been fixed for all known test cases.

09/23/05:  Fixed a problem in the dialog for specifying user-defined paths.  If the first event in the path was a source, then you could not save the path.  This could occur when the path was copied over from a raytrace path.

09/22/05:  Fixed a problem that could cause a program abort if the user closed the FRED program while a raytrace was running, or a script was being executed.  Now, FRED can not be close under those conditions.  You must press the "stop" button to stop the raytrace or script before you can close FRED.

09/21/05:  Fixed a problem with the user interface dialog for the Zernike surface in which the Zernike Y semi-aperture value was always initially displayed the same as the Zernike X semi-aperture value.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.100.0

09/21/05:  Fixed a ray intersection problem in the NURB surface.  If the degree of either of the NURB basis functions was greater than 2nd degree, then under certain conditions rays could incorrectly propagate through the surface without intersecting it.  The intersection algorithm has also been enhanced for much greater speed in these cases.

09/20/05:  Fixed a problem with the "X hyperbola" and "Y hyperbola" conic arc curves that prevented the user from selecting all the possible branches of the curves.

09/19/05:  Fixed a problem with the scatter towards an entity importance sampling in which scatter towards a surface could generate incorrect scatter directions.  Scatter towards other entity types was always OK.

09/09/05:  Added a user notification when the user tries to create a curve of type "Conic Curve" which is not an ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola.  Degenerate conic shapes are not allowed for this type.

09/08/05:  Fixed problem in the RGBToBitmap2 and RGBToBitmap scripting routines.  Images were written incorrectly if width and height differed, or if the height was not divisible by 4.

09/02/05:  Fixed a problem where the "Save chart to BMP" menu item didn't work for a Color Image.

09/01/05:  Fixed a problem in the Ray Manipulation Utilities dialog that prevented the "Activate" option from working.

09/01/05:  Fixed a subtle inconsistency in the calculation of "Intensity"values.  The Intensity was computed as "power per projected steradians".  Technically this is incorrect.  The Intensity should be computed as "power per steradians".  For angles less than 30 or 40 degrees, the difference in the two definitions is small.  But for large angles the difference can be significant.

09/01/05:  Improved the statistics for all analysis surface analyses such as irradiance, intensity, field, etc.  The statistics appear when the calculation is performed and for the "Statistics" right mouse-click popup menu on the 3D chart.

08/31/05:  Fixed a problem with the following script commands:  SetLensCurv1, SetLensCurv2, SetLensFocalLen, SetLensBending, SetMirrorCurv, SetMirrorFocalLen.  These commands modified the parameter of the lens or mirror definition, but they did not modify the actual surfaces that construct the element.

08/23/05:  Fixed a problem in which coherent sources defined with multiple wavelengths were not created with the correct power.

08/23/05:  Corrected a problem that could cause a program abort if the user closed the last FRED window for a particular model when a raytrace was being run, or when a script was being executed.

08/22/05:  Fixed a raytrace problem for rays propagating in a GRIN material that was assigned to a surface that was part of an array.  The raytrace was incorrect when propagating inside the GRIN material.

08/22/05:  Fixed a problem with the "SetSampledMaterial" script command that assumed the wavelength and refractive index arrays were sorted according the ascending wavelength.  This command now assumes no predefined sort order.

08/17/05:  Corrected the script editor tooltip text for the "Atn2" function.  The "x" and "y" arguments were reversed.  The correct tooltip text should list "y" argument first, followed by the "x" argument.

08/15/05:  The "LoadAnalysis" script command fix dated 05/25/05 was incorrect.  The problem was actually in the FRED script export for the analysis surface.  The fix has now been properly implemented.

08/04/05:  Fixed a problem in the 3-pane chart view that prevented the window "lock" feature from working unless all three views were independently and simultaneously locked.

07/25/05:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for a surface with a grating.  The user interface prevented you from setting the diffraction order outside of +-10 via the up/down spin buttons.  However, you could set an arbitrary diffraction order by directly typing a value into the cell via the keyboard.

07/25/05:  Fixed a problem introduced on June 1, 2005 reading a 3D plot file in .DIS binary format.  The binary file was converted to standard format, but was not displayed in the 3D chart.

07/25/05:  Fixed a problem with the T_OPERATION user-defined script type.  The type had only 12 data member, but it needed 13 data members to fully describe the "RotateToDirection" operation type.

07/25/05:  Fixed a problem in the T_RULEDSURFACE user-defined script type.  The "crossConnect" term actually was implemented "backwards" from how it was listed in the documentation.  A value of "True" now connects the first points of the two curves, and "False" connects the first point of the first curve to the last point of the second curve.

07/25/05:  The documentation for the "GetRuledSurface" and "SetRuledSurface" script commands was incorrect.  The documentation omitted the first argument to the commands.

07/18/05:  Fixed a problem that caused the computational speed of the coherent field calculation to be very slow under certain conditions.  This problem was inadvertantly introduced in version 4.70.  Note that the computed field was always correct even though the computational speed was slow.

07/15/05:  Fixed a problem in the ray manipulation utility that could cause a program abort when redrawing rays in the ray history file and there is only one ray in the ray buffer.

07/14/05:  Fixed a problem where negative data values were being excluded from the plot statistics.

07/08/05:  Fixed a problem where, for a sampled birefringent material, the refractive index for wavelengths shorter than the shortest wavelength sample was being set to the value for the longest wavelength sample.

06/30/05:  Fixed a problem where FRED would abort if the 3D View was manipulated during a ray trace with rays rendering to the view.

06/28/05:  Fixed a problem when pasting text to a script window that would cause a long delay before FRED would respond to user input.

06/23/05:  Fixed an extremely rare problem that could lead to a program abort when propagating through a GRIN material after the ray undergoes a specular reflection or transmission in which a large power attenuation occurs.

06/23/05:  Fixed a gradient material raytrace problem that manifested itself  under the following conditions:  1) a ray is reflected inside a gradient material, 2) the ray is the child ray of the interaction with the surface, and 3) there are rays being raytraced at more than one wavelength.  In this case the trajectory (inside the gradient material) of the reflected ray was not correct.

06/20/05:  Fixed a subtle bug in the NURB surface ray intersection algorithm that could cause a ray to fail to intersect the surface under certain circumstances.

06/21/05:  Fixed a problem that could occur when reading glass data from the custom glass catalog file if the line in the file that specifies the glass type contained non-printable "white-space" characters.  In this case FRED erroneously reported that the file may be corrupted.

06/20/05:  Fixed a problem affecting some GRIN materials (SphericalGRIN, for example) that could cause the program to abort if wavelengths were not entered in ascending order. 

06/17/05:  Fixed a problem in the following script "IsXXXX" commands that could cause a program abort if the entity 'id' parameter was not valid:  IsSurface, IsCurve, IsSource, etc.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.70.0

06/09/05:  Fixed a problem where deletion of multiple selected items could result in the wrong items being deleted.

06/09/05:  Fixed a problem where top-level tree items could fail to update properly following an undo.

06/07/05:  Fixed a problem where undo was not possible for some drag-drop operations.

06/06/05:  Fixed a problem with the "ScalarField" script command that incorrectly allowed rays from multiple wavelengths to be coherently summed.  It is intended that only a single wavelength be coherently summed.  If you want more than one wavelength to be summed, then you must write a loop over individual wavelengths and sum the individual results yourself.

06/02/05:  Fixed a rare problem in the "Redraw ray history" option of the ray manipulation utilities in which the color yellow would not be drawn as yellow in certain rare cases.

06/02/05:  Fixed problems with the following script commands: "AddNURBCurve", "SetNURBCurve", and "GetNURBCurve".  Also fixed a problem with the control point values for NURB curves exported to a FRED script file.

06/01/05:  Fixed a problem in the "DeleteOperation" script command that could cause a program abort when executed in a script.

05/27/05:  Fixed a problem that could occur when the array feature was applied to a element or subassembly which was composed of children that were spatially offset in the coordinate system of the parent element or subassembly (i.e. the child coordinate system was not coincident with the coordinate system of the parent).  If the children were not offset, then there was no problem.

05/25/05:  Made some small modifications to the NURB surface ray intersection algorithm for increased robustness when intersecting NURBS of degree greater than 3.

05/25/05:  Fixed a bug in the "AddNURBSurf" script command that occurred when the number of V knots was different than the number of U knots.

05/25/05:  Fixed a problem in "LoadAnalysis" command where computed cell increments didn't properly account for whether the sample locations were cell-centered or edge-centered.

05/25/05:  Fixed a problem where data axis ranges were not being written correctly by the WriteToPlotFile command if axis min and max were not symmetric about zero.

05/11/05:  Fixed a problem with the "SetAnalysisParameters" script command that occured when the "NumX" (and/or "NumY") command argument was unity, and the "SamplePointAtEdge" command argument was "True".

05/10/05:  Fixed several problems in the raytrace paths dialog.  If the entire spreadsheet area was selected by clicking in the upper left cell, then selecting either "Output Details" or "Output Summaries" from the popup context menu could case a program abort.  If this dialog was left open during an advanced raytrace, then under certain conditions a program abort could occur.

05/03/05:  Fixed a problem with the scatter model plot routines that can occur when plotting scatter models that generate very large unphysical BSDF values.  In these cases FRED would appear to "hang" when generating the plots.

04/28/05:  Fixed a documentation bug in which the WriteToPlotFile script command was listed as WritePlotToFile.

04/14/05:  Fixed a rare bug that could occur during the coherent beam summation.  It was possible for a program abort to occur when a ray was far away from the analysis plane and was propagating in the direction that lies in a plane that is roughly parallel to the analysis plane.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.50.0

04/08/05:  Fixed a bug writing to the ray history file (used by the ray manipulation utility) during an advanced raytrace.  In some cases, certain scatter rays were not written to the history file.

04/07/05:  Fixed a very subtle numerical effect in the random number generator.  In some instances this could cause the istropic random directions of sources to create rays in which the direction vectors had subtle nonuniformities.  This effect could be seen as very fine stripes in directional spot diagrams when a large number of rays were generated.

04/06/05:  Fixed a problem with the source hexagonal grid position specification in which a coherent rayset created using  it would have their beam overlap factors set too large by a factor of 2.

04/06/05:  Addressed a very subtle problem with the coherent beam summation algorithm that would occasionally introduce small anomolies in the final complex scalar wave field.

03/11/05:  Fixed a scatter ray bug that could occur at a surface when a transmitted specular ray is not created, but one or more transmitted scatters rays are created.  In this case the incident material was incorrectly assigned to the transmitted scatter rays.

03/11/05:  Fixed a lens design code system import problem where in some cases a dummy surface would be inappropriately glued to a lens element.

03/11/05:  Fixed a problem in the diffuse scatter BSDF fitting dialog that cause some fits to be inaccurate for data that included off-axis data.

03/02/05:  Made several changes to the software related to ruled surfaces.  If one or both of the rail curves were not specified, then under certain conditions FRED could abort.

02/22/05:  Fixed a bug in the polarization spot diagram that caused the direction of the arrow on the polarization ellipses to be drawn backward.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 4.30.0

02/10/05:  Fixed a problem with certain operations in the ray manipulation utility.  All rays that were halted during a previous raytrace at an absorbing surface could not be traced (under any circumstances) even after they were modified by the utility.  This behavior has been changed so that any ray whose position and/or direction is modified can be subsequently raytraced.

02/04/05:  Fixed a coordinate system specification bug in certain ray filter specifications that allowed the user to specify a coordinate system.  In these cases the global coordinate system was always used instead of the user-specified coordinate system.  The following ray filter specifications have been fixed:  x,y,z ray positions; a,b,c ray directions; x,y,z radial ray positions; and a,b,c radial ray directions.

02/03/05:  Fixed a problem in the "SetLens" script command.  If you set the "ParamType" of the "T_LENS" specification to "FocalBend", the command incorrectly interpreted the first parameter to be lens power instead of lens focal length.

01/24/05:  Fixed a problem in the source ray direction specification for random directions into an angular range.  If the solid angle shape was set to rectangular and any ray particular ray direction was inside the solid angle rectange, but greater than 90 degrees, then the ray direction was changed to exactly 90 degrees.  This behavior has been modified so that the original "bad" ray direction is replaced with a new randomly selected "good" direction.

01/04/05:  In cases where a Cut operation (<ctrl>-C) would delete a child surface of an element other than a custom element, FRED would ask you if you wanted to convert the element to a custom element before proceeding.  Saying "No" resulted in the surface being inappropriately deleted.  This behavior has been modified so that the surface is not deleted.

01/03/05:  Fixed a problem with the "When double clicking a tree item:" preference (see the Miscellaneous tab).  Any setting except "Edit the Object" was ignored.

12/28/04:  The complex scalar field window now updates its associated X and Y profiles when the user changes the field property that is displayed.

12/28/04:  Fixed a bug in the Gaussian beam size spot diagram that prevented the beam size ellipses from being drawn initially.  The user was required to click in the plot before the ellipses were drawn.

12/28/04:  The intensity analysis window now updates its associated X and Y profiles when the user changes the type of intensity display.

12/21/04:  Fixed a problem in the raytrace path dialog that could cause a program abort if the user highlights the entire raytrace path table (including the top column header row) and then selects the "Copy to User-Defined Path List" pop-up menu item.

12/20/04:  Fixed a problem in the MIE scatter model that occurred whenever a particle distribution was specified such that a particle diameter could be zero.  This would occur primarily in the uniform particle distribution when the user enters a value of zero for the minimum particle size. 

12/20/04:  Fixed a bug in the raytrace when propagating a coherent or polarized ray in a GRIN material.  The reflected or refracted ray direction was incorrect when leaving the GRIN material.  This was a new bug introduced when the birefringent material capability was added to FRED.  See "New Features List" on 10/25/04.

12/17/04:  Fixed a problem in the Single Ray Raytrace dialog with updating the values displayed in the following scenario:  the dialog is open and is displaying ray data for a source ray when the user makes a change to a source in the model.  The displayed ray data after the source has been created may be incorrect in some instances.


FRED Release Version 4.10.0!

11/30/04:  Fixed a rare problem involving entities that have been "arrayed".  It was possible that rays could be incorrectly stopped on a surface under the following specific conditions: 1) Array cells overlap or the ray could conceivably intersect more than one cell, 2) the surface intersected had a trimming specification, and 3) the trimming specification included an aperture collection curve.

11/29/04:  Fixed an internal problem classifying conic curve types.  Parabolic curves were not properly classified.  This problem was related to a problem addressed in the Version 3.70 release (see Defect Resolution List dated 05/18/04).

11/19/04:  Fixed a problem in the 3D chart in which the "Combine" operation incorrectly applied the data from the specified chart data file.  The data read in from the file was transposed before it was applied.  The bug was introduced in Version 3.60.

11/17/04:  Fixed a problem with the astigmatic focus source that caused the wavefront to become more and more inaccurate as the numerical aperture of the source was increased.

11/16/04:  Fixed a problem in the Coherent Scalar Field analysis window that could cause a program abort on some (but not all) computers.  This bug was introduced on 10/05/04 as a side effect of the new tabbed window style for 3D scatter plots.  It did not occur in FRED versions prior to Version 3.110.0.

11/15/04:  Fixed a problem in the user interface for the ruled surface entity type.  If a rail curve was an aperture collection curve type, then it was shown as a blank entry.

11/11/04:  Fixed rare ray intersection problem for NURB surfaces when a ray intersects just barely outside a patch boundary.

11/10/04:  Fixed a scaling operation problem in the source random directions into an angular range specification.  Scaling operations were inadvertently applied to the angular range.

11/09/04:  General Prism would not properly size the trimming volumes on the side faces if either the top or bottom angle exceeded 90 degrees.

11/04/04:  Fixed a problem reading the Zemax glass catalog when importing a Zemax lens prescription.

11/02/04:  ASAP import has been updated for latest printout formats.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.110.0

10/04/04:  Fixed a problem with the total integrated scatter (TIS) calculation for Harvey-Shack and ABg scatter models.  The error caused TIS values for off-axis specular angles to be slightly inflated.

10/04/04:  Fixed very rare problem with the ray intersection algorithm for NURB surfaces in which one or both knot vector sequences had an unusually small difference between the minimum and maximum knot values.

10/04/04:  Fixed problem in which a trimmed parametric surface failed to update its 3D rendering if its base surface was modified.  This was a drawing problem only.

10/01/04:  Fixed the following scripting commands related to NURB surfaces: AddNURBSurf, SetNURBSurf, and GetNURBSurf.

09/30/04:  Fixed rare problem with the hardware key check algorithm that was introduced in Version 3.97.  The key check could erroneously report a failure when performing multiple raytraces as part of a script.  Although it was theoretically possible for this problem to occur when running FRED in the graphical user interface, it was never known to occur.

09/23/04:  Fixed function tool tip syntax in the script editor related to the "Atn2" script function.  The correct syntax is "Atn2(y, x)".  Previously the tool tip erroneously showed the syntax as "Atn2(x, y)".

09/14/04:  Under certain extreme circumstances, certain coherent sources may not be created with the correct total power.  In these cases FRED now prints a warning message to the text output window when the source is created.  Also the algorithm for setting the power has been improved.  Note that the distribution of power within the source is correct, only the total power may be inaccurate.

09/09/04:  Fixed a problem in the importance specification for scattering towards an entity.  Incorrect scatter ray directions could be generated if the ray scatter position was closer than approximately two global trimming volume sizes away from the entity.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.100.0

09/07/04:  Fixed a problem with the "scatter towards an entity" importance specification that could occur when a ray scatters from a position "close" to the entity.

08/23/04:  A surface that was trimmed by a collection curve was not redrawn if any of the curve(s) that make up the collection curve were moved using the position/orientation dialog.  The surface redrawing occurred correctly, if the curve(s) were moved using the Position/Orientation tab in the curve edit dialog.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.97.0

08/23/04:  Made additional bug fixes to the CAD IGES import/export routines.

08/18/04:  Made several bug fixes to the CAD IGES import/export routines.  These fixes are part of an ongoing development effort in this area.

08/16/04:  Fixed a problem that could occur in the CAD IGES import.  If either a NURB surface or a Spline surface was perfectly flat, then the trimming volume could have almost zero thickness and rays would "pass through" the surface.

08/05/04:  Fixed bug related to extended tool tip information in the tree view.  A program abort could occur if the preference was set to show extended tool tip information and the mouse was positioned exactly over a tree view icon when a document window initially became visible.

08/05/04:  The power assigned to scatter rays that scatter into importance specifications could be slightly inaccurate when the importance specification lies partially "below the horizon" (directions more than 90 degrees from the surface normal).  The inaccuracy has been eliminated to within standard statistical accuracy of the scatter calculations themselves.

08/05/04:  The scatter ray power calculation has been improved to better compute ray power when a portion of the importance specification direction lies "below the horizon". That is, when scatter rays could possibly be directed more than 90 degrees past the surface normal.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.90.0

07/28/04:  Several minor inconsistencies in the tree drag/move operation have been resolved.  When drag/moving from within the material, coating, raytrace control, or scatter folders, some items were forced to copy, some were forced to move.  Now all items move by default.  You can force a copy by pressing the <ctrl> key while dragging.  This is the default behavior as suggested by Microsoft.

07/28/04:  Dragging a material and dropping it on a source in the tree did not reassign the source's immersion material.

07/22/04:  Under certain circumstances some dialogs (such as the surface, curve, lens, etc.) could display the incorrect logical parent name if the dialog was open when the system was modified.  This problem was cosmetic only and did not corrupt or modify the FRED model.

07/21/04:  Fixed bug in the "Every Nth Ray" ray filter criterion.  It actually filtered every N+1 ray.

07/20/04:  Fixed bug copying a 3D chart to the 3D visualization view.  FRED could abort if the analysis surface sampling in the X and Y directions was not the same and the copy was done without smoothing.

07/19/04:  Fixed problem with the NURB surface intersection routines that could in rare circumstances cause FRED to abort.

07/14/04:  Fixed a problem in the user interface that can, in certain cases, prevent FRED from finding a user-specified entity if the entity's description contains <carriage return><line feed> characters.

07/13/04:  Fixed problem in the curve importance sampling specification for scattering that could prevent the scatter rays from filling all parts of the curve.

07/12/04:  Fixed row renumbering problem when inserting/deleting rows of the sampled coating spreadsheet.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.80

07/12/04:  Fixed several problems with the Lens Catalog Search dialog.  In most cases the search results were incorrect.

07/12/04:  Fixed a problem in the Multi-Surface View/Edit dialog related to scatter model assignment.  If no scatter model existed previously, assigning a scatter model in the dialog had no effect.

07/09/04:  Fixed IGES import problem in which a collection curve used to trim a plane could in some cases (involving numerical precision issues) delete the reference(s) to one or more member curves.

07/08/04:  Fixed very rare raytrace problem with certain implicit surface types involving numerical round off and truncation that could result in an infinite loop condition in which FRED appears to "hang".

07/07/04:  Fixed some data marker problems that could occur with 2D plots such as the |b-b0| and angle BRDF plots, and the coating transmission and reflection plots.

07/06/04:  Fixed several problems with how FRED handles the case in which the surface referenced by a surface emitting source is deleted.

06/30/04:  Fixed problem that chart profiles were not updated after modifying a 3D chart with the "Advanced" dialog.

06/30/04:  Fixed problem that could occur during the advanced raytrace when processing raypaths.  In certain cases, raypaths that involved glued surfaces could be incorrect.

06/28/04:  Fixed problem in the Stray-Light Report dialog that properly listed scatter surfaces but did not list specular ghost surfaces.

06/23/04:  Fixed rare problem that under certain conditions the raypath list was not reinitialized before an advanced raytrace.

06/23/04:  Fixed some inconsistencies in the Ray Paths Report Dialog in the way that ray paths were numbered.  Previously, the ray path numbers listed in the dialog began with one, but the path detail and summary reports began their numbering with zero.  All ray path numbering begins with zero now.

06/22/04:  Fixed a problem in the tree view that could occur when adding an item to the document.  If the parent item in the tree view was not visible and did not have a child item, then adding a child to it did not change the icon so that the item could be expanded to show the child (even thought the child was really added to the document).

06/14/04:  "Mostly" fixed an advanced raytrace bug for rays at a glued surface which has been designated at the stopping surface.  Previously, the rays would not stop.  Now they stop except for the following specific case:  the ray is not in glue when hits the glue surface, and the refraction operation has been requested.  To make the rays stop in this case, request that the refraction operation not be attempted.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.70

06/11/04:  Fixed two problems with the "Add Camera Pos" button in the movie dialog.  The button did not move properly when the user resized the dialog.  And the Frame values added by the button were incorrect.

06/10/04:  Fixed a diffraction efficiency warning problem in the user interface for the surface diffraction efficiency table.  It was possible for a warning dialog to appear when in fact, the dialog should not appear.

06/08/04:  Fixed a problem that prevented a ray's color from tracking its power during the raytrace when the ray's parent source was set for color tracking.

05/26/04:  Fixed rendering update problem when a curve that was part of a collection curve was modified.

05/18/04:  Improved the algorithm for classifying conic arc curves when importing them from IGES files.  Previously, certain combinations of numbers could fool the algorithm into incorrectly classifying the type of conic.

05/17/04:  Fixed two unrelated but subtle problems in the raytrace that could cause certain rays to "pass through" certain surface types without intersecting them in rare cases.

05/14/04:  Fixed problem in the position/orientation dialog that could cause trimmed surfaces to not have their trimming updated when the trimmed surface was a descendent of the entity being modified in the position/orientation dialog.

05/11/04:  Fixed a bug common to all script commands starting with 'SetXXXXX' that modified the grating specification on a surface.  The FRED document was not marked as dirty.  In this case a subsequent 'Update' command did not force the new grating specification to fully take effect unless the script also contained other commands that did mark the document as dirty.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.60

04/26/04:  Instituted a work-around for a bug in the position/orientation dialog.  The bug occurred only under the following conditions: the "Enable Formula Engine in dialogs" preference in the miscellaneous tab was set, and the position/orientation dialog referenced an entity whose name and/or description contained one or more backslash (\) characters.  The manifestation of the bug was that surfaces would spontaneously move whenever the surface was edited.  Also, the parent coordinate system for some primitive position/orientation operations would change to the "Global Coordinate System".  To implement the work-around it was required that all position/orientation dialogs not implement the formula engine.  This bug is caused by a bug in third party software.  The work-around will be removed when the third party software is fixed.

04/21/04:  Fixed problem importing CodeV .seq files for certain cases involving decenter and returns.

04/19/04:  Fixed several problems importing Edmund Scientific cylinder lenses from the vendor catalog.

04/06/04:  Fixed rare problem with redrawing the scroll bars when the number of rows and/or columns of the text output window did not fill the window area.

04/01/04:  Fixed problem with the Fresnel Rhomb prism in which it would update itself incorrectly if the user changed any of its parameters in the prism dialog after the prism was initially created.


FRED Release Version 3.50.0!

03/26/04:  FRED would abort if the advanced raytrace dialog "OK", "Cancel", or "Apply" button was pressed while a raytrace was in progress.  The advanced raytrace dialog now can not be dismissed until the raytrace is completed.  If you want to stop the raytrace before it is completed, then press the "Stop" button on the bottom right of the main FRED window.

03/26/04:  Improved and simplified the user interface and handling of importing ray files.

03/19/04:  The font in the script editors could not be changed by changing the editors' font in the preferences.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.40

03/02/04:  Fixed two problems in the user interface dialog for entering thin film coating data.  The first was that the last layer thickness in the list was not updated in response to changing the measurement units for thicknesses.  The second problem was introduced on 12/22/03.  This caused the layer thickness values to be listed incorrectly when opening the dialog if the dialog was previously closed with any layer thickness units other than units of waves.  Everything was OK if the dialog was previously closed with units of waves.

03/02/04:  Fixed a problem that occurred when copying a raytrace generated raypath to the user-defined raypath list.  The user-defined raypath dialog now displays the first event (on a source) properly.

03/02/04:  Fixed several problems with raypath generation during the advanced raytrace.  Previously, it was possible to generate multiple duplicate paths as well as some inconsistencies with regard to the number of rays and power assigned to a path.

02/20/04:  Removed possible duplicate wavelengths listed in the refractive index table when performing a detailed report for the material folder.

02/17/04:  Fixed two problems with the information printed to the output text window during the single ray raytrace.  If the reference coordinate system was "local coordinate system", then the wrong coordinate system name was listed in the text output window.  The second problem was that an incorrect angle of incidence could be printed for the first surface of any child ray of the parent ray.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.30

02/10/04:  Fixed problem with position/orientation specification for GRIN materials.  If the GRIN was placed coincident with the entity it was a member of, then the resulting position/orientation was incorrect.

01/19/03:  Fixed numeric precision problem that could occur for conic arcs of parabolic shape when used as the generatrix curve of a surface of revolution.  The problem would cause some rays to incorrectly not intersect the surface.

01/06/03:  Fixed rare problem with the ray intersection algorithm that could occur with certain implicit surface types.  If the surface has multiple branches (sheets) and one or more branches are trimmed away, then it is possible for the ray to miss a valid intersection.  If the surface has only one branch within the trimming volume (by far the vast majority of cases), then the intersection is always correct.  This could occur for the following surface types: polynomial asphere, polynomial surface, implicit script surface, toroidal asphere, XY toroidal asphere.


FRED Intermediate Release Version 3.20

12/26/03:  Fixed problem in the prism dialog in which changing the glass or immersion material would cause the aperture data to change.

12/22/03:  Fixed several obscure problems with the targeted raytrace dialog.

12/19/03:  Fixed problem in which the trimming specification on a surface could be deleted.  This could occur when the parent entity of a surface used in a trimming specification was renamed.  It could also occur when a trimmed surface was drag/dropped or cut/pasted to another FRED document.

12/11/03:  Fixed a grating scaling bug that would occur when a surface with a grating was scaled.  This would happen when scaling the individual surface or when scaling the entire document, either with a simple scale factor or by changing system units.  The grating may appear to have the correct values but internally an additional scale factor was applied.

11/26/03:  Setting the analysis area of an analysis surface to be 1 division in the X direction would cause a program abort when doing any analysis that resulted in a 3D chart being shown.  All analysis surfaces now require a minimum of 2 divisions in both the X and Y directions.

11/24/03:  Fixed several problems with importing lenses from the vendor lens catalogs.

10/21/03:  Fixed problem in which reparenting the positions/orientations of a large number of items via the "Parent Coordinate System" dialog could take an extremely long time to execute.

10/07/03:  Fixed two CAD IGES import problems related to spline curves.  1) spline curves incorrectly trimmed parametric surfaces, and 2) spline curves used in surfaces of revolution did not raytrace properly.

09/29/03:  Fixed problem with thin film coating calculation when a layer consists of a highly absorbing material.

09/29/03:  Fixed rare problem with interpolating refractive indices in sampled materials when material data was specified at more than one wavelength.

09/19/20:  Fixed bug in the source direction apodization "sampled as a function of spherical angles" user interface.  Editing a polar angle value failed to notify the parent dialog of the change.  This could sometime result in the dialog's "OK" and "Apply" buttons remaining grayed out, when they should become enabled.

09/12/03:  Fixed problem in the position/orientation dialog that could occur when appending/inserting primitive operations.  Normally, the parent coordinate system listed in the new row should be the same as in the immediately preceding row.  However, it was possible under certain conditions that the parent coordinate system would be incorrect.


FRED Release Version 2.91.1!

09/10/03:  Fixed bug in all chart windows that contained profiles that could cause a program abort if the user dragged the window splitter bar so that any 3D chart view assumed a window height of zero.

08/25/03:  Fixed problem with the trimmed parametric surface in which a trimming volume or external trimming specification was applied in addition to the trimming curves in parametric space.  In this case the surface was drawn correctly but the additional trimming was not applied during the raytrace.

08/19/03:  Fixed ray problem pasting certain entities from one FRED document directly into a different document.  Entities that had associated entities that had also to be copied could in some circumstances cause a program abort.


FRED Release Version 2.90.0!

08/05/03:  Fixed rare problem in pasting from one FRED document directly into a different document.  In rare cases the tree view would not update to properly display the newly copied entities.

08/05/03:  Fixed problem pasting a source from one FRED document model directly into a different document in which the source position function specification was a random surface type.  Previously, the specified surface was not copied.

08/05/03:  Fixed problem pasting a source from one FRED document directly into a different document in which the source was immersed in a material other than a default one, such as Air.

08/01/03:  Fixed some problems with the CAD (IGES) import that occurred in certain cases.

07/17/03:  Fixed problem in the input data digitizer.  Loading some TIFF image files could cause FRED to lock up or abort.  This could occur for some, but not all, TIFF files.


FRED Release Version 2.81.0!

06/27/03:  Fixed IGES CAD file import problem for trimmed surfaces of revolution.

05/19/03:  Fixed problem with prisms that could occur when editing one or more of their surfaces after reading in from a file.

04/22/03:  Renaming entities that are used to trim one or more surfaces could result in the loss of the trimming specification.  In this case the surface is not redrawn, so the user may not know the specification has been lost.  The trimming specification is now more robust (although not perfect -- see the known issues list for 04/22/03) with respect to name changes.  Also, when the trimming specification is lost, the effected surface will now redraw itself so the user has a visual cue that the surface has changed.

04/22/03:  Fixed problem in the ray selection filter in the analysis surface dialog.  Deleting one or more items from the tree could sometimes cause certain ray selection filter operations to reference the incorrect item.

04/14/04:  Fixed visualization redraw problem when deleting a surface that was used to trim other surfaces.  The trimming specifications were correctly modified, but the visualization failed to redraw itself to reflect the change.  This was a drawing problem only.

04/10/03:  Fixed problem during copy drag/drop in the tree that sometimes the newly created entities did not have unique names.

04/02/03:  Fixed a memory leak that occurred when a surface that had rays on it was deleted.

03/27/03:  Fixed problem in fiber coupling calculation in which the mode structure for single core step index fibers was incorrect.  This resulted in reduced values being computed for the coupling coefficient when the analysis window was set bigger than the core diameter.

03/21/03:  Fixed rare problem in polarized rays specified in the single raytrace dialog.  If the ray was specified to propagate exactly in the global X axis direction, then the polarization was not set for the ray.

03/14/03:  Fixed a problem with the Fiber Coupling analysis dialog that crashed FRED if invalid data was entered.

03/12/03:  Fixed rare analysis problem in which an analysis plane that is very small relative to a Gaussian beam that it is sampling could give incorrect results.

03/10/03:  Fixed problem that could occur for very small analysis plane sizes when summing coherent rays in the Irradiance, energy density, and scalar wave field calculations.

03/03/03:  Fixed problem in the lens, mirror, and prism dialogs that prevented the user from specify a glass material from the custom material catalog.  Adding a custom material directly (not through any of the element dialogs) to the materials folder never had a problem.

03/03/03:  Fixed problem that rays do not loose power in absorbing materials except for the first material the ray is in during a raytrace.

03/03/03:  Fixed polarization state problem that could in certain instances occur for polarized rays during reflection.

03/03/03:  Fixed bug in general sampled coating in which the reflection or transmission coefficient could occasionally be computed incorrectly when there is only one angle and one wavelength defined in the coating.  Note: this problem occurred only in the general sampled coating; not the plain sampled coating that is used the most.

02/19/02:  Fixed bug in the Total Integrated Scatter (TIS) calculation that produced incorrect results for specular angles greater than 15 degrees.

02/14/03:  Fixed problem that could occur in the irradiance, intensity, energy density, and coherent scalar wavefield calculations.  If the analysis surface was set to auto scale, then occasionally an incoherent ray at the extreme edge of the analysis area would not be included in the calculation.

02/07/03:  The value of the angle of incidence printed during a single ray raytrace could, under certain circumstances, be erroneous.  This could occur at glued surfaces and surfaces at which the ray had not completed it interaction with the surface.  The ray was always raytraced correctly -- it was a printout error only.

02/05/03:  Fixed problem in creating sources which use the hexagonal grid in direction space to set the ray direction specification.  Specifying and angular spread less than one degree would result in excessively long times to create the rays in the source.

01/10/03:  Fixed a raytrace problem that would cause two adjacent glued surfaces to be raytraced incorrectly under the following situation:  they were specified as part of a user-specified raypath, and the user used the path in an advanced sequential raytrace from the Advanced Raytrace dialog.

FRED Release Version 2.20.0!

12/23/02:  Fixed problem where reading a material from a catalog would give a false positive if the first few characters matched (i.e. searching for BASF6 would return the data for BASF64)

11/20/02:  Fixed problem in optical sources with specifying the direction vectors associated with the random directions into an angular range.  The user was erroneously allowed to specify a forward direction and local X direction that were parallel.

11/18/02:  Specifying a wavelength ray filter always resulted in a FALSE test value regardless of the value of the specified wavelength.

11/15/02:  It was possible to declare a source with random surface positions that allowed multiple directions to be set via the directions specification even though the user set it to ignore the directions specification.

11/15/02:  Fixed problem that traced rays associated with a geometry entity were not updated properly if the entity was deleted.

11/06/02:  Fixed problem with cut/paste or drag/drop between different FRED documents that under certain conditions could cause geometry to loose its proper position/orientation information and its material specifications.

10/31/02:  Fixed problem with the automatic importance direction calculation that could cause a program abort if the designated "detector" surface was completely trimmed away by its trimming volume and/or by trimming surfaces.

10/29/02:  Fixed problem in the raypath listing in which reflected scatter rays were always listed as transmitted.

10/28/02:  Fixed problem that a surface's trimming specification could under certain conditions be removed if the surface was a descendent of an entity that was drag/moved within a document.  There was no problem if the entity was dragged to a different document.

10/25/02:  Fixed problem that could occur under the following scenario when a lens or mirror is dragged & dropped or cut & pasted from one FRED document to another:  A) add to the material folder of the source document a material which does not exist in the destination document; B) drag the material onto a lens or mirror in the source document, C) copy the lens or mirror from the source to the destination document.  This may cause the lens or mirror materials in destination document to be incorrect or invalid.

10/22/02:  Fixed problem with certain dropdown combo boxes in some data entry grids that could occur if the user enabled formulas in user input grids.

10/21/02:  Fixed minor problem when defining wavelength lists with wavelength weights via the digitizer utility.  The digitized points now replace the existing data instead of appending to the end of the current data.  The same problem has been fixed for defining sampled coating reflection/transmission curves.

FRED Release Version 2.0!

10/09/02:  Resolved some subtle ray aiming and power assignment issues for all important sampling specifications.  The ellipsoid importance sampling specification was resolved on 10/01/02.

10/03/02:  Fixed problem that could cause a program abort during a raytrace which was initiated from the advanced raytrace dialog with raytrace paths requested and more than 32,767 ray paths were generated.

10/02/02:  Fixed problem that could occasionally, in a semi-random fashion, cause text data input files for sampled materials, segmented curves, and general user entered ray data to be interpreted incorrectly.  The effect is that some data values are not correctly interpreted, but most values are correct.

10/01/02:  Resolved some subtle ray aiming and power assignment issues for rays scattered through the ellipsoid importance sampling specification.

09/24/02:  Fixed problem in which editing a matrix coating of type general matrix always resulted in a linear x polarizing coating.

09/18/02:  Improved the Total Integrated Scatter calculations for the Lambertian, Harvey-Shack, and ABG scatter models.

09/17/02:  Fixed some problems computing the proper power assigned to rays scattered by the Harvey-Shack and ABG scatter models.

09/16/02:  The wrong path could be printed to the text output window if the user first sorted the raypaths listed in the "Raytrace Paths Summaries" dialog.

09/16/02:  Resolved undesirable behavior in the optical source direction specification for "Random directions into an angular range".  Previously, a higher priority was assigned to preserving the local X direction vector specification.  This meant that under some circumstances the more important direction component vector was not necessarily preserved.  Now, the direction component vector is preserved at the possible expense of the less important local X direction vector.

09/09/02:  Resolved problem in which the value in edge pixels in an irradiance or intensity map may have only one half or one fourth of the correct value.  In the intensity map, this could occur for incoherent rays only.  In the irradiance map, this could occur for both incoherent and coherent rays.  The effect could occur only in the edge pixels and is not readily noticeable in maps generated using analysis surfaces with more than roughly 21x21 sampling.

09/04/02:  Fixed problem that could occur with emitting surface sources.  Deleting the surface referenced by the source could cause a program abort.

08/30/02:  Fixed rare problem that could occur during cut/copy/paste that could result in multiple copies of coatings, materials, scatter models, or raytrace controls during the drop operation.  This could occur if the user modifies, between the time of the cut/copy and the paste operations, of a coating, etc. that is referred to by a surface being pasted.

08/30/02:  Made several modifications to drag/drop so that it works in a more friendly fashion.  FRED now prints to the output window any changes to the optical system model that occur as the result of a drag/drop or cut/copy/paste operation.  Previously, changes occurred, but the user did not necessarily know about them.  The behavior of simple drag/drop (Move) and drag/drop (Copy) operations within a single document have been enhanced to better preserve location/orientation specifications and trimming surface specifications.

08/29/02:  Analysis surfaces are now highlighted in the visualization view.

08/26/02:  Fixed bug in which coatings did not immediately know that a material had been changed.  This could result in the reflection/transmission coefficients for the coating not being immediately updated.

08/25/02:  Resolved problem with the ray selection criteria in analysis planes.  If the user changed the name of a surface referenced by a criterion, then the criterion did not recognize the new name.

08/17/02:  Fixed problem that could occur with editing optical sources using the simple optical source dialog under the following scenario:  create a source using the simplified optical source dialog.  Next edit the source with the detailed source dialog in such a way as to change the nature of the source.  If you then edit the source again with the simplified optical source dialog and either OK or Apply the changes, FRED may abort when you next create that source.

07/22/02:  Enhanced the creation of coherent sources so that the total power in the source is now scaled to the requested value for most source definitions.

07/19/02:  Fixed problem in which the glue specification for surfaces was not properly updated when copying glued surfaces using cut/paste or drag/drop.

07/19/02:  Fixed problem that could cause a source to shift in space if a different item in the model was deleted and the source's location/orientation was dependent on another coordinate system.

07/18/02:  Fixed problem that could occasionally occur when deleting a node in the tree view when a surface create/edit dialog, or curve create/edit dialog, or source create/edit dialog was open.

06/28/02:  Fixed problem in which using the "self" parent coordinate system in the Location/Orientation page of the surface edit dialog could produce incorrect behavior.  Using "self' in the Location/Orientation dialog has always worked correctly.

06/26/02:  Resolved some inconsistencies in the irradiance analysis.  For coherent rays the calculated quantity was actually proportional to energy density, not irradiance.  The difference is the application of a cosine angle of incidence factor.  Incoherent rays were simply projected onto to the analysis surface in a direction normal to the analysis surface -- for consistency they are now projected onto the analysis surface along the ray direction.  Both coherent and incoherent rays are now consistent in the way the irradiance is computed.

06/18/02:  Resolved selection highlight problem when copying and pasting an object in the tree.

06/17/02:  Added the missing OptoSigma Prism Catalog to the installation.

06/12/02:  Fixed rare problem that could result in a ray intersecting certain implicit surfaces twice at the same point.

06/11/02:  Fixed two problems that could occur in the parent coordinate system dialog.  Under certain conditions the results were such that the affected entities moved in space.  The desired behavior is that all entities remain in their spatial positions, but the description of how the entity got there would be changed.

05/30/02:  Fixed tabulated cylinder rendering bug that could occur in the extruded curve was a collection curve.  Any trimming specification was ignored during rendering.  This bug did not affect the raytrace.

05/30/02:  Fixed drag/drop problem that could occur for very large FRED models.  If the FRED model was of a size that produced  several megabytes (or larger) disk files, then drag/drop or cut/paste operations could become extremely slow, or even cause FRED to appear to be hung.  As a result of the fix, the response will be reasonably fast even for large models, but there may still be a noticeable time delay.

05/29/02:  Fixed a problem that caused a program abort when a composite curve being edited was listed within its own list of member curves.

05/21/02: Fixed a problem that caused a program abort when a single ray trace was performed on a system using a ray from the current rayset, but there we no rays currently created in the rayset.

05/13/02:  Fixed rare problem during a raytrace when a coherent Gaussian ray interacts with a surface in such a way that the base ray and one or more of the secondary rays acquire opposite propagation directions.

05/13/02:  Improved the handling of the case in which a ray intersects a surface of revolution exactly at a point on the rotation axis.

05/10/02:  Fixed a problem in the "Smooth/Modify Chart" dialog that prevented the dialog from showing the correct min/max values when the dialog first popped up under the condition that the chart data contained negative values.

05/03/02:  Fixed a problem in the bare-substrate coating that could result in a slightly incorrect transmission coefficient if the substrate material is absorbing.

03/11/02:  Fixed a problem in the OSLO import translator that incorrectly processed tilt/decenter and decenter/tilt flag.

03/11/02:  Fixed problem in the Location Dialog that occurred when expressing a coordinate system in another coordinate system if any of the primitive operations was referenced to "self".

02/18/02:  Fixed problem in the ZEMAX import translator that incorrectly constructed annular rings.

02/11/02:  Fixed problem in the IGES import translator that could occur when importing trimmed parametric trimming curves.

01/11/02:  Fixed problem in the spline surface in the case where the number of break points in the "U" parameter direction is greater than two.

01/11/02:  Fixed user interface problems with the NURB and Spline surfaces.

01/11/02:  Fixed user interface problems with the NURB and Spline curves.

12/10/01:  Fixed problem with circular arc curves that certain starting angle/sweep angle pairs would behave properly.

10/17/01:  Fixed problem in user interface spreadsheet for entering/editing sampled optical material data.  Previously, the user could insert and delete the header row.

09/27/01:  Fixed a problem in the user input grid for defining thin film prescriptions that occurred if the first film layers were in a single group and all the layers in that group were highlighted.

09/19/01:  Fixed a problem in the linear transformation report that caused the text listing of the primitive operations to show old surface names even though the name had been changed.

09/18/01:  Fixed problem that could cause a program abort if diffraction grating efficiencies were not entered by the user in wavelength sorted order.

09/07/01:  Fixed extremely rare file save bug in which a FRED file could be saved and restored with a material in an invalid internal state.

09/07/01:  Fixed problem with polarization raytracing in which the ray powers were not being properly updated under certain conditions.

08/21/01:  Fixed problem tracing coherent rays through diffraction gratings.  The primary ray directions/positions were correct, but the associated secondary rays were incorrectly diffracted.

08/20/01:  Fixed problem with trimming volumes that have a hole which under rare circumstances could prevent a ray from intersecting the enclosed surface even though the ray should intersect it.

08/17/01:  Fixed problem with toroidal surfaces that could case FRED to stop responding to user interaction when tessellating the surface for drawing.

08/17/01:  Fixed drawing problem that could occur in systems that contained one or more glue surfaces.  Rays could be drawn as though they missed all surfaces when in fact they were correctly absorbed at a surface.

08/16/01:  Fixed program abort that could occur for a two point holographic diffraction grating when the user specified radial polynomial phase terms, but supplied no coefficients, or all the coefficients were zero.

08/16/01:  Fixed sizing bug that could randomly occur in the dialog for creating/editing lenses.

08/07/01:  Fixed very small discrepancies between numbers shown in the text output window for irradiance and intensity calculations.

FRED Beta Test Update Release 1.5.0

06/25/01:  Fixed problem that would sometime prevent sampled materials and thin film prescriptions from updating themselves after the user edits them.

06/20/01:  Fixed problem that could sometimes prevent the drawing area of an analysis surface from being drawn.

06/20/01:  Fixed problem that caused the file to be saved incorrectly if it contained a lens or mirror with an edge specification of any type except a simple tube edge.  A file incorrectly saved in this way cannot be recovered.  There is no problem in the edge specification was a simple tube.

06/18/01:  Fixed problem that could occur under certain circumstances when doing an irradiance analysis with coherently polarized rays.

06/15/01:  Fixed problem in the optical source edit dialog that incorrectly reported the polarization ellipticity if the source was circularly polarized.

05/18/01:  Fixed problem when editing the data for spline surfaces that did not correctly insert a U parameter break point.

05/08/01:  Fixed file save problem when the optical system contained a thin film coating definition.

04/19/01:  Fixed problem that would cause program abort if a surface of a lens or mirror element was deleted.  The Lens or Mirror is now automatically converted to a custom element.

04/19/01:  Fixed obscure bug that could under rare circumstances cause the system visualization to stop working.  This occurred if the user closed all windows of a system that contained visualization (but left at least one other window open so that the document is not closed), and then selected new window from the window menu item.

04/12/01:  Fixed an obscure bug that occurred when invoking direct printing from the operating system command line.

04/11/01:  Fixed bug in the tree view that under certain circumstances caused multiple tree items to stay continuously highlighted.

04/05/01:  Improved the live updating of several dialogs to more accurately show changes to the system model.

03/13/01:  Improved handling of TIR conditions.

03/12/01:  Optical sources with random positions and/or directions now retain their random sequences instead of generating a new sequence every time the source is modified.

03/12/01:  Fixed bug that would cause trimming surface specification to be lost if the named trimming surface had leading or trailing blanks.

03/12/01:  The names of coatings, materials, scatter models, and raytrace control properties are now stripped of leading and trailing blank characters.


Feature Deprecation List


12/04/09:  The "Intensity Spread Function" feature is deprecated, and may be removed in the future.  Please use "Intensity on Polar Grid" instead.

12/04/09:  The "Intensity" script command, as currently implemented, is considered deprecated, and may be removed or changed in the future.  Please use the "IntensityToFileDAE" command instead.


Known Issues List


03/04/15:  Version 13.90 introduced a problem with several of the glass catalogs in which the glass dispersion equation coefficient data was truncated to approximately three or four significant digits.  As a result, "truncated" glasses added to the Material Folder of a FRED model will generate moderately imprecise refractive index values.  These glasses may be restored to full precision in any effected FRED model by "updating" them after obtaining the corrected glass catalog files.  The process is described in more detail at "http://photonengr.com/fred-version-13-90-glass-catalog-update/".

08/13/12:  Identified a rare and  subtle raytrace problem that could result in rays leaking through a surface they should intersect.  This could occur under the following scenario:  a ray intersection hits a surface at a point that is exactly coincident with the edge of a cylinder local trimming volume on a second surface.  In rare cases the continuation of a ray from that point toward the second surface could leak through the second surface without intersecting it.  Addendum 02/03/14 -- this issue has been mostly resolved.  A full resolution will occur in the future.

04/01/08:  Direct printing of the 3D view via the   "File | Print Active View..." or  "File | Print Preview"  menu items will sometimes not print properly.  This problem can usually be fixed by selecting the "Visualization" tab in the Preferences Dialog and setting the "Print Mode:" preference to "Bitmap".


